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XALASKA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION STAFF 1/ 
December 31, 1950
Administration
Don L0 Irwin, Director 
Emil G0 Ganschaw, Administrative Officer 
Kathlyn R„ Pippela Administrative Assistant 
Alice M, Snodgrass, Fiscal Assistant 
Bonnie J* Bettine, Purchasing Assistant 
Lucille K* V±ck9 Editcr^Librarian
John E9 OsgutborpCj Fairbanks Station Superintendent (F) 
Carter Dt Shorman^ Fairbanks Farm Foreman (F)
Lucius Ross, Matanuska Station Superintendent
Harold Ea Gershrael, Matanuska Fern Foreman
James H* Leekley,j Petersburg Station Superintendent (P)
Research Departments
Agricultural Economics 
Hugh A* Johnson, Head 
Clarence A. Moore
Agronomy
H, J» Hodgson, Head 
S0 C* Litzenberger 
Basil M, Bensin (F)
John £, Osguthorpe (F) 2/
Entomology
Richard &» Washburn, Head
Horticulture 
Myron F* Babb, Head ^ 
Curtis H» Dearborn 
Arvo K&llio (F)
Agricultural Engineering 
C* Ivan Branton, head
Animal Husbandry 
.'- William J* Sweetman* Head 
Wallace R. Middleton 
Frederick L* Swingle (F) 
James R* Leekley (P) 
Lucius Ross 2/
Soil Science 
Allan II. la ck , Head 
Winston Laughlin 
Paul F. Martin 
Margaret R 3 Blom 
Neil M&chaelson 2/«m *T
y  (F) after a name Indicates the address as Fairbanks Station, College, 
Alaska. (P) indicates Petersburg Station, Petersburg, Alaska, The port 
office address for all others Is Palmer, Alaska,,
2/ Part time research employee,,
At the beginning of calendar year 19.90, 7 departments ware operating in the 
Alaska Agricultural Experiment Station-. These departe&nts are Adadnx3ira« 
tion, Soil® Science, Horticulture, AgronoBy, /urinal Husbandry, Agricultural 
Economics3 and Agricultural Engineering0 During the year* the Department 
of Entomology was organized,, Research trork in each department is conducted 
on s. project basis# All projects are approved and funds allocated for 
their support before vork is initiated0
iJnder a. Memorandum of Agreement betareen the University of Alaska and the 
Salted States Department of Agriculture, the research work on agricultural 
problems is integrated into one joint prograxao The Director and all depart** 
i®nt heads .are joint employees of the University and the Federal Government0 
Technicians and other Station personnel may be joint employees csr empicyecc 
of either the University of Alaska or of the Uni.ted States Department of 
Agriculture,! The physical plant and equipment of both parties to the agree* 
ment are being used in this joint research program,.
Personnel
Technical personnel engaged in full time research activities in the several 
Station departments includes Soil Science, Horticulture, 3j Agronomy, 
Animal Husbandryt 5; Agricultural Economics, 2j Agricultural Engineering, Ij 
and Entomology, 1« This enumeration represents personnel at all of the 
University Stations as well as the Federal Station in Palmar, It does not 
include either employees hired as laborers on a yearly basis or those hired 
for seasonal vorka Administrative personnel includes the Director and those 
employees whose services are required in connection with purchases, payrolls, 
accounts, personnel records, travel, statistical analysis of date, Station 
superintendents, clerks, and typists<,
Changes in personnel during'1950 are listed* Richard W* Washburn, ?h,.D, 
was appointed Station Entomologist on March 3, 1950* Clarence A* Mocare, M,.S® 
received a permanent appointeent as Agriculteral Economist (GS-9) January 8, 12$0<> Lucille K« Mick, M*A«, became Editor-Librerian Iferch 8? 19i?0„ Wallace 
R© Middleton, E fl39, assumed duties as Animal Husbandman (GS«7) at the I4atanu=* 
nka Station April 2® On I lay 1, 2 Horticulturists were added to tee Station 
staffs Curtis H* Dearborn, Ph«D,, Horticulturist (GS»11) at the Matanuska 
Station rnd Arvo KaUio# M*So« Horticulturist (GS-9) at the Fairbarics Station 
James Scctt began working July 9 as Engineering Draftsman (GS»J>) in the Agri- 
cultural Engineering Department but terminated August ZL to join tea armed 
forces* Bonnie J« Dettine became Purchasing Assistant (GS«J>) September 3, 
replacing I3Ts6 Flora Hereout), resigjjedo Frederick L„ Swingle, B*S*, assumed 
the position of Animal Husbandman (GS-7) at the Fairbanks Station October 290 
Also on October 29, Margaret H« Blon. BJu, began vork as Laboratory Techni« 
cis-n at the Palmer Station*
3Substantial progress was made in coordinating the agricultural research 
work as provided under the Memorandum of Agreement between the University 
and the Federal Departments* Personnel vacancies still exist in the pro­
jected Departments of Plant Pathology and Nutrition. Applications are 
now Doing received to fill these vacancies at an early date©
*
Audits
Vouchers for expenditure of Federal Appropriations .are audited in the Gener~ 
al Accounting Office in Washington, D„ C, prior to payments A request for an 
audit of Territorial Station expenditures for the 19h9~50 fiscal year was 
made to the Office of the Territorial Auditor, Juneau, Alaska „ The Director 
was informed that no funds were available for an audit and that such funds 
would have to be appropriated by the 1?£L Territorial Legislature before an 
audit could be made* Station expenditures of Territorial funds for the last 
-iscal year have therefore not been audited,, A representative of tho Office 
of experiment Stations, Br0 N„ E 0 Farris came to Alaska in June, 1950, and 
inspected the Station expenditures of Federal-grant funds0 All projects 
were reviewed by him in conference with each of the department heads and 
technicians to determine the progress being made on each project0 His sug­
gestions and recommendations with respect to the various phases of fiscal 
and project work were very helpful in coordinating the research worko
Inventories
A complete inventory of all physical properly of both the University and 
i'ederal Stations was taken on Jul y  1, 19l4?0 Since that tira. additions of 
equipment and buildings have been added as they were acquired*. Two soparate 
inventory lists are maintained: one of all physical property belonring to 
the University Stations and the other listing physical plant and eouipmont 
which are property 0f the Federal Station0 Under Superintendents* ‘reports, 
details on buildings, improvements, and equipment received will be found 
covering itoms at each of the University Stations®
Buildings
i S , ^ nS^ 9-bUii?-ne ?rosran Militate research operations has beon in progross during the yearD
hFairbanks Station
At the Fairbanks Station,, the coal stoker was installed in the boiler room 
of the new rnesshallo From Territorial legislature Appropriations, a steals 
lino was extended from the nssehaH ‘bo the barn- garage-threshing shod* 
potato cellar, and to the apartment above th© farmer nilk room<,
A garage-threehing shed UO'S* s 6o® with a fireproof grain storage was con­
structed on forced account* This building will permit storage ar.ri repair 
of Station automotive equipment during winter ssonthso Farm machinery can 
also be unpaired when necessary in the garage building during winter months. 
The threshing shed will be used for dzying, threshing, and storing experi­
mental grain sables a
A concrete floor was completed in the rcon in front of the potato cellar 0 
This will be used as laboratory space for horticultural work#
A room above the potato cellart which for several years hiss been used as a 
laboratory for processing and sampling of cereal ami forage crop seeds, is 
being rehabilitated to make it more suitable for the purpose» A new 3»phase 
power line approximately l£ miles long was built to connect the University 
and. Fairbanks power terminal with the various buildings on the Station0
Hatanaska, Station
At the Katanuska Sub-station^ a garage-thresliing shed with fireproof grain 
storage hU* a: in dimension and £ stories in height is new under con*-
?'traction from Federal fundsc It will provide space for storage of 10 unite 
of autcrnotive equipment,, A 5500 feet radiation,, last pressure stean boiler 
will provide heat for experimental research work in grain drying gnd hay 
oryinge Space will also be available for drying,, threshing, and processing 
Grain and forage seed aanples and for processing experimental samples of 
potatoes and other horticultural crops0
Petersburg1 Station
The sills-, foists, and wooden floor of the cold storage rcon at the Esper»" 
imsntal Fur Station at Petersburg tjere decayed and wore replaced- A 
concrete foundation and floor should replace the wooden floor a
Eedsfffcl Station» Palmssr
At tlie Foderal Station in Palmer, 2 faaxr^bodrcoa and $ two-bedroom houses 
have beon under construction on contract* Also on contract and under con­
struction have been a greenhouse of 5,600 square feet in area and an 
experimental vegetable storage building e It is expected that all of th© 
buildings will be completed by July 1, 1951© The new laboratory office build® 
ing was completed in May of 1S!50& Installation of permanent cabinets 
fixtures in the laboratory room was completed during the current year*
i
FAIRBAIIftS EZFSRHSIiT STATION, 19#) 
REFCET OF TIE SUPERH3TEUDEUT
Station Improveaents
Haases
Duplex. A furnace and stoker were installed under this building (loe- 
atetTln the flat) to replace 2 oil heaters and to heat the building 
sore uniformly«»
Triples:*. The middle apartment in this building had never been entirely 
finished;, although occupied, Thereforep a pine wood floor was laid in 
the front roons base board and quarter round were put o %  and linoleum 
was laid on the kitchen and bathroom floors®
Superintendent83 house» A forced air system was installed on the exist- 
xng'ISrrace to achieve a rwre ev&n distribution of heat. An all hot 
water heater no longer needed In the rseshaXl-'dorrdtory was installed® 
Rotted floor boards were replaced in the bathroom* and the IdLtehen was 
renovated to include a large window and modem cabinetse
Farm foreman} s house» Steam heat was sat up for this house when the 
i35S”House was moved from its lower floor«
Experiment Station Plant
D;airy b a m . The east wall of the cob barn from the floor to the bottom 
of the' windows was replaced with a cement retaining wall and back filled® 
To meet Territorial health rules, a separate approach was built in with 
a trap doer leading to the old furnace toon, which is nos? available for 
storage# The milk room was renovated, and steam heat installations were 
completed in the room and throughout the barn*
Horticultural work room*. The double garage under the granary was made 
over into” a laboratory and work room for the horticulture Departments,
Silo pita A removable wooden panel was constructed and fitted for the 
Trent of the trench silo.
Chicken coop« The hog house9 at present unused* was converted and 
c-pippcd for use as a poultry house until a new one can be constructed«
Well» Th© new well adjacent to the garage was completed and pat into 
operation,. This has since developed difficulties and will aesd further 
work a
6Roads and land clearing, A road to the back fields, approximately 3/It mile 
InT-ength. was straightened, widened, graded^ and installed with culverts to 
make the fioldc more readily available early in the springe The largest of 
the fields (about 12 acres made accessible by this road was leveled enoejfe 
with a bulldozer to facilitate later reclamation with Station equipment
Mew Construction
Garage and IhrreslAsg Shod
A new building (i|0* x £0*) was constructed with the use of sons materials 
salvaged from the old red barn; reenforcing steel, cement, and otbar mater­
ials obtained frctm Ladd Air Force Base salvage yardj gravel from the Alaska 
Hoad Conaission (all of these at no cost to the Station): plus new materials 
purchased locallyo It includes an 8~stell garage, a threshing shod and win­
ter storage space (2i*s x  110*)$ and a fireproof groin storage room (6« x Il6) 9
Fewer System
A 3-phase, 220-i&0 volt poorer line about l| s«Sles in length was built from 
the University and city power terminals to the Station and to the various 
b ildings on the Station* This line makes it possible to operate electric 
motors and equipment which formerly ware inoperative because of insufficient 
power• Approximately a thousand dollars5 worth of new transformer and mis* 
cellancous electrical eauipmont was transferred from the Ladd Air Force Base 
salvage yard at no cost to the Station and was used on these linos to help 
defray costs* Additional materials needed wore purchased from local concerns
Salvage Sale
A sale of all obsolete% worn-out and surplus equipment was hold in July on 
the Station grounds. It netted (1«302«o6»
Equipment -Acquired
1 lea equipment was obtained as follows: an Allis Chalmers all^crop harvester,
a rvbber tired farm wagon, a liquid manure spreader, a power driven side del* 
ivery rako and tedder, a Spike and spring tooth harrot-r, a Brillion grain 
drill, an clectric gas pump and 1,000 gallon tank, an oi^gen-aeetylene welderP 
a drill press, and miscellaneous small tools» A l£-ton surplus dump truck and 
a l-g»*ton stake bocfy were transferred from the Forest Service and Entomology 
Department, respectively. Purchased from Army surplus were a jeep and a 250- 
gallon water tank*
Needs of Fairbanks Station
Excopt for additional tools and automotive overhauling equipment, the most 
pressing needs at the Fairbanks Station have to do with repairs, conver­
sions, and the provision of extra space for operations# Adequate office 
space and greenhouse space are 'needed* The old milk room should be remod­
eled either as laboratory or office space. The steam, line should be 
extended to other buildings on the Station grounds to make full use of.the 
boiler in the ires shall. Reconstruction of the well should include a settl­
ing system, and a large concrete reservoir should be constructed for 
surface water storage for fire protection and general Station usea Walls 
and ceiling of the poultry house should be insulated,.. Landscaping of the 
Station grounds, planting ornamentals, and changing the drive-in road from 
its present location constitute a needed program for Station improvements
General Farm Operations
Livestock and Poultry
On hand January 1, 1931. were 18 cows, 2 years old or older; 0 heifers,
8 months to 2 years old; 2 heifer calves under 6 months old; i| bulls,
8 months to 2 years old; 2 bulls under 6 months old; 1 herd sire, 8 years 
and 9 months old; and 130 Rhode Island Red pullets, 6 months old*
Crops
The 195>0 growing season started about 2 weeks earlier than usual, but Has 
very dry» The combined precipitation for April and Ilay was only 0*55 inch 
Consequently, hillside seed beds sscre short of moisture<• Plowing on the 
hillside started Kay 8, but the bottom land, where most of the grains were 
grown this season, was not dry enough to work until May 21c A lack ox pre­
cipitation was especially noticeable in potatoes and pasture. Only h'9h 
inches were recorded for the period June through September,, This dry sea­
son proved ideal for grain planting and harvesting« Moisture percentages 
were very iiigh, 18 to 20 percent, on grain harvestedo Germination of all 
dried grain was high, some samples approximating 100 percent,.
Approximately 31 acres were devoted to grain exclusive of experimental crops, 
pasture, oats=and=peas for silage, and permanent hay* With the exception cf. 
Khogot wheat, which was fertilized with 10-20-10 at the rate of 9b pounds 
per acre, these grain crops, seeded at the rate of 90 pounds per acre, were 
fertilized with 5-20-10 at the rate of 79 pounds per acre «. Two acres of 
Edda barley seeded June 1 and harvested September 18 averaged 27 bushels per 
acre » Three acres of Olli barley seeded June 3 and harvested September 18 
averaged 33 1/3 bushels per acre. Twelve acres of Gopher cats seeded June 
6 and 7 and harvested October 3 and It averaged 38 bushels per acre, Khogot 
wheat seeded May 26 and harvested September 25 yielded ll<0 bushels for 7 acres*
6» i
MA.TAIJUSKA EXPERIMENT STATION, 1950 
REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT
The duties of the Superintendent at the 1-latanuska Station have been quite 
varied during the year 1950, He has endeavored to cooperate and work with 
the heads of the various departments in order to help in any way possible 
in carrying on their work, In doing this, it has been necessary to supply 
labor, equipment, and materials as required by them in carrying on their 
various projects,
With the exception of the new garage, all construction and maintenance 
work at the Station has been done the past year by regular Station labor 0 
Securing the type of labor required has been a serious problem for some 
time.. In the future this situation may become more acute„ In view of 
this fact, anything that can be done for the convenience and improved 
working conditions of Station employees should not be neglectedo
A great deal of the work in all phases of research carried on in poultry 
projects at the Station has been done by the Superintendent the past year©
A major portion of the Superintendent's work has been the physical main­
tenance and operation of the Station plant. This has been considered 
under the following headings:
Buildings and Grounds
Hew Garage and Work Room
Work was begun by the Davis Construction Company on the new garage with a 
threshing, drying, and work room on the second floor. Because of the fact 
that construction was begun late in the season, only the concrete work for 
the walls and ceiling of the first floor was completed. The remaining 
construction is to be finished in 1951,
Poultry House
A portion of the poultry house was renodeled under the direction of Mr, 
Branton, Agricultural Engineer-., Four 10 by 13 feet pens were’ constructedo 
Pens 1 and 2 were ceilod with inch plywood. Vapor seal in the form of 
sisalcraft paper was placed under the plywood. Pens 3 and 1> were ceiled 
with native l~inch rough lumber with a vapor seal'under the native lusfaer. 
The walls were then filled with sawdust. Ventilation stacks were construc­
ted for each pen. Pen 1 was equipped with an electric heater and forced 
ventilation, tho latter by moans of an exhaust fan installed in the exhaust 
stack. Pen 2 was not provided with any form of heat and had only natural 
ventilation. Pen 3 was without heat but was provided with an exhaust fan
9for ventilation. Pen h was equipped with a butane gas not water n * •
50=feet coil of garden hose, run from this heater, circulates hot water 
tlirough the litter on the floor of the pen. This is accomplisnea by a 
snail electric pump0
In order to provide adequate current for the operation of clerical eq^p- 
ment in the poultry house, it was necessary to cut &he supply line off from 
the Dairyman*s Cottage and Tun a 220 volt line directly fron the main sup­
ply iino0 A new Louden litter carrier was installed in the poultry house
to facilitate cleaning.
Grain Drier
A 500-bushel capacity steel grain bin was purchased for the purpose of dry- 
inr [Tain. This bin was asseribled adjacent to the garage. The Paln-r Sheet 
Metal Company constructed a hot air tunnel connecting the furnace in the shop
to the grain bin«
Forage. Sanple Drier
The drier located in the milk house was comple tely remodeled* In doing this, 
it was enlarged and a new fan and drying unit were installed0
Upper Garage
A conent floor was poured in the west end of the upper garage. This space 
is being used by the Agronory Department.
Garage and Shop
Some changes were made in the garage and work shop in order to accommodate 
new shop equipuento A heavy wire tool cage was made in the shop c.o perimu 
more efficient handling of tools<?
Barn
The interior of the dairy barn was repaintodo
The hay drier in the barn was completely remodeled under the supervision of 
Mr 0 Bran ton. Agricultural Engineer. A large squirrel cage fan and a mucn 
larger radiator wore installed. The radiator will be connected to a toiler 
in the new garage when comple tod. Larger air ducts were also instal-ea in 
connection with tho fan. The installation of a 3-phase motor to drive xhis 
fan made it necessary to run a 3-phase eloctric lino to the barn, A separ­
ate meter was also installed to care for this motor.
1 0
:Hilk House
The interior of the milk house was repainted and another washing vat was 
installedo
In the afternoon of December 7, fire broke out in tae millc house oui.j i-.-igo 
Prompt action on the part of the Station employees soon extinguished the 
blaze but not before considerable damage v/as dons to the interior ox the 
building and equipment® In order to make the milk room usable again., it 
was necessary to put in a new ceiling, paint the interior, and replace. all 
the windows * The fire did a great deal of damage in the room occupied by 
the forage sample drier* This drier was left in ruins* It was deemed ad­
visable to install an electric hot water heater for the milk room_rather 
than go to the expense of replacing the burned controls to the boilex0
The power line serving the barn, garage, and root, cellar became badly over­
loaded* In order to remove some of the load, a new line was put in to 
serve the milk house„
Water Heaters
Automatic oil hot water heaters were installed in the Kodiak Cottage, the 
messhall, Dairyman's Cottage* and Superintendents Cottage*
Landscaping
Landscaping the Station grounds was begun under the direction of Dr, Myron 
Fo Babb. A portion of this work was completed, A net?entrance road was 
constructed, permitting the office to have a 30-feet lawn in fronx of the 
building. The south half of the lawn was tilled, leveled, and seeded to 
bluegrass with a cover crop of oats.
Equipment Acquired
General Farm Machinery and Equipment
A Ferguson tractor equipped with 2“way plow, spring tooth cultivator, tiller, 
tandem disc harrow (? feet), middle buster, mowing machine, potato biller, 
rear mounted hoist, and row marker was acquired* Other farm equipment ob­
tained include 2 rubbery-tired wagons; an 8-feet McCormick Deering tandem 
disk harrow| a McCormick Bearing 2 (l6~inch) bottom, 2=way, roll--over plow 
an 8-feet McCormick Deering grain and fertilizer drill; a Brillior. Sure 
Stand grass seeder, a if -ton Ford truck with stalje body, an Eversman land 




Shop equipment acquired included an electric welder, an air compressor 
a power hack saw, a sldLll saw, a 3/U-inch electric drill and drill press, 
an oxygen~acetylene welder vrith cutting attachments, and a hydraulic 
floor jacka
Departmental Equipment
A head tliresher, a 22-inch plot thresher, and a gerirdnator were acquired 
for the Agronoxry Department, A Silver Prince sprayer was obtained for 
the Horticulture Departments
Ivseds of Katanuska Station
Squipnent
Heeds for general Station equipment have been taken cere of fairly well,. 
However, it might be desirable to obtain the following items if possible: 
an oil water heater for the Central Cottage,, conversion of floor furnace 
in the office to a pipe furnace and installation of a stoker, an elevator 
for transferring coal from a railroad car to Staton trucks, and a new 
grain separator* The office furnace conversion would make all the rooms 
comfortable to work in during severe weather, and the stoker would pay for 
itself in labor and cosl saved. So far* search for a suitable coal eleva-* 
'bar has been unsuccessful*
Repairs and Conversions
If the present plans fox* completion of the landscaping program are carried 
out, the appearance and convenience of the Station grounds will be greatly 
improved <»
Certain buildings at the Hatanuska Station are vexy badly in need of paints 
The need is most critical on the messhall apartment building,, The Kodiak 
Cottage should have a coat of shingle stein. The other buildings on the 
Station also need a coat of paint, but the need is not as great as for 
those mentioned* The office building interior should be redecorated*
The- room in the Edik house formerly occupied by the forage sample drier 
should be designed for the comfort and convenience of Station employees* 
Provision should be made for individual lockers, a table where lunches can 
be eatena and a lavatory e
A new door arrangement might be effected in the upper garage to provide 




About 2 acres of land were cleared and plowed in the fall of 19500 This 
land will be made available to the Horticulture Department for small 
fruit variety testing, breeding, and culture„
Crops
Tho growing season for 1950 was unusually dry. Very little moisture war- 
present in the ground at seeding time, and only 5,68 inches of precipita­
tion occurred during the growing season of June, July, August, and 
September. This lack of moisture was most noticeable in vegetable crops 
and pasturec Dry weather continued on through harvest, making harvesting 
conditions ideal. Grain matured, was harvested, and threshed with but 
very little rain occurring during this period* Because of this, grain 
went into storage trith a relatively low moisture content, Germination 
on all grain should be high.
Approximately h'S acres wore devoted to regular field crops, exclusive of 
experimental crops, pasture, and permanent hay. These grain crops, seeded 
at the rate of 90 pounds per acre, were fertilised with 10-20-10 at the 
rate of 100 pounds per acre. Twelve acres of Khogot wheat, seeded May 1? 
and 10 and cut August 28, yielded a total of 268 bushels, or 2h bushels 
per acre. Gopher oats, seeded May 20 and cut August 30, yielded 50 bush­
els per acre or a total of 1<73 bushels for the 905~acre plot. Three acres 
of oats, seeded Kay 22 and cut September 6, yielded a total of l$k bushels 
or 51.3 bushels per acre® Seeded May 19 and cut August 15, Olli barley 
yielded 39 Ji bushels per acre or a total of 3?5 bushels for the 9,5 acres 
cultivatedo
Livestock and Poultry
On hand January 1, 1951, were: 19 cows, 2 years old or older; lit heifers. 0 months to 2 years old; k calves, heifers; 11 calves, bulls; 1 bull,* Guernsey, aged 5 years; 2 bulls, Holstein (borrowed); 2 bulls, Red Dane 
(borrowed); 2 draft horses, Ik years old; 118 hens, New Hampshire Reds, 
old; and 136 hens, Hew Hampshire Rod, pullets0
The 2 draft horses should be disposed of in some manner. They are not 
physically fit to work, and the cost of keeping them is considerable, 
both from the standpoint of feed consumption and the man hours 6.f labor 
required in caring for them0
r
PETERSBURG EXFERIMEiiTAL RJR STATION, 19>0 
REFQRT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT
/
1 3
Inprovoments to Physical Plant
Several of the needed repairs listed in the report for 19i$ have been 
accomplisheds
In May, a man was hired to install the new linoleum tile on the floor of 
the office rooms, hall, and laboratory. There ’were not sufficient tile 
to complete the job entirely, but extra tile are ordered and will bo 
installed as soon as they arrive,, There is little enthusiasm aboufr the 
technique employed by the man hired, as many of the tile have raised 
edges and are not firmly attached to the floor. This situation i3 being 
remedied., in part, by re-laying the individual tile as necessary.
Inlaid linoleum and a linoleum wall covering were put in the kitchen of 
the caretaker's residence. The new, oil“burning kitchen range was instal­
led* and it was necessary to replace the toilet in this dwelling. The 
water Eupply into the building was protected from freezing by a sheet 
metal, iron shield,
Several rooms in the office-residencs building were given a much needed 
coat of paint: the laboratory was painted with 2 coats of enameij up­
stairs, the kitchen, living room, front bedroom, bathroom, and hall each 
had 1 coat. The drainboard in the kitchen was covered with inlaid lin~ 
oleum, and a new sink rim was installed.
Four marten pons were built during the year, and repairs were made repeat­
edly on the other marten and for pens in use. The wood nas deteiiorated 
and rotted to such an extent that constant surveills j is necessary to 
prevent the escape of animals ■>
During the latter part of the year, repairs were started on the foundation 
of the Station cold storage plant6
Hew Buildings
Uo now buildings were constructed at the Station during the past year* 
Station personnel completed the 7-car garage built last year; doors were 
hung; a large door was made from aluminum roofing for the stall where the 
dump truck is housed; and trim was put on the face of the building©
1 1
New Kqulpmsnt
The following new equipment was acquired during 19$G: an Olympic oil
burning range, a Smith-Corona typewriter, a typist chair* an executive 
desk, a used Champion bread mixer and parts, and small hand tools cost­
ing approximately £50*
Needs of Petersburg Station
Equipment
There has been correspondence relative to the items listed in the report 
for 19h9$ but definite plans have not been made for their accomplishment# 
It is felt that the following suggestions are still of the utmost import­
ance c
Water system# This Station, has needed an adequate, sanitary water system 
for some time* Numerous requests and reports have been made on the pres­
ent system during the past 9 years® The supply is limited, the pressure 
low» The well is very poorly cribbed with poles® Surface water can get 
into the well, and the water contains a precipitant which forms in tho 
pipes resulting in dirty water, low pressures, and periodic pipe replace- 
raentso
Mink houseo Very little work has ever beon carried on at this Station on 
various methods of housing mink# The old mink house is too small to pro­
vide adequate housing during the summer months# Funds are requested to 
purchase materials for the construction of a 50- to 100-pen mink house 0 
These pens would be small, inexpensive, and incorporate the features of 
modern mink pens now being constructed in the States#
Repairs
Due to inclement weather, repairs on the cold storage plant foundation 
were suspended# Repairs have progressed to the point where the founda­
tion is no longer dangerous, and they will be completed when weather 
permits #
Authorization has been given to improve the Station water system, insul­
ate the ceiling and wall of the cold storage plant,, and paint the Station 
buildings# These repairs will be made when labor is available, materials 
are obtained, and the weather is more favorable0
Tho present marten and fox furring pens should be replaced as soon as 
possible, Authorization fox’ rebuilding of these pens has been granted*
1$
Animals on Hand as of December ■ft.
Pelting was not completed until January 11, 1951« 
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Animal, s Pelted for Sale During the Year
Foxes 
70 Blue











According to available information, none of the pelts has been sold as 
yet. Four live foxes were purchased by Dr„ J„ R. Gorham, Veterinarian in 
Charge, Fur Animal Disease Resoarch Laboratory. Pullman. Washington, and 
were shipped to hiir>; on January 28, 19510 Dr0 Gorham will not have funds 
available until April 1, so payment will be made after that date. These 
animals were in addition to the 29 foxes kept as breeders?
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United States Department of Agriculture
WORK PROJECT ANflUAL liEPORT
1. WORK PROJECT NUMBER: AL-l-l
2« DIVISION: Alaska Agricultural Experiment Station
3„ BUREAU Jit AGENCY: Agricultural Research Administration
Uo V.ORK PROJECT TITLE: Soil Classification, Mapping and Management fie-
search in Alaska
$ PERIOD COVERED BY THE 'REPORT: January lp 1?£0 to December 31, 19$0
6c SUPERVISORY LEADER: Allan Ho Mick
7o LOCATION: Alaska Agricultural Experiment Station, Palmer, Alaska
3. COOPERATION: Soil Conservation Service (participated in mapping)?
Agronomy Department (participated in forage fertilizer studies); Ani­
mal Husbandry Department (participated in forage studies); Horticulture 
Department (participated in potato studies); University of Nebraska 
(cooperated in I.'anganese studies); Anchorage Potato Chip Company (par­
ticipated in potato quality studies).
9o OBJECTIVE OF CURRENT WORK: To classify and inventory soil resources in
the Matanuska and Tanana Valleys, and in selected sites on the Kenai 
Peninsula (Homer, Kenai, Frits Creek, Ninilchik)j to develop or adapt 
rapid analytical techniques for anticipating nutrient amendments for 
soils in the afore-mentioned areas; to investigate fundamental physical 
and chemical characteristics of Alaskan soils; to investigate the field 
response of forage, grains and potatoes to fertiliser amendments, in- 
eluding minor elements0
100 PROGRESS DURING THE YEAR: Soil Classification (1) in tho iiatanuska
Valley (AL~1-1-1): 28,000 acres surveyed; (2) in the Tanana Valley 
(AL=l->2-”2)? 7,000 acres surveyed; (3) exclusive of Liatanuska and Tenana 
Valleys (AL-1=1=3)j reconnaissance study through Copper Center area. 
Rapid soil analysis (AL-l-l-lt): 2ii3 samples analysed* Chemical charac- 
teristics (AL-1-1*=5): progress limited to planning. Physical character^ 
istics (Air* 1“ 1=6=1): Physical, analysis reveals loessial materials in 
Matanuska Valley are dominated by fine silt, 20-Ui microns in diameter0 
Mineralogy (AL-1-1-6-2): Bodsnburg series found to be dominated by 
volcanic glass. Fertilizers for small grains (AL-1-1-7): Fertiliser 
trials revealed 15-33-0 (W-P2O5-K2O) pounds per acre to be an efficient 
fertiliser for cereal grains on Knik soils. Fertilizers for forage 
(AL-1-1-8): Yields' of bromegrass directly proportional to amount of N
1 7
applied up to and including 120 pounds per acre, nith no deterioration 
in quality® Alsike clover responded t o  N and P^cji liBie ^aVe no r 8 “  
spongej hea^y potash applications reduce yieldso No treatment contri« 
buted to winter survival.. All plots being entirely v/inter^kiiledo ue- 
speh&e oi‘ oats to t-angancse (/Jj-1=*1*9} j to 1U0 ^ounag per acre oi 
IflnSOi, controlled foliar symptoms oJ ;»n ueiiciency in Climax oats.
Yieldt of grain end forage were correspondingly mcrei-sedo unor el­
ements (AL-1-1-10)’; Minor elements did not influence yields of truck 
on Knik soils. Pot-testing (AL~1~11); uitrogen and phosphates must 
be supplied in fairly large quantities to > ost soils* Potash supplies 
ere nearly adequate* ?s are calcium and magnesium Publication of 
results limited to a circular on fertilizer recommendations,
11 r. TELL BRIEFLY 1 OR MORE IMPOEIA&T COMTKIBUTIONS SUCH AS PUBLIC BUM liS 
OF WE PAST 3 YEARS V.HICH JUSTIFY CONTINUED SUrPJKT OF ’AHIS V.ORK:/ r:ethod of increasing forage yields has reduced the lend requirements 
of livestock and dairy enterprises* Soil surveys yield information 
concerning economic land utilisation and the fessability of extending 
research results into unsettled areaso lor the aosfc part, work under 
this project has barely started* Cessation at this time is unjustified, 
considering the overall, agricultural program in Alaska,,
12. LINES OF WORK TO RECEIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION DURIMG THE COMING YtAR:
Soil surveys will be continued in:
The fcatenueka ?alley (AL~1~1“1) ' r
The Tanana Valley (AL-1=>1“2)
Elsewhere in Alaska as th® opportunity arises (AL-1=1~3)
Development of rapid analytical teenniques will be stressed 
supplemented, by pet-testing (Ai-1-1-11) as iacilitiss become available. 
Laboratory investigations into the chemical (AL-1~1=5) ssci physical 
(Air-1=1** 1-6-1) characteristics of important soil series trill be ex« 
panded, field plot studies dealing with tho fertilizer requirements oi' 
forage (AL-1-1-7)> potatoes (Alr»l--2="7) j and grains (Ai^I-l^o) will be 
expended to the limit of land and labor at hand- Held studies of 
responses to minor elements including manganese for oats (AL-1>=1“? ) » 
and manganesef copper, boron, iron, sine, and sulfur for truck and 
legune crops trill be continuedc
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ALASKA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
Don Lo Invin, Director 
In cooperation with 
UNITED STATES DEPARTL'iNT OF AG hi CULTURE 
Agricultural Research Administration
AMUAL PROGRESS REPORT, FEDERAL AND FEDERAL-GRANT PROJECTS* 1?5Q
lo PROJECT NUMBER AND FUND: AL-1~1~1 (F)
20 PROJECT TITLE: Soil Classification end Mapping in the Hatanueka
Valley?
30 PERIOD COVERED BY THE EEPOET: January 1, 1950 to December 31* 195C
ho SUPERVISORY LEADER: Al’an Ho Mick
5o LOCATION: Palmer? Alaska
6„ COOPERATION: Nona
?r OBJECTIVE OF WORK; To complete a survey and make maps available which 
summarise the distribution features of a soil classification based on 
proved criteria? These maps will serve as a basis for study* and for 
devising and recommending suitable lard use management practicesa
8 r LINES OF WORK TO RECEIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION DURING THE COMIIIG YEAR:
Extension of survey into areas not yet under cult i vat ion * with partic­
ular stress on th© Tiasilla-t’ittman area where recent road construction 
has opened lsrg* acreages of previously inacessible land«
9„ TELL BRIEFLY 1 OP MGRB IMPOISANT CONTRIBUTIONS SUCH AS PUBLIC BENEFITS 
OF THE PAST 3 YEARS Y/HICK JUSTIFY CONTINUED SUPPORT OF THIS WORK? 
Because of the fragmentary evidence thus far available, no direct pub­
lic benefits can as yet be attributed, to this work0 Indirectly, the 
survey is basic to other Experiment Station projects<> It hgs revealed 
that: (a) Important agricultural enterprises in the Katanuska Valley 
are chiefly supported by 2 mineral series, Knik and Bodenburg. (b) 
Successful farm enterprises are supported by deep phases of these 2 
series; shallow phases support part-time enterprises and constitute a 
major portion of land now available for homesteading, that is for ex­
pansion of agriculture within th© valley«, (c) Because of drainage 
problems, organic soils renaii marginal in character., Drainage prob~ 
lem3, are acute to the orient of eliminating use of. organic soils 
until local demand for produce make thoir e.Tploitation economically 
feasibloo (d) In all probability, the results of technical studies 
on the important mineral soils are interchangeable in applicaiion0 
Indirect benefits to local agricultural entersises have thus accrued 
from this work insofar a* the results of stud1.es undertaken in otter
1 9
agronomic projects h.^ ve been extended in the form of specific recom­
mendations concerning fertilizer practices^ crop adaptations* and 
related infromatlonc
10o PROGRESS DURING.THE YEAR: A total of about 23,000 acres in the west=>
era portion of the Katanuska Valley were classified and mapped during 
the sTDrnner of 1950 P About half of this acreage extends from GooBe 
Bay northeast along Cook Inlet through Knik0 The remainder lies be­
tween Big (Fish) Lake and the Little susitna River to the north and 
east to Pittman on the railroad-, The accepted soil legends were re­
vised to recognize and define the more definite glacial features of 
the landscape and shallower more severely weathered profiles devel« 
oped in what appears to be a sandy calcareous reworked driffco
Hr. PUBLICATIONS! Publication of maps, except in praliEinary fora and 
limited number, is not justified at this phase of the work® See 
paragraph 1Q„ Evidence obtained from this project make possible the 
publication of Circulars 33 and llt-» dealing with fertiliser recom= 
mendatlonc end adapted crop varieties-.
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ALASKA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
Don Lo Irwin, Director 
In cooperation with 
UICTED STATES LEPr- RTIIENT OF AGRICULTURE 
Agricultural Research Administration
ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT, FEDERAL AND FEDERAL” GRAIjT PROJECTS, 1?50
10 PROJECT NUMBER AND FUND: AL-1-1-2 (F)
2n PROJECT TITLE: Soil Classification and Mapping in the Tanana Valley©
3„ PERIOD COVERED BY THE REPORT: Januaiy 1, 1950 to December 31, 1950
ko SUPERVISORY LEADER: Allan He Mick
5° LOCATION: Palmer, Alaska
60 COOPERATION: Soil Conservation Service
7o OBJECTIVE OF 7.0RK: To complete a survey and make maps available which
summerize the distribution based on proved criteria. These maps will 
serve as a basis for study, and for devising and recommending suitable 
land use management practices0
S„ LINES OF WORK TO RECEIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION DURING THE COMING YEAR: 
Collating field notes and assembling data into mapso Field work will 
be held to a minimum, consisting mostly of reconnaissance studies in 
areas adjavent to that mapped during the current season.,
9» TELL BRIEFLY 1 OR M3 RE IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTIONS SUCH AS PUBLIC BENEFITS
OF THE PAST 3 YEARS ’.'HIGH JUSTIFY CONTINUED SUPPORT OF THIS WORK:
Because of fragmentary data now available, no direct public benefits 
can as yet be attributed to this "works Indirectly, this survey is basic 
to other Experiment Station projects because it will reveal fundamental 
relationships determined by the geographic distribution of potential 
agricultural sites in the Tanana Valley« The classification is necee-= 
sary to an intelligent application and extension of all agronomic 
research results* Indirect benefits to local enterprises have thus ac«= 
crued from this work, insofar as the results of studies undertaken in 
other egronomic projects have been extended and applied in the form of 
specific recommendations concerning fertilizer practices and related 
information#
10- PROGRESS DURING THE YEAR* Field mapping was coordinated with the Soil 
Conservation program* Neil Michaelscn accompanied the Soil Conserve^ 
tion Service field crew of 5 men who mapped the Fairbanks Soil Conser­
vation Subdistrict the vicinity of and including Fairbanks. This area 
comprises 3 townships, consisting of a rectangle extending 2li iail©s 
east and west and 12 miles north and south5 bounded roughly on the south
21
by the Tanaria Rivers In this area, Mr0 Michaeleon mapped approx­
imately 7,000 acres and in addition;, inspected the work of the Soil 
Conservation Service crew in order to correlate their work with the 
national classification system. Field notes^ based on a legend 
following the national system, are therefore now available covering 
the entire agricultural district in and around Fairbanks®
lie PUBLICATIONS: Evidence obtained from this project made possible the
publication of Circulars 13 and lit, dealing with fertilizer practices 
and adapted crop varietiesc
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ALASKA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
Don Lo Irwin, Director 
In cooperation with 
UNIIID STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
Agricultural Research Administration
ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT, FEDERAL AND FEDERAL-GRANT PROJECTS, 1950
1. PROJECT NUMBER A!!D FUt©: AL-1-1-3 (F)
20 PROJECT TITLE: Soil Classification and flapping in Alaska Exclusive of
the Matanuska %nd Tanana ‘Valleys*
3 -  PERIOD COHERED BY THE REPORT: January 1 ,  1 « 5 0  t o  D ecem b er 31, 1950
ho SUPERVISORY LLADER: Allan H. Mick
5« LOCATION: Palmer, Alaska
6 0 COOPERATION: N one
7o OBJECTIVE OF T.ORK: To classify soils in Alaska, exclusive of the
isnana and Matanuska Valleys, preparatory to organizing soil catego­
ries under the national system of classil icationo
3„ LINES OF WORK TO RECEIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION DITJINC- THE -COMING YEAR: 
Continuation oi. studies when and where an opportunity is prssf'ntedp 
This work will be accomplished in conjunction with travel f o r  adminis­
tration or other purposesj or in conjunction v.ith ot.ier agency proj=
©C w©©
9* T5LL 1 HIEFLY 1 OR J-'ORE IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTIONS SUCH AS PUBLIC BENEFITS 
OF THE PAST 3 YEARS TJHICH JUSTIFY CONTINUED SUPPORT OF IrilS WORK: 
Indirect benefits to local agricultural enterprises have accured from 
this novA insofar as t e results of studies undertaken in other agron~ 
omic projects have been extended and applied in the form of specific 
recommendations concerning fertilizer practices, crop adaptation, 
and related information.
10" PR09RE?S DURING THE YEAR: Little effort was expanded on this project*
A single reconnaissance trip along the road through Copper Center and 
thence to Valdez afforded an opportunity to study several profiles 
and the present soil classification legendo
llo PUBLICATIONS: Limited to interdepartmental and inter-agency reports„
Evidence obtained in the project indicates that information Circulars 
•U ana Hi, dealing vith fertiliser recommendations and adapted crop 
varieties, can be extended to these areas*
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ALASKA AGItfCULTU. AL EXPERIMENT 51ATI0N 
Don L0 Irwin, Director 
In cooperation with 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
Agricultural Research Administration
ANNUAL PROCRESS REPORT, FEDERAL AND FEDERAL-GRANT PROJECTS, 1950
lo PROJECT NUMBER A*iD *UND: AL-l-l-U (H)
2a PROJECT TITLE: Alaskan Soil Fertility Levels as indicated by napid
Soil Analysis„
3° PERIOD COVERED BY THE REPORT: January 1, 1950 to December 31, 1950
Uo SUPERVISORY LEADER: Allan Ho Mick
5tv LOCATION: Palmer, Alaska
6. COOPERATION: Extension Service and Soil Conservation Service
7c OBJECTIVE OF WORK: To adapt recognized rapid analytical techniques to
Alaskan soils in an effort to develop a method of predicting nutrient 
deficiencies under field and greenhouse conditionso
30 LINES OF WORK 10 RECEIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION DURING THE COMING YEAR:
Field fertilizer trials with small grains, forage, potatoes, end vegeta­
bles on representative soil series will again provide an opportunity 
to correlate actual yields with values obtained from rapid analysis 
of carefully selected soil samples. Extracts other than dilute sodium 
acetate will be employed and compared. Nitrogen, phosphate, potash, 
calcium and magnesium levels ax-e to be studiedo
9o TELL BRIEFLY 1 OR MORE IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTIONS SUCH AS PUBLIC BENEFITS 
OF THE PAST 3 YEARS WHICH JUSTIFY CONTINUED SUPPORT OF 1 IS WORK:
Because of widespread popular misunderstanding and a lack of applica­
tion of soil testing, the value of soil test information is exag­
gerated# Some Alaskan fanners send soil sasples to commercial 
laboratories in the States and follow recommendations that do not 
agree with experience or research results obtained in Alaska» A local 
soil testing program is urgently needed, not only to supply information 
concerning proper soil inanagement practices but to correct nisunder= 
standings that have resulted from an over-extension oi experience 
accumulated in other climates*
10o PROGRESS DURING THE YEAR: A total of 2h3 samples were analyzed in
early spring, employing the procedures and facilities ueveloped 
during the previous year,, Test results including estimates of avail­
able nitrogen, phosphates, anc- potash; pH values v/ere also determined®
The results oi' these various "tests" were interpreted in terms of 
fertilizer recommendations and returned to 86 cooperating farmers and 
gardners through the /.I a ska Extension i ervice and the local Soil Con­
servation organization.,
Analytical work was not resumed after the growing season until facil­
ities became available in the new Palmer laboratory in early October„
From then until the close of the year, effort was focused on the re­
finement of techniques made possible by rew facilities and equipment* 
Sample analysis js to be resumed early in 1951 after a satisfactory 
research pattern Las been established,
PULilCATIONS: Information sccumlated in tils project has been
intergrated with field trial results* Ihe results, in terms of 
specific fertilizer reconmeTdations for important Alaska crops, have 
been published as Circular 13 "General Jiecommendations, Fertilizers 
for Alaska, 1951"o
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ALASKA AGRICULTURAL aPERBSENT SI AT ION 
Don L* Irwin, Director 
In cooperation with 
UK IT'ED S1ATES DIiPARTt'EblT OF AGRICULTUidS 
Agricultural Research /dministration
ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT, FEDERAL Alffi FEDERAL GRANT PROJECTS, 1950
U  PROJECT ..Uf.!bER AND FUND: AL-1-1-5 (F)
2o PROJECT TITLE: Fundamental Chemical Characteristics of Alaskan Soils
3« PERIOD COVERED BY THE REPORT: January 1, 1950 to December 31, 1950
SUPERVISORY LEADER: Allan H» Lick
5<> LOCATIONS: lAatanuska experiment Station. Data from sites and samples
representing important agricultural soils m  Alaska.
6o COOPERATION: ■ Horticulture, Agronomy and Animal Husbandry Department;,
7c OBJECTIVE OF WORK: To describe Alaskan soil categories in terms of
b?se exchange characteristics and othsr chemical properties of egrlcul” 
tural significance*
6- LINES OF WORK TO hLCEIVE SPECIAL A1TENTION DURING THE COMING YEAR: 
Depends upon laboratory facilities and technical assistanceo If 
conditions are favorable, b?se exchan-a studies will be initiatedo
9, TELL BRIEFLY 1 OR toHE IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTIONS SUCH AS PUBLIC BENEFITS 
OF THE .’AST 3 YEARS WHICH JUSTIFY CONTINUED SUPPORT 01 THIS WORK: 
Suitable laboratory facilities became avai-Iable in ths near Palmer 
building October le A laboratory technician reported for duty on 
Uovember 1 and has since been employed in plant analysis® iio import­
ant contributions have resulted from this work, which has barely 
progressed beyond the planning stage*
10o PROGRESS DURING TIE YEAR: Progress v/as limited to the procurement of
equipment and supplies, and technical assistance* A procedure for 
analyzing brse exchanne characteristics has been outlined,
11* PUBLICATIONS: None
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ALASKA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
Bon Lo Irwin£ Director 
In Cooperation with 
UNIT ID STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
Agricultural Research Administration
ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT, FEDERAL AMD FEDERAL GRAMdFRO JESTS, 3,950
?..a • PROJECT NUMBER AND FUND: AL~I-I=6~1 CF)
20 PROJECT TITLE; Fundimsntal Physical Characteristics of Alaskan Soil3
3o PERIOD COVERED BY THE REPORT* January 1* 1950 to December 31s 1950
kc SUPERVISORY LEADERS* Allan H0 Mick*, Paul F, Martin
So LOCATIONS: Palmer* Alaekao Laboratory studies of samples collected
throughout the Territcryo
60 COOPERATIONs Soil Conservation Service (sample collection)
7o OBJECTIVE OF IDRKs To find a solution to problems of low soil temp= 
aratures and low moisture supplying capacities during the growing 
SGdSOXlo
So LINES OF WORK TO RECEIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION DURING THE COMING YEAR: 
Physical analysis of representative samples of agricultural soil 
series and analogous undistrubed profiles to discover the (l) fun&2=> 
mental pore size and particle size distributions, permeability, organ­
ic matter content, and moisture and aeration relationships; (2) changes 
brought about in these characteristics by current clearing and manage­
ment practices, and (3) practical modifications of current practices 
that will increase yields and preserve the soil as natural resource*
9c TELL BRIEFLY 1 OR MORE IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTIONS SUCH AS PUBLIC BENEFITS 
OF THE PAST 3 TEARS WHICH JUSTIFY CONTINUED SUPPORT OF THIS WORK:
Low eoil temperatures* impeded drainage caused by peculiar pore size 
distributions and persistant frost., and low moisture retaining capac­
ities are several factsrs that limit yields in many Alaskan soilso 
S&cept for particle size analysis of several samples collected by  ^
Bennett snd Rice in 1913 and a few samples studied by Rookie in l?50s 
no work has been accomplished in this field*, Opportunities for 
public assistance are great, especially in devising effective man­
agement practices®
10o PROGRESS DURING THE YEAR: An observational trial started last year
to study the effect of black paper iwJch on heat absorption was 
continuedo %en established, the paper mulch inearly summer after 
all subsurface frost had disappeared and the surface layers had 
warmed,, During the remainder of the season, soil under th® mulch
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remained 2° to <-o5° C warmer than adjacent unmulched areas, Ihe next 
spring, however j the mulched plots uid not thaw nor drain as rapidly 
as the neighboring untreated areas. Iron April until September thev 
were Jrom 2° to 3° C colder. The effectiveness of the black Daper 
was decreased by a layer of dust blown over it during the winter.
ther physical aspects ot soils studies during the reporting period 
included a continuation of particle size analysis, and measurements 
of organic matter and moisture relationships.
Particle Size Studies Complete physical analysis of 22 samples from 
successive depths of a representative bodenburg profile shows that the 
surface vantle at this particular site is nominated by silt (60 to 70 
percent of each subsite sample by weight),, Within the silt separate 
particles ranging from 20 to Ui microns in diameter account for 50 to 90 percent of the total* .Although the clay fraction increases with 
depth, it does not exceed 7 percent of any sampleo Less than 2 per= 
cent of tuese samples exceeded 100 microns in diameter,, Organic matter 
accounted for an average 5 percent of sample weight, and was not uni- 
i'onaly distributed vertically through the loessial mantle0
Organic Matter Because only small quantities of free carbonates and 
hydrated minerals are found in Alaska soil materials, total loss on 
ignition provides a fairly good estimate of organic mattero Over 100 
samples subjected to ignition loss measurements gave results that con­
form to experience elsewhere0 Soils of the Bodenburg series are in­
herently gray and therofore appear to contain more organic matter than 
can be extracted by quantitative techniques,, Several zonal profiles 
from the Tanana Valley were characterisad by vertical distributions of 
organic matter recesbling typically podsolized soils, Catena relation^ 
ships resemble normal fasrily groupings found elsewhere in the north­
ern hemisphereo
bo is ture i^quivslents A centrifuge method was devised for raeasuring
and comparing the moisture equivalents of Alaskan soils and soil mate­
rials-, Based on a procedure described in Public Roads (12} 20^=20$,
1931/0 t-iis method reveals no departures from established concepts* 
as far as centrifuge xsoieture equilavent values are concernedo " These 
values for Alaska resemble similar values for Icsssial mantleb in the 
Mississippi Kivsr area and in Europe.
In addition to th© studies described above, preliminary work was started 
on the possible use of coal wastes as ©oil aEendmentso Large quantities 
cl coal screenings are available at the Jonesvill© mines 111 the Mat&nusks 
coal reserveso lha black color of this material, together with its low 
cost, may offer a practical means of darkening surface soils and thus 
increase their obsoxption of solar radiation# Simulated weathering did 
not effect the physical characteristics of Goal screenings0 They can 
be expected to remain unchanged by wetting and drying, freezing and 
thawing, end heating arid cooling. The seeozid phase of this study will 
deal with the carbon:nitrogen ratio and th© influence of lar^e quanti­
ties of coal on th® cheasical and fertility characteristics of soil,,
11 r. PUBLICATIONS s Nona
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ALASKA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT S1ATI0N Don L» I r i * i n ,  D i r e c t o r  I n  c o o p e r a t i o n  w i t h  UNITED STATES DEPABTI'ENT OF AGRICULTURE 
Agricultural R e s e a r c h  A d m i n i s t r a t i o n
ANNUAL BROGRESS REPORT, FEDEKAL AND FEDERAL-GRANT PROJECTS, 1 9 5 0
1 , PROJECT NUI.3ER AND FUND: A L - 1 - 1 - 6 - 2  (F )
2. PROJECT TITLE: F u n d a m e n ta l  P h y s i c a l  C h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  o f  A la s k a n  S o i l s  
( M in e r a lo g y )
3„ PERIOD COVERED BY THE REPORT: J a n u a r y  1 ,  1 9 5 0  t o  D ecem b er 3 1 ,  19 50
li. SUPERVISORY LEADER: A l l a n  H. Mick
5o LOCATION: P a lm e r ,  A la s k a
6„ COOPERATION: Geology Department, University of Alaska
7o OBJECTIVE OF WORK: To investigate the mineralogy of Alaskan soil
materials; to relate mineralogical characteristics to particle-size 
moduli o
80 LINES OF WORK TO RECEIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION DURING THE COMING YEAR: M i n e r a lo g i c  analysis of selected representative profiles, studies in 
AL~l“l“6~lc Specific gravity and petrographic separations will disclose t h e  n a t u r e  of nutrieni carriers:, Phosphate and minor element minerals, t o g e t h e r  w i t h  calcium and magnesium minerals, are of particular inter= e s t .
9„ T'ELL BRIEFLY 1 OR I'ORE l;.?0RTANT CONTRIBUTIONS SUCH AS PUBLIC LENEFITS 0 ?  THE PAST 3 YEARS V.’HICH JUSTI I 'Y CONTINUED SUPPORT. OF THIS WORK: E x p l o r a t o r y  work now under -way discloses that an abundance of micaceous 
and g l a s s y  particles containing occluded calcium and magnosium are t h e  p r o b a b l e  source of basic elements in the i.iatanuska Valley soils0 Ad­d i t i o n a l  work of this kind will assist in devising profitable manage= 
ment practices4
10o PROGRESS DURING THE YEAR: Three selected samples from a representative
Bodenburg site were petrographically analyzed- Their mineral constitu= 
ents were identified and random samples of about 1000 particles were 
counted0 The results clarify and amplify the early (1 9 1 3 )  work of Fry 
in this fieldo A summary is tabulated below:
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82 68 •711 h
Description and constituents in percent
Number
Depth, inches 








Unbiased petrography technicians emphasise that these samoles aopear 
to be relatively fresh, a*r-transported volcanic ash of recent oririn. 
ihe principle constituents are described as follow©:
Feldspars Unweathered angular particles of saaudine and soda ortho- 
clase„ Poorly crystallized cleavage fragments vrith platy developments 
Gaseous inclusions ere common. Likely composition (X, Na) Al Si3 08s 
sharp edges promote fairly rapid solubility.
Faaig glass Dark rounded globules and granules containing an abur— 
dance of crystallites, probably ferromagnesian in character,, Varies 





Salic^ glass Clear to amber angular, rough, or hackly fragments 
exhiclfing well developed parting and granulation due to internal 
fracturingo Weathering nnd corrosion uncommon. Margins sharp® 
Granitic to syenitic in character:
Si02 70%
ai2o3 13%











ALASKA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
Don Lo Irwin, Director 
In cooperation with 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
Agricultural Research Administration
ANNUAL PROGRESS xREPORT, FEDERAL AND FEDERAL-GRANT PK)JEC1S, l?gQ
lo PROJECT NUMBER AND FUND: AL-1~1~7 CF)
2d PROJECT TITLE: Fertilizers for Small Grains
3r PERIOD COVERED BI THE REPORT; Januaiy 1. 1950 to December 31j 1950
!).• SUPERVISORY LEADERS; A. H. Kick* So Co Litzanberger
5< LOCATIONS: Matanuska aid Fairbanks Experiment stations
6n COOPERATION: Agronomy Department
7o OBJECTIVE OF WORK: To study the responses of cereal grains to
nutrients added in the forcn of concentrated carrierso Responses are
to be. fudged by yields and quality,,
80 LINES OF WORK TO RECEIVE SPECLAL ATTENTION DURING THE COMING YEAR: 
Study on the Knik soil series will be continued,, Several outlying 
soil series will be incorporated into this study if labor, equip-'’ 
mentj and transportation are available.
9- TELL BRIEFLY 1 OR MORE IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTIONS SUCH AS PUBLIC BENEFITS 
OF THE PAST 3 YEARS WHICH JUSTIFY CONTINUED SUPPORT OF THIS WORK:
A H  evidence indicates that not only yields of cereal grains but also 
quality factors can be improved by proper use of fertilizers*
lOr, PROGRESS DURING THE YEAR: In addition to the randomized trials
conducted at the atanucka and Fairbanks Experiment Stations (see 
report of the Agronomy Department), observation of variety trials 
on new and old fields throughout the Territory ehow that site 
conditions determine the fertilizer requirements of cereals,, New 
fields in particular require large amounts of fertiliser,
11» PUBLICATIONS: Information from these studies was incorporated
in Circular 13 dealing with fertilizer recommendations„
AiAoKA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
Don Lo Irwin} Director 
In cooperation with 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
Agricultural Research Administration
ANNUAL PROGRESS i&PQia'. FEDERAL AND FEDERAL GRANI~?RGJEC1S, 19$0
PBOJECT NUMBER AND FUND; AL-1-1-8 (F)
PROJECT TITLE*. Fertilizers for Forage Crops
PERIOD COVERED BY THE REPORT; January 1, 1950 to December 31, 19$0 
SUPERVISORY LEADERS: Allan Ho Mick, Ho J. Hodgson
LOCATION: Matanuska Experiment Station
COOPERATION: Agronomy Department
OBJECT!?*, OF WORK: To investigate the influence of nutrients added in
>..£16 J.0IV of concentrated carriers on the yield,, winter survival, anri 
chemical composition of forage crcpaj to determine the effect of various 
fertilizer ratios on the botanical composition of grass=»legume associ­
ations; and to measure the effect of rates and date of application on 
the seasonal production of forage„
LINES OF WORK TO RECEIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION DURING THE COMING BAR: 
Continuation of work started in l$h9 with ^rcincgrass t bromegrass— 
legume mixtures, and the winter~survival of aleiks clover. Heavy ap­
plications of nitrogen will be made on bromegrass to determine the 
point diminishing returns„ Interactions of phosphate and potash on 
the yield*, of b r o m e g ra s s  continued.
TELL BRIEFLY 1 OR MORE IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTIONS SUCH AS PUBLIC BENEFITS 
OF THE PAST 3 aEARS WHICH JUSTIFY CONTINUED SUPPORT OF THIS PROJECT: 
Fertilisation of bro/negress has yielded profitable returns in both wet 
and dry seasons* By good management pasture and hay yield? can be 
increased 7~ or o-i.old. £y using fertilizers farmers can grow protein 
more economically than they can buy it.’
PROGRESS DURING THE YEAR: Promising results were again obtained with
tromeprass vihich is 11-adapted to the J’atanusks Valley environment. 
Eromagrass responds well to fertilizers in both wet and”dry seasons* 
Other phases of this work included evaluation of the winter-survival of 
alsike clover and observations of carry-over effects of sulfur on clover.
Second-year responses of broaegracs to fertilizers Field plots laid 
out and fertilised in 19U? were again fei’tilized according to the
32
o r i g i n a l  p l a n .  P e e p o n s e s ,  m e a s u re d  i n  t e r m s  o f  y i e l d s  a n d  q u a l i t y ,  a r e  t a b u l a t e d  b e lo r r :
f e c o n d ^ y e a r  r e s p o n s e  o f  E ro m s g ra s s  t o  f e r t i l i z e r s .  K a ta n u s k a  E x p e r ­im e n t  S t a t i o n ,  1 9 5 0 o D ry  n a t t e r  y i e l d s  a n d  p e r c e n t  o f  p r o t e i n  i n  d r y  m a t t e r , .
T r e a tm e n t Y i e ld s  a n d  q u a l i t y  w hen  h a r v e s t e d  a s  -P o u n d s  p e r  a c r e P a s t u r e  ( 3  c l i p p i n g s ) H ay (2 c l i p p i n g s )o f  n u t r i e n t s  a s P o u n d s P e r c e n t P o u n d s P e r c e n ti n d i c a t e d p e r  a c r e p r o t e i n per acre p r o t e i n
R e s p o n s e  t o  n i t r o g e n  ( V a lu e s  a r e  m ean s  o f  12 p l o t s
None 306 n„5 71U 8o7
16 1118 10o7 1156 80632 139h 12o2 1526 8o332 & 32* 2076 12o9 2270 7 .8
6h 2178 lito 8 28Uli 9c5
6k & 6h* 2930 16„6 U llli 9»l4123 3012 20c 8 3818 12o2
R e sp o n se  t o  p h o s p h a te  a n d  p o t a s h  (Values are meaiv o f  28 p l o t s )
None 1516 1602 Hi3U l l o  3liO -  20 191*0 lSoii 2528 9oli
60 -  1*0 2336 15 .2 305JU * 9oh
Maximum y i e l d s (Values a r e means of 1* plots)
128=80rl*0 3892 17o2 52ii5 l l o  56ii & 61i-8&=ltO&- 3735 llo 8 5860 6cU
M inimum y i e l d s ( V a lu e s  a r e means of ii plot3)
None 660 6rU 6 8 0 5o5
*  s p l i t  n i t r o g e n  a p p l i c a t i o n ,  h a l f  a p p l i e d  i n  e a r l y  s p r i n g ,  h a l f  i n  e a r l y  sum m er o
H ig h  n i t r o g e n  a p p l i c a t i o n s  f o r  b r o m e g r a s s  B o c a u se  o f  t h e  l i n e a r  r e s p o n s e  o f  b r o m e g r a s s  i n  t h e  a b o v e  s t u d y ,  h e a v y  a p p l i c a t i o n s  o f  n i t r o -  g e n  i n  c o m b in a t io n  w i t h  2 l e v e l s  o f  p h o s p h a te  a n d  p o t a s h  w e re  t o p d r e s e e d  o n  a  u n i f o r m  b r o m e g r a s s  s o d .  U n d e r  t h e  c o n d i t i o n s  p r e v a i l i n g  t h i s  s e a ­s o n  t h e s e  d i f f e r e n t  t r e a t m e n t s  d i d  n o t  r e s u l t  i n  y i e l d  d i f f e r e n c e s „ No i n t e r a c t i o n s  b e tw e e n  n i t r o g e n ,  p h o s p h a t e ,  a n d / o r  p o t a s h  o r o v e d  sJjgw sjrt*- c a n to
Influence of sulfur on the yields cf airike clover Differential wint* e r  killing of legume stands on t.eee plots prevented quantitative me as- 
ures of second year responses0 Ho relation was apparent b e tw e e n  s u l i u r  
treatments and winter survivalo
Influence of fertilizers and lias on the yields and winter survival of 
alsike clover ' During the winter oF l ^ f ^ O  the stands' established on 
these plots entirely winterkilled* Early spring observations revealed 
no differences in winterkilling directly attributable to fertilizer 
treatment or ' liminge
xertilizer on native nhayi'lat” sedges A randomized studv 
showed some response to nitrog«i af-d slight response to phosphate., This 
investigation was not conclusive because treatments were* confounded by 
inequalities of drainage and other site factors not anticipated^
PUBLICATIONS: Results were integrated in Circular 13 dealing with
fertilizer recommendations.
ALASKA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
Lon Lo Irwin, Director 
In cooperation with 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
Agricultural Research Administration
ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT, FEDERAL AND FIDERAL-GRANT PROJECTS, 19$0 
PROJECT NUMBER AND FUND: AL-1-1»9 (p)
PROJECT TITLE: The Response of Oats to Manganese Applied in Fertilizers
PERIOD COVERED BY THE REPORT: Jam cry 1, 1950 to December 3 1. 1950
SUPERVISOR! LEADERS: Allan H„ Mick, Neil Michaelson
LOCATION: Matanuska Experiment Station, Matanuska Valley
COOPERATION: Agronony Department, University of Nebraska (informal)
OBJECTIVE OF TORK: To discover the quality and yields of oats
grown on Alaskan soils of different fertility levels are influenced by 
applications of manganese carriers,,
LINES OF ’,YORK TO RECEIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION DURING THE COMING YEAR: 
Observational only, to include a survey of varieties grown on various 
sites and conditions* Not all varieties are equall> susceptible to 
manganese deficiency, ?v;c new varieties introduced thus year by the
susceptibilj ty^ 0"1 * W  U  SUbJeCtsd Sm£l1 testE to ^ e r m i n e  their
™ , ! K? :FLY 1 0K K0Rii IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTIONS SUCH AS PUBLIC BENEFITS 
^  ^ PAST 3 Yi;AfiS WHICH JUSTIFY CONTINUED SUPPORT OF THIS WORK: 
Deficiency symptoms were alleviated and yields increased by applications 
of 100 pounas of manganese sulfate®
workRLSThA««ING Three phases were involved in this seasons
wort,. These included (a) statistical study of the 19li9 yield data, 
laboratory examination of soil characteristics and correlation of the 
^oraaJ.on sc obtained,- (fc) evaluation of residual effects noted 
car.iy at the 192,9 site; and (0) a field study of manganese versus oats
Sent steScn 3011 EerieB)- Knik 106,07 silt* at the Matanuska Expert
Evaluation of thb I9it9 experiment Application of 50 to 100 pounds 
per acre of manganese sulfate (Soft) either reduced or controlled foliar 
deficiency symptoms commonly exhibited by climax oats in the Matanuska 
7a±^ey0 Manganeso applications increased both oat grain and hay yieldSo 
increases in grain yields varied from 10 to 30 bushels per acrej in 
other words, at current prices, §3 '^ orth of manganese fertilizer increased
35
acre returns from $20 to $60. Hay yields were likewise increased by 
manganese treatments* Magnitude of these increases are indicated by 
yields ranging from 16 bushels per acre (2o6 tons of dry hay) ■where no 
fertilizer was applied to a maximum of 89 bushels par acre (3„ 9 tons 
of hay) from plots receiving 100 pounds of manganese sulfate, 50 
pounds of nitrogen, and JLj.0 pounds per acre of potasho
In this study, large economical yield increases were obtained from 
nitrogen applications of 30 to 50 pounds per acre. Phosphate (at the 
rate of 80 pounds per acre of P20r) also increased yields, especially 
when applied with nitrogen and potash. Potash did not increase yields, 
either when applied alone or in combination with nitrogen, phosphate, 
and/or manganese. Heavy nitrogen applications restated in severe 
lodging, an effect that was counteracted by phosphate. Grain yields 
were increased more than forage yields by nitrogen fertilizers. Nitro­
gen and phosphate together, but without manganese, effectively decreased 
"gray speck" symptoms.
Statistical analysis revealed sigriificant seccnd==order interactions 
between nitrogen and phosphate, and significant third-order interactions 
between nitrogen, phosphate and potash. The maximum response to nitro­
gen, phosphate, and potash was obtained in the presence of the other 2 
nutrients; likewise the greatest response to manganese was obtained 
when iyh© 3 major nutrients '.?ero present. Complete fertilizers include 
ing mahgeaose produced the highest quality grain a3 indicated by 
test-^eight values,
Soil studies snowed a relatively uniform distribution of manganese 
throughout the plow layer and a uniform vertical distribution at sev­
eral representative site profiles. Standard extraction procedures 
yielded fairly large quantities of soluable manganese. The micro- 
biological population of the soil proved similar in number and kind to 
those found in more southerly latitudes. It i3 therefore concluded 
that manganese starvation is probably physiological in nature, aggra­
vated by low temperatures, alkaline soil reaction* and low fertility 
levels.
Residual e: fc cts. The field discussed above was olanted to Trapmar 
barley this year, no fertiliser being applied. In early June the 
entire tree i/sent pattern of the previous season was evident in growth 
differences exhibited by the barley. These differences persisted 
throughout the summer and afforded an opportunity to assess the resid­
ual effects of manganese on barley. Statistical an;Oysis of yield' 
data revealed that none of the carry over effects could be attributed 
to manganese. No interaction between manganese and the major nutrients 
was revealed, nor ware these significant interactions among the resid­
ual effects cf nitrogen, phosphates, and potash. The entire residual 
effect wa3 segregated as a phosphate main effect, the extent of which 
is shewn in the tabulation below;
3 6
1 9 5 0  E a r l e y  Y i e l d s ,  A v e ra g e  of 72 P l o t s
Treatment in ±9h9 Bushels Pounds Pounds Increaso
_______  ________ per aero par bushel per acre
80 pounds of phosphatePer acre 1,0*7 58,6 2389 216%
No phosphate 2?06 55.2 1633 100%
~950 .field Study- A 6x6 Latin sQucre compared 3 lev3Is of manganese 
'(07-OtTand "IIStTpcunds of manganese sulfate per acre) and 2 levels of 
sulfur (0 pnd 2000 pounds per acre}* These treatments were superimposed 
on a basic overall fertiliser (10 pounds of nitrogen, Li0 pounds of 
phosphate, 10 pounds of potash per acre) applied to Gopher oats planted 
on a representative Xnik loangr silt site*
No differences due to treatments were observed during the growing sea­
son,, Manganese deficiency symptoms did not develop in this field nor 
on ether adjacent fields this season0 A contributing factor was low soil 
moisture which limited crop growth to a greater extent than low fertil­
ity levels, That treatments did not result in significant prowth d*if 
Terences was confirmed by statistical analysis of the data*" No varia­
tions were found in green or dry forage weights nor in green yields or 
grain quality * Grains yie3.ds averagtd 50 bushels per ®cre with an 
average test weight of ^2^ 6 pounds per bushel at 11% moisture.
llo PUBLICATIONS: Information included in Circular 1 'ys dealing with
fertilizer recommendations*
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ALASKA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION Don Lo I r w i n ,  D i r e c t o r  In. c o o p e r a t i o n  v / i th  UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
Agricultural Research Administration
ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT, FEDERAL AMD FEDERAL-GRANT PROJECTS, 1950
lo PJIOJECT NUfBER AND FUND: A I ^ l - 1 - 1 0  (" )
20 PROJECT TITLE: Minor riements. Exclusive of Manganese
3, PERIOD COVERED BY THE FEPORT: January 1? 1950 to December 19$0
ho SUPERVISORY LEADERS: Allan H. Mick, Tv. M. Laughlin
So LOCATIONS: 1'atanuska and Tanana Valleys
6„ COOPERATION: Hone
7o OBJECTIVE OF V.ORK: To discover the response of crops to treatments
involving minor elements,
8c. LINES (2- WORK TO RECEIVE SPECIAL ATTEMTION DURING THE COMING YEAR: 
Response of certain "indicator" crops (ca lo ry , carrots* onions and 
cauliflower; to treatments of copper, boron and zinc. Basic treatment 
of Nj P2O5i_KjO and manganese tn.ll insure that these nutrients do not 
lame, growth, Influenea of minor elements on winter survival of alsike 
is to be continued*
. ^  0R ^ RE IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTIONS SUCH AS PUBLIC BENEFITS 
Z , r’ASl 3 ranCH JUSTIFY CONTINUED SUPPORT JF THIS WjRK: In
the United Stetes* Canada and in parts of Europe, minor elements have 
lini.ea production of important crops. Applications of small ruantit- 
xes ° Jr‘f‘or e}er-ent fertilizer materials have proved profitable* In 
view of the nature of Alaskan soile, particularly- with regard to their 
alkaline characteristics, minor elements may prove effective in increase 
ing yields and xn improving quality. They nay be expected to assume 
more conspicuous roles as fanning practices become mere intensive,,
10, PROGRESS DURING TOE YEAR:
Four minor eljment treatments replicated 6 times - e r e  applied to the eoiJ. at both the Katanuak'a (Bodenburg and loamy 
sill)_and iairbenks Stations (Fairbanks silt loam), At both locations
?Ce^ G°reiX ^4 onicnE (Michigan Short-Season Yellow Globe), 
corod Chanter^) were planted £S assay crops. D i l l  ' 
(Mammoti.) end endive vDc:sp Heart. Fringed) v.ere planted for observation 
purposes. At the ilatanuska Station cauliflower (Snowball) end celery 
(Utah) were also grown, a basic fertiliser treatment included nitrogen, 
phosphate, and potasho Minor element treatments and application rates
3 8
were as follows:
Llemeut Carrier Pounds per
Iron Ferrous sulfate ICO
Manganese Manganese sulfate i*GO
Boron Borax 25
Copper Copper sulfate ICO
Zinc Zinc sulfate 25
No data was secured at the Fairbanks station becau.ee unusually dry 
conditions prevented seed germination* At the Matanuska Station mar*= 
ganese and boron applications were excessive as indicated by early 
growth retardation and marginal foliar yellowing of till crops but onionsr 
The cauliflower leaves on boron and manganese plots were deformed, 
appearing ’’boat shaped'1, No minor element plots appeared superior to
untreated plots in the field- Tabulated below are yields measured dur»
ing harvest* No minor element significantly increased yields of any 
cropj nor was there any observable quality improvement caused by minor 
element fertilisation.
Effect of miner elements upon total weight harvested., mean yields in
tons per acre, average of 6 replications.
Treatment Lettuce Carrots Celery Onions Cauliflower
Fe 15-y 13,3 lloli lo7 5 om  Ihol lho2 11 ol lol{ 3o0
Hone l6.,3 lh ,9 nol4 1^7 lie?
B 15.7 llo3 11,7 2„0 k»9
Cu & Zm lli ,2 12„8 II06 io5 ho2
Analysis of variance
Lettuce Carrots Celery Onions Cauliflower
Source DF SS m  ss m  ss MS SS MS SS MS
Total 29 106 161 * 73 h i 3k
Treatments h 23 6m- h6 22* 1 lcil 1 0,3 19 J408
Replication* 5 1)6 9 36 7 32 6c5 32 6 <k 9 lod
Error 20 3? 2 79 h ho 2o0 lit 0.7 6 0.3
Least significant difference
At %
At 1% 1*6 2,9 0c7
2e2 t:.ot Oc 9
3 9
Alsike clover. A iielci experiment was conducted to test the influence 
of minor elements on the winter survival of alsike clover growing on 
Knik loamy silt. Designed as a ?;■ replicate of a 2& factorial in 2 
blocks of 16 plots each, each plot received overall, uniform fertilizer 
application of nitrogen and potash, Superimposed on t.jis basic treat­






















Alsike clover was planted in rows to facilitate weed control.. Field 
observations indicated that manganese and boron in the amounts used 
interfered with germination and leaf discoloration; plants on these 
plots were somewhat stuntedc By harvest tine, however, no visual dif­
ferences were apparent between plots, Quadrats were cut by hand, 
weighed and dried, and the following comparison obtained*
Eff <r+ nf Minor elements main effects on the yield of slsike clover 
foliage Values are averages of 16 plots, in pounds o£ dry matter 
per plot.,
Trestirjnt Yield Treatment Yield
Manganese 2oQ6 Boron 3o0l
No manganese 3oL5 No boron 3o30
Zinc 2,95 Phosphate 3ciil
No zino 3o36 No phosphate 2o90
Copper 3o16 Sulfur 2.9k
No copper 3ol5 Ho sulfur 3»3?
None of the ii minor elements increased,.yields, A rigriificant increase 




ALASKA AGRICULTURAL iJCPERIMENT STATION 
Don jL<, Irwin, Director 
In cooperation with 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
Agricultural Research Administration
ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT, PEDERAL AND FEDERAL-GRAMT PROJECTSs 1950
lo PROJECT NUMBER AND FUND: AL-1-1-11 (F)
20 PKOJECT TITLE: Alaska Soil i'ertility Levels as Indicated, by Pot=-
testing Techniqueso
3" PERIOD COVERED BY THE REPORT: January 1, 1950 to December 31, 1950
ho SUPERVISORY LEAl'ER: W 0 Mo Laughlin
5o LOCATION: Matarracka Experiment station
6C COOPERATION: None
7o OBJECTIVE OF V.ORK: 'f’o develop a method of predicting nutrient deficien­
cies in Alaskan soil-*; end to determine if and what inherent deficiencies 
exist in important agricultural sites and soils..
So LIKES OF WORK 10 RECEIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION DURING SHE COilING YiiAR:
If freenhcv.se facilities become available, this technique will be ap­
plied to several agricultural sxtea and representative soils»
9c TELL BRIEFLY 1 071 MORE IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTIONS SUCH AS PUBLIC BENEFITS 
OF THE PAST 3 YEARS WHICH JUSTIFY CONTINUED SUPPORT OF THIS WORK: In
cort.&in western states, pot= testing techniques yield better prediction 
information than ra p id chemical tests* Pot-testing results may be 
useful in Alaskao
l0o PROGRESS DtRING THE YEAR: A small experisonti in 2 phases was conducted
Tsith leaf lettuce (Paris)o In the firat phase, a factorial replicated 
6 times with 3 levels of phosphate (50* 100* 200 pounds) and k levels 
of potash (0 S 20, hOf o0 pounds per acre)» vozs designed to determine 
the optimum ratio of phosphate to potash at a fixed level of nitrogen 
for a representative Matanuska Velljcy soil (Bodenburg lossy silt)*
Each phosphate increase gave a highly significant yield increase end 
significantly decreased the percentage of water i» the foliage. Potash 
increments could not be related to yields or moisture contentc
Effect of phosphate and potash on lettuce
Treatment
Pounds per acre Grean Traight Dry weight % -nater
Phosphate, average of pots, in grams
50 12oIi<3 0 a?Q 9hc 15
100 21pl3 1,od8 91.12
200 25*95 2r-51 90,25
Potashj, average of 18 pole, ia £rar.s
0 ldo9li 1,069 91.63
20 20.75 1,odh 9lo65
ho 19o63 1.olo 91o78
ao 20»u9 *1JLi066 92o28
Source DF Green weight Dry woi&ht % water
SS MS SC as bS kS
Total 71 35o6 i49*ii 33k
Tieatments 11 23hQ 213** 30r2 3-5“"‘ 213 19;'*
p?°5 2 2238 1119** 36 ,,8 18 d** 201 101**
KgO 3 32 10 Qr.l} Ool 5 2
PgO^ X
oCM 6 73 13 loO 0«,2 7 1
Replications 5 23U h i 2o0 oj* l£ 3
Error' 55 921* 17 ?,2 0„2 105 2
Least significant differenceAt $% level 2<,38 0 o2h Oo0O
At 1% level 3ol7 0„32 lo0?
The second of these experiments wac a 2' factorial implicated 8 times 
involving 3 minor elements. These were mangansee, iron, and boron- 
applied at the rates of 200. 100, end 25 pounds per acre respectively' 
superimposed on a uniform, arbitrary treatment including nitrogen, 
phosphate and potash. It was found that no minor elements or combina­
tion of minor eloasnts increased the fertility cf. Loderiburg loamy silt 
as measured by the response of lettuce*,
Lffeet of 3 minor elements on lettree grown in the greenhouse
Treatment Creon m  i_ght Dry weight % water
j vcjr0ge of eight pots, in grams
1 hone 6 o 6 u0?
2 icanganece dc3 Qc63 Iron d06 0c6h Boron CJnC Ue65 Ivianganeee and iron d .9 0o66 Manganese and boron Qr.6 0„67 Iron and boron b o h o 06
8 Manganese, iron and boron
5 .3 Onh
92.39 3 .3  92c 7 
9 2 ,7  
92.,6 







DF Green weight Ley weight a- water
63
SS MS S b MS S3 £JS539 3 ” 1997 78 11 0 c 5 OoO? 9 17 37 1? 0o6 0 „ o 8 57  81*9 373 8 ^t>2 Or. 133  3
PUBLICATIONS: Hone
United States department of Agriculture 
WORK PROJECT A.NHUAL REPORT
WORK PROJECT NUMBER: AL-1-2
Division: Alaska Agricultural Experiment Station
Don L« Irwin, Director
BUREAU OR AGENCY: Agricultural Research Administration
WORK PROJECT TITLE: Horticultural Crop Investigations
PERIOD COVERED BY THE REPORT: January 1 to December 31, 1950
SUPERVISORY LEADER(S): M* F* Babb, C* H* Dearborn, Arvo Kallio
LOCATION(S): Matanuska and Fairbanks Experiment Stations
COOPERATION: Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and Agricultural Engineer­
ing (participated in lettuce variety tests and snail fruits test);
Cheyenne Horticultural Field Station and United States Forest Service 
(participated in testing of ornamentals)j Soils Science Department 
(participated in potato fertilization studies) Agricultural Engineering 
(participated in vegetable storage and vegetable forcing)*
OBJECTIVE OF CURRENT WORK: (1) Potato breeding for an earlier maturing,
higher yielding, dissase resistant variety for Alaska* (2) Potato fertile 
ization studies to determine proper fertilization practices for maximum 
yields and highest quality*, (3) Winter forcing ox vegetables to increase 
scanty supplies of vegetablesc (1;) Testing of ornamentals for adapt­
ability arad hardiness* {$) Tree and small fruit testing for hardiness*
(6) Greenhouse culture of vegetable crops and ornamentals to determine 
most suitable varieties and cultural practiceso (7) Vegetable variety 
testing to seifctre better adapted varieties and crops*
PROGRESS DURING THE YEAR: (1) AL-l~2~it(R) Testa of potato varieties and
Alaska Experiment Station selections indicate that some are superior to 
varieties now commonly grown in Alaska* Plans made for on-farm tests of 
these* Selection work continued among progeny of h9 crosses made in 19U7o 
(2) AL-1-2~7(P) In the Tan&na Valley, a field study on Fairbanks silt 
loam again compared 5 levels each of nitrogen, phosphate, and potash in 
121 combinations for fertilizing Arctic Seedling potatoes* Superior 
quality and good yields were produced by a fertilizer containing 30 to 
50, 120j and 60 pounds per acre, respectively, of the above nutrients0 
In tlie Matanuska Valley f U other varieties were grown at various levels 
of nitrogen and potash in an attempt to improve cocking quality* (3) 
AL-1-2~B(T) Ho systematic work has yet been attempted on this project 
because of lack of storage facilities, equipment and trained personnel*
hh
(h) AL~1~2“9(F) Additional forcing stocks of rhubarb were collected 
and stocks on hand were propagated0 (?) AL~l-2-10(F) Thirty-five
specics of trees and h,6 of shrubs were secured as nursery stock and 
set. last summer * In addition hS species of tress and 70 species of 
shrubs were secured as seed and planted in specially constructed 
propagation beds0 A test of annual flowers consisted, of 19 species 
and 9U varieties= (6) AJ>=1—2~11(F) Tree fruit variety tests were 
increased by 3? varieties of apples, 7 apricots, 10 cherries, and 7 
plumso (7) AL»1-2«12(F) Test plantings at the Matanuska Station last 
year were increased by 32 varieties of strawberries, 2h raspberries,
9 currantss and 6 gooseberries- Older plantings were propagated to 
increase stocks for future breeding work. (8) AL-1-2~13(F) An in­
vestigation was made of the effects of adding varying proportions of 
sand and/or soil conditioners (peat, manure, muck, end vermiculite) 
to greenhouse soils to improve their structure, increase seed germin­
ation and seedling growth <> By use of a spiit-plot design the effect 
of using commercial fertilizers was also measured* The results of 
this investigation will be published at an early date0 (9) AL=l--2=lij.(F) 
A lattice-type test of l£ varieties of lettuce and 15 U„ S0 B0 As se­
lections indicated that Vc S0 D„ A„ Selection 3310 is better adapted 
for culture in the Matanuska Valley than any of the present day com­
mercial varieties tested„
11 * TELL BRIEFLY 1 or MORE IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTIONS I9HICH JUSTIFY CONTINUED 
SUPPORT OF TfJIS IVORK: Four Alaska Experiment Station potato selections 
have been developed to the point where they are ready for on-farm tests 
by commercial growers„ These varieties equal, or exceed, the varieties 
now commonly grown in yields and are far superior to them in such char­
acteristics as size and shape of tubers, shallowness of eyes, and free­
dom from skin featherings Growers in both the Tanana and Matanuska 
Valleys have benefited by Station tests resulting in the introduction 
of superior varieties of lettuce, tomatoes and cucumbers„
12o LINES OF IVORK TO RECEIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION DURING THE COMING YEAR:
Chief emphasis will be laid on potato breeding (AL-l-2-U(tt)j potato 
culture and storage investigations (AL-l-2~7(?) jS vegetable forcing 
investigations (AL=-1~2-=9(F) J tree fruit variety testing and culture 
(AL-i-2=ll(F); small fruit variety testing, breeding and culture 
(AL-1-2-12(F)j and vegetable variety testing and breeding (AI^l-2-lU(F).
ALASKA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
Don L,, Irwin, Director 
In cooperation with 
UNITED STATES DEPART?,iENT OF AGRICULTURE 
Agricultural Research Administration
ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT, Fj-X'.-RAL AND FEDSRAL-GRANT PROJECTS, 19 go
1. PROJECT NUTSNR A.3D FUND: AL-l-2-k(R)
20 PROJECT TITLE: (Rev„) Potato Breeding
3o PERIOD COVERED £JY THE REPORT: January 1 to December 31, 1950
ho SUPERVISOR? LEADER(S): M* F„ Babb, C* Ho Dearborn, Arvo Kallio
So LOCATIONS): Matanuska end Fairbanks Experiment Stations
6o COOPERATION: None
7o OBJECTIVE OF WORK: To produce 1 or more potato varieties adapted to the
major potato producing sections of Alaska which rail possess superior 
yielding ability, increased earliness of maturity, better qualities for 
cooking and processing, better tuber and vine characteristics, and which 
will be resistant to the major diseases affecting potatoes in the Terri­
tory,,
I
8« LINES OF V/ORK TO RECEIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION DURING THE COMING TEAR:
Major emphasis during the coming year will be given to the following 
lines of work: (1) Increasing oresent stocks of the most promising
of the Station selections with the objective of introducing them to 
potato growers in 1952. (2) Variety and strain tests, (3) Further
study and selection among the newly developed Station seedlings3 
(U) Material is now on hand for crossing to increase resistance to scab, 
rhizoctonia and ring rot.
9i' TELL BRIEFLY 1 or MORE IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTIONS SUCH AS PUBLIC BENEFITS 
0? THE PAST 3 YEARS WHICH JUSTIFY CONTINUED SUPPORT OF TiilS «0RK:
Four of the station selections have been developed to the point where 
they can be made available to potato growers in the Territory for field 
trials during the coming season,, These selections equal or exceed in 
yield any of the varieties now being grown and are far superior to them 
in smoothness, size and shape of tubers, freedom from skin feathering 
and, in some cases, in earliness of maturity.,
10c PROGRESS DURING THE YEAR: In a lattice test of 01 varieties, Station
selections and selections sent to Alaska for testing by the U0 S„ D„ Ac, 
yields ranged from 1*83 bushels (lluU9 tons) per acre for 1 of the Alaska 
selections (57ol|lKMi6) to 19U bushels (5=82 tons) for 1 of the U« S0 D0 A, 
selections (&“91“lU)o Among the 10 highest-yielding varieties 1; frero
U6
Alaska Station selections (Sos0 5>7oUi~*3~U&# 55el4i~l’=,U6, and
UicUl-2-li3)<> 1 was a Uo So B0 A. selection (!Ioe k72$0), and 5 were com­
mercial varieties (Sequoia, Ashworth, Kennebec, Arctic Seedling* and 
Ontario)a Bata were also secured on such characteristics as number, 
distribution and depth of eyes, amount of scab, skin feathering, pres­
ence and degree of cracking, general appearance and specific gravity0
An identical test was also conducted at the Fairbanks Station during 
the past summero However, extreme drought conditions in the Tanana 
Valley caused a very uneven stand of plants and so no reliable data 
were obtained*
In addition to the variety tests, approximately 1,000 selections were 
grown at the Matanuska Station for increase, study, and further select 
tion»
11# PUBLICATIONS: It is planned to publish the results of the 19UO. 19k9r
and 1950 potato variety tests at the first opportunity.
ALASKA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
lion Lo Irwin, Director 
In cooperation with 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
Agricultural Research Administration
Amft'UAL PROGRESS REPOKT, FEDERAL AM) FEDEhlds-GRANT PROJECTS, I95G
PROJECT NUMBER AriD FUHD: AL-1 -2 -7  (P )
PuOtJECl axj-LL: Potato Culture and Storage Investigation
PERIOD COVERED BY THE REPORT: January 1, 19$0 to December 31, 1950
SUPERVISORY LEADEPS: Allan Ho Mick, l^ron K  Babb
LOCATION: Fairbanks Experiment Station
COOPERATION: Horticulture Department, local commercial processor
(Anchorage Potato Chip Company)
OBJECTIVE Of T.ORK: To investigate the influence of various rates of
nitrogen, posphate, and potash on potato yields and quality; to 
determine the effect fo storage methods on potato quality,,
LINES 01 WORK. TO RECEIVE SPECIAL AITENTION DURING THE COMING YEAR:
Study will be continued to confirm results of fertilizer tests and 
storage investigations®
BRIEFLI 1 OR icORE IMPORTANT tONTRIBUTIONS SUCH AS PUBLIC BENEFITS 
OF THE PAST 3 i'EARS WHICH JUSTIFY CONTINUED SUPPORT OF 1HIS WORK: 
Potatoes are an important cash and garden crop in Alaskac Alaskan 
growers, however, encounter many obstactles in producing and marketing 
their potatoes. Yields are generally low, averaging about h tons per' 
acre of marketable tubers<> Cooking quality is poor in the light of 
generally iavorable environmental conditions,, Alaskan farmers must 
compete fcr local markets with subsidised growers who ship in high qual­
ity produce from the northwestern states® (quality and yields depend 
in a large measure upon favorable soil nutrition and storage practices. 
Any information along these lines will result in benefits to Alaskan 
agriculture.
PROGRESS DURING THE YEAR: Under the conditions prevailing in the lanana
v alley tins season, a comparison of 121 combination* of 5 levels each 
of n, P2O5 and K20 shows thatj (1) one of the best combinations for 
Arctic Seedling potatoes grown on Faribsnks silt lorn contains, in 
pounds per acre:
30-50 pounds of nitrogen 
120 pounds of phosphoi'^ tt aci^3 0 -6 0  p o u n d s  o f  p o tc a i i
1*6
(2) In this Cry seaso.1, yields of Uo So Number 1 tuben sere proper^ 
tional to the amount of nitrogen applied up to and incliding $0 
pounds p e r  acre.. (3) Of the 3 nutrients, potash appear; most closely- 
related to specific gravity® Large amounts of potash d* create specific 
gravity values. (1>) Heavy applications of 1 or 2 nutri. .its in the ab­
sence of the other depressed yields as compared to no t: aatmento In 
other Kords a balanced fertilizer is most efficient, (;) JuctremeJy losr 
quality was acsoc iated *ath Ion r.itrogsn er.d with or vdi lout high potasho
In the Matanuska Valley 1: varieties were treated with v.—ious conbiua~ 
tions of nitrogen and potash at a cone tent 3 eve3 oi pho; jhate, Samples 
were saved for cooking tests* Th3 results oi this stud' lave not yet 
been statistically analyzed..
H o  PUBLICATIONS: Available results were considered in crpiling iofom-
atio:. for Circular 13 dealing rrith fertiliser resomme dationso
h9
ALASKA AGRICULTURAT. EXPERIMENT STATION 
Don L» Irwin, Director 
In cooperation with 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
Agricultural Research Administration
AN: i'JiJj PROGRESS REPORT, FEDERAL AML FEDEKAL--GRA;IT PROJECTS, 1 9 &  
lo PROJECT HUMBICR AND FUND: AL-1~2-B(T)
So PROJECT TITU2: Vegetable Culture, Storage and Processing Investigations
3o PERIOD COVERED BY THE REPORT: January 1 to December 31, 1950
ho  SUPERVISORY LEADER(S): Fc Babb, C, H0 Dearborn, Arvo Kallio
LOCATIOM(S): Matanuska and Fairbanks Experiment Stations
6D COOPERATION: Agricultural Engineering
7o OBJECTIVE OF WORK: Cultural investigations on the more important veg­
etable crops to increase earliness of maturity and/or total yields« 
Storage and processing investigations to determine proper methods of 
storage and/or processing of the crops and varieties of vegetables of 
economic importance in Alaska0
80 LINI'IS OF 7J0RK TO RECEIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION DURING THE.COMING YEAR: 
Chemical control of weeds in vegetable crops of major economic impor­
tance in Alaska in an effort to reduce production costs and incx-aase 
yields„
9o TELL BRIEFLY 1 OR MORE IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTIONS SHCH AS PUBLIC BENEFITS 
OF THE PAST 3 YEARS WHICH JUSTIFY CONTINUED SUPPORT OF THIS V/ORK: No
systematic v;ork has yet been attempted on this project because of lack 
of experimental storage facilities, equipment, and sufficient trained 
personnel to carry on the more technical phases of the worko
10o PROGRESS DURING THE YEAR: Small scale or "pilot" tests were conducted
last summer on the chemical control of v/eeds to determine the nature of 
some of the problems and equipment needsc
11= PUBLICATIONS: None
So
ALASKA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
Don La Irwin, Director 
In cooperation with 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OP AGRICULTURE
ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT, FEDERAL AND FEDERAL-ORANT PROJECTS, 19 £o
le PROJECT NUMBER AND FUND: AL-1»2-9(F)
2q PROJECT TITLE: Vegetable Forcing Investigations 
3c PERIOD COVERED BY THE REPORT: January 1 to December 31, 19^0
4o SJPERtflSOiCx LEADiiR(S): Mo F0 Babb* CD l„ Bran ton
5c LOCATION(S): Matanuska Experiment Station
6C COOPERATION: Agricultural Engineering
7o OBJECTIVE (F TsDRIC: To determine the moat suitable varieties and 
methoas for the ijrintor forcing of such crops as rhubarb, asparagusj> 
Tiitlcof s etc*, and to .investigate the possibilities of building 
suitable forcing structures •Eholly fro® native materials or of nsing 
existing greenhouse structures for the purpose«
8o LINES OF WORK TO RECEIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION DURING THE COMING YEAR: 
Until the necessary forcing structures can be constructed* work on 
this line project naist of necessity be limited to the collection 
end increase of stocks of forcing materials0
9o TELL BRIEFLY 1 OR SORE IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTIONS SUCH AS PUBLIC BE W I T S  
OF THE PAST 3 YEARS MICH JUSTIFY CONTINUED SUPPORT OF THIS WORK:
Veiy little work has been done on this line project as ret* Se® iteiis 
o a m  10 of this report 0
10„ PROGRESS DURING SIS YEAR: Additional stocks of rhubarb -were purchased 
and set in the field at the Matanuska Station during the past suisaar 




ALASKA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
Don L-, Irr/in, Director 
UNITED. STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
Agricultural Research Administration
ANNUAL PROORESS REPORT. FEDERAL AT33 fEDSBAL GRANT PROJECTS, 19 $0
1. PROJECT NUMBER AHD FVKDs AL-1-2-10<F)
2- PROJECT TITLE» V ariety Testing ard Culture oJf Ornamentals
3o PERIOD COVERED BI THE REPORT: January 1 to December 31, 19$C
U- SUPERVISOR! LEADER(S): U, F„ Babb, Arvo Kallio
5- LOCATION(S): M a ta n u s k a  an d  F a i r b a n k s  ExperlE.tint Stations
6„ COOPERATION: None
7^ OBJECTIVE OF TORK: To determine the hardiest and most suitable typeso f  o r n s x c a n ta l  plants for Alaskan conditions and to develop Methods for 
their culture,
8o LINES OF WORK TO RECEIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION DURING IHE COMING TEAR: 
Except for the maintenance and propagation of ornamental stocks al­
ready on hand,, it is proposed to hold work on this line project to 
a ndninrun for the duration of the present emergency*
9» TELL BRIEFLT 1 OR MORE IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTIONS SUCH AS PUBLIC BENEFITS 
OF THE PAST 3 TEARS WHICH JUSTIFT CONTUSED SUPPORT OF THIS WORK:S in c e  t h e  Initiation o f  t h i s  work .an ever increasing number of people 
are c o n s u l t i n g  Station personnel concerning t h e i r  landscaping problems*, a n d  assistance h a s  b e o n  g i v e n  on such projects as landscaping the K o d ia k  I s l a n d  Naval B a se  and the Mi, Edgecosab Hospital in Southeastern
Alaska as w a l l  as on several lesser projects-,
10o PROGRESS DURING THE TSARs During the pact yacr 35* spsciss of trees and 
1*6 s p e c i e s  or varieties o f  shrubs we re planted at the Matanuska Station.. 
These w e re  set $ feet apart in rows spaced 10 feet apart. Those surviv­
ing the i n i t i a l  test will b e  balled out and set into permanent locations 
See a p p e n d e d  sheet for l i s t  of trees and shrubs plantedn Since nursery 
stock is a lw a y s  injured mare or less in shipment e n d  some t i n e s  also 
shows  ^e v i d e n c e  of h a v i n g  b e e n  injured i n  t h e  nursery* it i s  question-.a b l e  w h e th e r  h a r d i n e s s  t e s t s  based on t h e  u s e  o f  nursery s t o c k  a c t u a l l y
test t h e  i n h e r e n t  h a r d i n e s s  of a  given specise o r  merely tests its r e l a ­t i v e  f r e e d o m  f ro m  p r e v i o u s  injury.
«
52
Partially to overcome this difficulty and to secure a greater 
variety of materials for testing, 1*5 species or tress and 70 
spaciee of shrubs were propagated by seed in nursery beds located 
on the grounds of the Alaska Agricultural Experiment Station c 
Certain species require spiring seeding and good stands were se­
cured with these in practically all cases D The remainder were 
fall seeded, so it is not yet knovm what measure of success will 
be realised in securing a stand.
A planting of annual flowers consisting of 9h v a r ie t i e s , represent- 
ing 1? species was made at the Matanuska Station during 1950, Tswlve 
varieties of Chrysanthemums were also set out, but the olants arrived 
in very poor condition and only a few of them survived. I totes and 
pertinent data were taken on their relative merits for culture in 
Alaskao
A considerable number of both native and introduced ornamentals was 
assembled at the Fairbanks Station during the past year, but no re­
ports can yet be made as to their survival or value for Alaskan 
conditionso
11» PUBLICATIONS: None
Treeo and Shrubs Planted as Nursery Stock, 19 $0
Trees, Shrub-Trees








Populus alba, Populus spc
Primus araygcalus, Po japonica. P0 paduo, P„ triloba, Prun'as 3p0 
;yrus baccata 
Quercus macrocarpa
Salix alba, S. babylonica, Se pentandra, S. vltellina 




Ulorns aaericana, U, aaericana x siberica. U« pumila
Shrubs
Caragana arborescens, Cc pygnea
Cornus aurea, C„ baileyi
Cotoneaster acutifolia, C* integerrima
Forsythia suspensa
Lonicera t&rtarica, Lonicera sp0
Philadelphus coronarius
Rhamnus cathartica
Rhus aromatica, R, Glabra
Rosa sp» (11)
Spirea froebelli, S0 opulifloria, S* vanhouttei 
Symphoricarpus orbiculatus 
Syringa sp» (16)
Vibiimum lantana3 Vo toraentosum
su
Trees and Shrubs Planted Seed; 19^0
Treess Shmb-Trees
Acer ginnala, A., glabrum, Ac negundo, A* ruhrum* A, saccharimm (dasycas'pura)
Ailanthus altissina
Celtis occidentalis









Picea abiesp P.. glauca densata
Pinus aristata* P0 cembra£ P„ flexilisp P, mugo nraghus, Po nigra j  P„ 
pondero3a8 P0 thunbergii 
Prunus enericaaas Po anyg&alus* P<> mslanocarpa^ Po virginicna 
Ptelea anguetifoliap Pn orophyila 
Quercus macrcearpa 
PJiasmus davuriea
Robinia neo-=*aexicanaa P.® pseudosicacia 
Saaibucus nigra, Saafaueua sp,
Shepherdia argenfcea 
Sorbus americanas S„ aria 




Amorpha fragranss A, fruiicosa 
Aronia prunifolia 
Atr&phaxis busifolia
Euddleia altemifolia, B., davidip Bo lindlayana 
Calluna vulgaris




Cotoneaster acutifoliafl Co lucida, C. saelaiwcarpa laxiflora* C„ meaaiflora 
soongorica 






Juniperus conraunis clepressa, J a comnunis saxatilis, J0 scoouloncn 
Kalroia arigustifolia 
Ligustrum vul^ara
Lonicera alpina, I0 bella alpida, L„ bells' Candida, Lc bella rosea, I0 
billardi, L* gibbiflora, I0 gibboss, L„ r.ervoaa, L0 permxta, L» 
tartarica lutea, L. tartarica sibirica, La virginalis alba, L* 
xylosteoides, Lonicera sp0 
1'aclura pomifera 
Philadelphus coror.arius
Physocarpuo 3nteiTiediuc, ?a snonagynuG, ?* opulifolius 
Pi'unus besseyi, P.n&na, ?„ tomentesa, Prams ap^
Rhamnus cathartics, R„ chlorophora, fi0 erythrccarpa. frangula, E0 
oleoides, R„ saxatilis* R* tinctoria 
Rhus aro.aatica, R., copallina, R, glabra cismcntana 
Ribes auretrn
Rosa majdirtowic 2 i ari a, R„ rubrifolia 
Sorbaria siellipila.
Syraphoricarpos albua (raccaosus), S0 occidentalism S„ orbiculatus (vulgar 3.3 
Viburnum lantana, V* lentago
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
Agricultural Research Administration
ANNUAL :'R0GiiES5 REPORT, FEDERAL AND FEDKRAL~GRA!iT PROJECTS, 19gO
lo PROJECT TJUMDER AND FU'JD: AL-1-2~11(F)
2, PROJECT TITLE: Tree Fruit Variety Teating and Culture
3<> PERIOD COVERED BY THE REPORT: January? 1 to December 31, 19 50
he SUPERVISORY LEADER(S); M» F0 Babb, Arvo Kallio 
5o LOCATION(S): Matanuska and Fairbanks Experiment Stations
6S COOPERATION: Hone
7o OBJECTIVE OF WORK: Variety tests coupled with cultural investigations
to determine the potential hardiness of tree fruit varieties and the 
possibility of fruit production in Alaska.
8o LINES OF YJCRK TO RECEIVE SPECIAL ATTE NTION DURING THE COKING YEAS:
An attempt will be made to find additional promising varieties to 
add to the collection at the Matanuska Station and a limited variety 
test of hardy stocks will be initiated at the Fairbanks Station®
9o TELL BRIEFLY 1 OR MORE IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTION SUCH AS ^rJELIC BENEFITS 
OF THE PAST 3 YEARS V/KICH JUSTIFY CONTINUED SUPPORT OF THIS WORK:
In work of this kind it is difficult, or impossible, to evaluate re­
sults until after the lapse of several years0 However, there is per­
haps as much interest in this project on the part of the public as 
in any of the horticultural projects and a start has been made toward 
determining if tree fruit production is possible in Alaska.
10c PROGRESS DURING THE YEAR: Tree fruit plantings at the Matanuska Station 
during the past year included 5 trees each of 35 varieties of apples,
7 varieties of apricots, 10 varieties of cherries, and 7 varieties of 
plumso A September inventory of last years plantings showed that the 
Kahinta and V.aneta plums, the Manchurian apricots and all but one bush 
of the HanDen Super Bush cherry were dead* Some killing was also 
found in a majority of all types of tree fruits, but surviving trees 
made from fair to good growth during the past summer0 It should b© 
noted, however, that winter injury was common even among the surviving 
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In cooperation with 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
Agricultural Research Administration
ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT, FEDERAL AND FEDERAL-GRANT PROJECTS, lfrgO 
1„ PROJECT NUMBER AND FUND: AL-1~2~12(F)
2o PROJECT TITLE: Snail Fruit Variety Testing, Breeding and Culture
3o PERIOD COVERED El TIE REPORT: January 1 to December 31, 19 $0 
ho SUPERVISORY LEADEE(S): Lf, F. Babb, C, II, Dearborn, Arvo Kallio 
So LOCATION(S): Matanuska and Fairbanks Experiment Stations
60 COOPERATION: None
7, OBJECTIVE OF WORK: Variety tests to determine the hardiness and suit-
ability of such small fruits as strawberries, raspberries, blueberries, 
currants, gooseberries, Nanking cherries (Prunus tomentosa, sand cherries4 
sard cherry x Prunus tomentosa hybrids), etc0s for culture in Alaska or 
for use as parental lines in crosses designed to create hardy varietiesc 
Investigations of cultural methods and fertilization of small fruits as 
influencing their hardiness and the possibilities of their culture in 
Alaska,,
8o LIKES OF ’YORK TO RECEIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION DURING THE COMING TEAR:
Seerch will be resumed for hardy varieties of bush fruits to add to 
the Matanuska Station collection and to initiate tests at the Fair­
banks Station o Stocks on hand iri.ll be propagated as much as possible 
to obtain sufficient material for yield tests and cultural studiesc 
It is not planned to import more strawberry stocks, however* until 
virus^free stocks can be obtained from the States0
*9 c TEIL BRIEFLY 1 OR MORE IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTIONS SUCH AS PUBLIC BENEFITS 
OF THE PAST 3 YEARS T7HICH JUSTIFY CONTINUED SUPPORT OF THIS v/ORK:
A collection has been made of all available hardy stocks of straw- 
berries of which, there is reason to believe, the greater part are 
the so-called "Sitka Hybrids»" These will be used in future breed­
ing programs here and have already been shared with State-side straw­
berry breeders 0
59
10, PROGRESS DURING THE XEAK: Test plantings of small fruits at the
Matanuska Station during the past year included 32 varieties of 
strawberriess Zk varieties of raspberries, 9 varieties of currants* 
and. 8 varieties of gooseberrie3c There was considerable killing 
in practically all types of small fruits during the past winters 
but surviving plants made unusually good growth during the summer.
At the Fairbanks Station a planting of 368 blueberry selections was 
renovated last summer and present indications are that it contains 
much valuable material, This planting was made by Dr. J« P, Anderson 
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Don Lo Irwin, Lirector 
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UlflTM STATUS DF.PA3J«’!I-.iiT OF AGRICULTURE 
Agricultural Research Administration
A W yA l PROGRESS RUPORT. FfBhHAL A'.D FI-3)iaAL"C3A!:T PROJECTS, 19&>
1„ "ROJECT HUMBER A T  FJTSD: AL-l-2-13(F)
2© PROJECT TITr.K: Vegetable and Flower Production in Greenhouses
3. PERIOD COVERED HY TH3 REPORT: January 1 to December 31* 1950 
Uo SUPERVISORY Lr.ADSR(S): 22. F0 Babb, C. II. Dearborn, Arvo Kallio 
5>. LOCATIO’T(S): Matanuska and Fairbanks Experiment Stations
6. COOP-RATION: "one
7o OBJECTIVE OF ViORK: To determine the most suitable crops and varieties
for greenhouse culture in Alaska and the influence of such factors as
fertilization, watering practices, tine and methods of planting, light 
duration and intensity on production. Secondarily, it is considered 
important to investigate the possibility of winter crop production in 
greenhouses and the possibilities of using such structures for the 
winter forcing of such crops as rhubarb, asparagus, otcOJ to supple^ 
r.ient the rather scanty supply of fresh winter vegetables.
U. LIMES OF IVORK TO RECEIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION EUHTiG Til.. GCHBU YEAR: 
Present greenhouse facilities will be taxed to their utmost next 
summer for propagation purposes, thus affording no opportunity for 
other types of ivork. A new greenhouse ranfje which is in trie nrocess 
of construction probably will not be completed before next fallo 
For these reasons it appears likely that little work can be done on
this line project during the corning year.
9o TSLL BRIEFLY 1 OR EORE HCXJKTANT CONTRIBUTIONS SUCH AS PUBLIC EESKFI15 
OF TlliS ’AST 3 YEARS V.HICI! JUSTIFY C0!!TI!nJED SUPPORT OF THE EORK: Very
little work has been or can be done on this line project until the 
completion of the net- greenhouse range. However, s'aull-ccale tests 
of tomatoes and cucumbers made last year were so definitive in nature
that many growers are known to have adopted the newer, better varieties
of both crops for growing in their own greenhouses.
10o PROGRESS DURIPG Tiffi YEAR: Soils in the Ilatamiska Valley are not well
adapted for greenhouse use because their fine texture and j-eneral lack 
of structure causcs them to pack badly when used in seed flats or green­
house benches. Under such conditions seed geminates poorly and the
6 1
g ro w th  o f  y o u n g  s e e d l i n g s  i s  s e r i o u s l y  s t u n t e d „ D u r in g  t h e  p a s t  s e a s o n  a n  e x p e r i m e n t  w as c o n d u c te d  t o  d e t e r m in e  i f  t h e  s o i l  c a n  b e  im p ro v e d  b y  t h e  a d d i t i o n  o f  v a r y i n g  p r o p o r t i o n s  o f  s a n d  a n d / o r  s u c h  s o i l  c o n d i t i o n e r s  as p e a t ?  m an u re*  m uck o r  v e r m i c u l i t e -  O n e - h a l f  o f  e a c h  f l a t  was f e r t i l i s e d  w i t h  a  U -1 2 -U  m i x t u r e  a t  t h e  r a t e  o f  5 0 0  p o u n d s  t o  t h e  a c r e ,  T ire lv e  s o i l  c o m b in a t io n s  w i t h  3 r e p l i c a t i o n s  o f  e a c h  w e re  w e l l  r a n d o m iz e d  i n  a  s p l i t - p l o t  d e s ig n *  S e e d s  o f  c a u l i -  f l o w e r  a n d  c e l e r y  w e re  sow n f o r  t h e  t e s t  c r o p s .
T he r e s u l t s  o f  t h i s  s t u d y  i n d i c a t e  t h a t :  ( 1 )  E m e rg e n c e  o f  b o t h  c e l e r ya n d  c a u l i f l o w e r  w a s  p o o r e s t  o n  s o i l  a lo n e *  ( 2 )  A s o i l  m i x t u r e  c o n ­t a i n i n g  2 0 p 3 0  o r  5b p e r c e n t  s a n d  g a v e  t h e  m o s t  s a t i s f a c t o r y  e m e rg e n c e  w i t h  b o t h  c r o p s *  ( 3 )  T he u s e  o f  c o m m e rc ia l  f e r t i l i s e r  d i d  n o t  a f f e c t  t h e  e m e rg e n c e  o f  e i t h e r  c ro p o  (U ) S e e d l i n g  g ro w th  w as m o s t  s a t i s f a c t o r y  f o r  b o t h  c r o p s  o n  s o i l  c o n t a i n i n g  1|0 p e r c e n t  s e n d  p l u s  2 0  p e r c e n t  o f  a n y  o n e  o f  t h e  h s o i l  c o n d i t i o n e r s , ,
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ALASKA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
Don Lo Irwin, Director 
In cooperation with 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
Agricultural Research Administration
ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT, FEDERAL AHD FEDERAI^GRANT PROJECTS,- 12£G
lo PROJECT NUMBER AND FUND; AVl-2-lU(F)
20 PROJECT TITLE: Vegetable Variety Testing and Breeding
3o PERIOD COVERED BY THE REPORT: January 1 to December 31. 19 £0
Uo . SUPERVISORY LEADER(S): M0 F„ 3abbc C, H= Dearborn^ Arvo Kallio
f?0 LOCATION(S): Matanuska and Fairbanks Experiment Stations
6* COOPERATIONS Division of Fruit and Vegetable Crops and Diseases
In OBJECTIVE OF 10RK: Variety testing in an attempt to find vegetable 
varieties and even crops best adapted to culture in Alaska or that 
have characteristics making the® valuable as parental material in e 
breeding program designed to produce adapted varietiesc
dn LIKES OF WORK TO RECEIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION DURING THE COKING YEAR: 
Systematic variety tests will be conducted with lettuce, cabbage and 
possibly with celery to determine which varieties are best adapted 
for culture in the Matanuska and Tanana Valleys»
9o TELL 3RIEFLT 1 OR MORE IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTIONS SUCH AS PUBLIC BENEFITS 
OF Tins PAST 3 YEARS MICH JUSTIFY CONTINUED SUPPORT OF THIS WQiK: A 
pilot test in l$h9s followed by a systematic test this year indicate 
that at least 1 Ur S„ Dt A, strain of lettuce (No- 3310) is better 
adapted for culture in the liiatamtska Valley than any of the present 
commercial varieties. One grower thinks so highly of it that he has 
made private arrangements with a seedhouss in the States for the grow­
ing of seed and the possibility of naming and introducing this strait, 
is under consideration
10, PROGRESS DURING THE YEAR; A lattice-type test of 25 varieties and 
strains of lettuce was conducted at the Matanuska Station during th$ 
past summer,, Fifteen of these iser® ccajnereial varietias and included 
practically all of the well known varieties now being grown in the 
States as well as h of the Great Lake* strainsp Pennlake* and Progr-sss 
Ten of them ware Uo So D<, Ac, strains sent to Alaska for testing by tfe® 
Division of Fruit end Vegetable Crops and Diseasesa
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T he d a t a  h a v e  n o t  y e t  b e e n  f u l l y  a n a ly z e d *  b u t  i t  i s  e v i d e n t  t h a t  t h e r e  w e r e  g r e a t  d i f f e r e n c e s  am ong v a r i e t i e s  i n  s u c h  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  a s  3ize an d  s h a p e  o f  h e e d *  d e g r e e  a n d  l o c a t i o n  o f  t i p b u r n ,  d e n s i t y ,  a n d  n u m b er o f  m a r k e t a b l e  h e a d s  p r o d u c e d .  Some o f  t h e  v a r i e t i e s *  s u c h  a s  P r o g r e s s *  n h i c h  a r e  s a i d  t o  be w e l l  a d a p t e d  t o  c e r t a i n  r e ­g i o n s  i n  t h e  S t a t e s ^  a p p e a r  t o  b e  w o r t h l e s s  u n d e r  A la s k a n  c o n d i t i o n s „ On t h e  o t h e r  h a n d ,  U» So D 0 A . s t r a i n  N os„ 3 3 1 0 , 30 67 *  a n d  2 k $ l  w h ic h  h a v e  n o t  b e e n  f o u n d  e s p e c i a l l y  w e l l  a d a p t e d  t o  c u l t u r e  i n  t h e  S t a t e s  seem  t o  b e  w e l l  a d a p te d  h e r © 0 A t  l e a s t  2  m o re  y e a r 8 s  w o rk  w i l l  be r e q u i r e d  t o  p r o v e  o r  d i s p r o v e  t h e s e  o b s e r v a t i o n s 3
1 1 ,  PUBLICATIONSs N o n e , th o u g h  p o s s i b l y  a  p r o g r e s s  r e p o r t  m ay b e  i s s u e d  l a t e r  t h i s  y e a r  a f t e r  t h e  d a t a  a r e  f u l l y  a n a ly z e d . .
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMfc-iT OF AGRICULTURE 
WORK PROJECT ANNUAL REPORT
1* WORK PROJECT DUMBER: AL-1-3
20 DIVISION: Alaska Agricultural. Experiment Station
Don Lo Irwin, Director
3» BUREAU OR AGENCY: Agricultural Research Admixiistration
ho WORK PROJECT TITLE: Animal and Dairy Production
5o PERIOD COVERED BY THE REPORT: January 1 to December 31, 1950
60 SUPERVISORY LFADER: William J„ Sweetman
7o LOCATION: Alaska Agricultural Experiment Station, Palmer, Fairbanks,
and Petersburg, Alaska
8o COOPERATION* Bureau of Dairy Industry (furnished bulls); Bureau of 
Animal Industry (cooperated in breeding ^nd feeding of fur animals); 
Agricultural Engineering (participated in forage drying); Agronomy 
Department (participated in forage); Matanuska Valley Breeder's Assoc­
iation (cooperated in the artificial breeding program)s
9» OBJECTIVE OF CURRENT vVORK: A stable dairy industry is needed in Alaska
and this depends to considerable extent on the development and mainten­
ance of cows possessing the ability to produce large amounts of milko A 
breeding research program is needed to develop superior germ plasm and 
this germ plasm should be made available through artificial insemina­
tion to the farmers in the Territory,,. Iaproved methods of raising dairy 
calves are xieeded to raise all dairy replacements in the Territory 
rather than shipping them in0 Better methods of harvesting and storing 
are needed to preserve the forages fed to all animals0 For the develop^ 
ment of an Alaskan fur industry experimental work is necessary in the 
breeding and feeding of mink, .’.arten, blue, white, and silver foxee0
lOo PROGRESS DURING THE *EAR» Raising Dairy Calves (AL»1~3-1(H)* Several 
rations have bsen developed that will raise calves in Alaska at less 
cost than the animals are worth for beef at 6 months of agee Nine 
calve3 raised on calf meal had an average daily gain of 1©27 pounds and 
cost $56*95 per calf to 6 months of age„ Ten calves raised on calf 
manna had a daily gain of 1„39 pounds and cost $6l„35 per calf„ Eight 
calves raised on skim milk powder had a daily gain of 1©38 pounds and 
cost $i4*o3li per calfo
The Value of Light for Increasing Milk Production During the Alaska 
7/inter Season (AL-1=3«=2(R): The trend seems to be more heat periods
and better conception with extra light, but very little difference in 
milk production., Wien cows go into the winter with a gradual shorten­
ing of days, there seems to be very little difference in production or
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rate of decline., If cows are abruptly changed in the middle of the 
winter, the cows <*oing from light to dark fail off in production much 
faster than cows changed to extra light*.
Dairy Cattle Breeding Investigations (AL-1~3-3(R): This year (1950)
559 cows were brea artificially to the It bulls* Some of the first 
heifers born will be calving starting in May of 1951c There is a -very 
great demand for heifers., Very few farmers will sell any of these heif­
ers c We now have production records on a large percentage of the uams 
of these heifers0 From December 19m 8 to September 1950 (22 months)
885 cows were bred for the first service,, TJtie numbers of lst8 2nd, 3ru, 
kth and 5 th  services in this period were bo5, U39, 216, 106, and 52o The 
percentages of non-returns for each service were 51 <=9* 53o5» 55*1* 50,0, 
and 28 „ 6, respectively,, The percentage of non-re turns for all services 
was 5lo9o June has been the poorest month of the year for 3 years0 The 
Station herd now has 5 Dane-Guernsey and 3 Holstein-Guernsey crossbred 
heiferso The first crossbred heifer is due to calve in May 1951c Three 
cows in the herd now have both crossbred and pure bred heifers.
Sea Fish and Sea Mammals and Their Products as Food for Fur Animals A L-1-3«6(T): Four feeding experiments were carried on during 1950, 2
with mink and 2 with blue foxes* For female mink during their breeding^ 
gestation, and suckling period, a ration containing 8(# salmon waste was 
found superior to 3 other rations from production, health, and economic 
standpointSo During the mink growing and furring out periods an 82$ 
salmon waste~without-heads ration was found superior to 3 other rations 
from the standpoints of health and the low number of poor skinsc The 
30% salmon waste and 30$ red snapper ration fed to female foxes during 
their breeding, gestation, and suckling periods was more satisfactory 
than the 60/: flounder ration from a production standpoint and on the
basis of average gains in weight„ Although no conclusions regarding
fur quality can be made at this time, from health and economic stand­
points it appears that a ration containing 5b% salmon waste and lp^ 
seal meal was superior to a halibut head and 10£ seal meal ration 
for foxes during their growth and furring out period*
Cross Breeding of Various Fur Animals for Hybrid Vigor, Mutation Fixa­
tion, and Fur Quality ( AL-i-3*-7(T): A breeding program was starteci to
determine the dominance and color characteristics of the Arctic white, 
blue, and mutation blue fox- Two pairs of wiiu=caught tundra mink were 
obtained this past summer for breedixig purposes,. Nine female marten 
were bred during the summer of 191*0; 5 of them were 3 to It years of age 
but had never been bred before»
The Effect of Different Levels of Manganese in the Diet of Hens and
Pullets (AL-i-3-9(F)j There were no indications that local grown grains 
do not have enough manganese for hens and pullets. It may be that they 
would have to be on local grown grains for over one year for this to 
show up0 One year's production doss not show any difference,
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Pasture and Range Improvement and Management (AL-l-6r-6(F)s Even though 
we do not have a legume that will live over winter in pastures, renova­
tion increases the yield of standard cow days* Average yields in terras
of standard cow days per acre were: (1) check pastures, hSc-Q', (2) year
of renovation^ 5l<2; (3) year after renovation, 62„8; (h) second year 
after renovation, IQcS?
Feed Procuction, Processing and Preservation (AL=l-6-7(P): Silage is
definitely the best and cheapest way to preserve forage in Alaska® It 
also takes less acreage to feed a cow all winter on silage than either 
barn dried or field cured hay„ The milk production per acre from 
second cutting bromegraes was 1995 pounds on silage, 185U pounds on 
barn dried hay and I676 on field cured hayc Stack silage proved to be 
a good way to store surplus foragec
11o TELL BRIEFLY 1 OR MORE IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTIONS WHICH JUSTIFY CONTINUED
SUPPORT OF THIS Y.ORK: Artificial insemination is definitely successful,
in Alaska and reduces the number of bulls necessary, The roughage these 
extra bulls would eat will keep a number of cowSn. Heifers can be raised 
much cheaper than replacements can be shipped in from the States,, The 
use of 3ilage reduces the acreage requirements necessary to feed a herd 
for the winter* Red snapper (red cod) is inferior to salmonp salmon 
cannery waste, floundersj and grey cod in the ration of ranch mink from 
a reproduction and health standpoint„ Contrary to last year's report,, 
standard silver foxes will breed and reproduce on rations containing 
high percentages of Alaska fish product*0 The high mortality usually 
experienced among fox pups from 1 to 3 months of age, whose dams have 
received 50% or more halibut heads in their rations*, can be averted by 
substituting 10% horse meat and h0% red snapper for the halibut heads 
when the pups are from 3 to k weeks of age0
12r LINES OF ftORK TO RECEIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION DURING THE COMING YEAR:
Now that we have a new and bigger fan in the barn drier se will continue 
to see if it is possible to make barn dried hay that will approach sil­
age in feeding value and efficiency (AL^X”6-?(P)„ We will continue to 
put as many heifers on the extra light as possible to determine if 
extra light does influence the number of heat periods (AL~l»3"=2(R)e 
Experimentation (1) with aureomycin (AoPoF~5) will seek to gain perlim= 
inary information on the use of this product to promote growth and 
health of young mink and its effect on the "yellow fat” disease of mink; 
and (2) with one or mere antibiotics will Investigate the possibility 
that the ’'yellow fat” disease may be caused by a vitamin nEn avitaminosis 
(AL-X-3~6(T)c
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ALAS KA AtiulCULTURAL EXPERIMENT SThTiON 
Don Lc Irwin, Director 
In cooperation with 
UNITED STATES IXLPAiiTtiwlT OF AJrJCULTOilE 
Agricultural Research Administration
ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT, FEDERAL AND FEDERAL-GRAWT PROJECTS. 1950
1c PROJECT LUMBER AND FUND: AL-l-3-l(H)
2o PROJECT TITLE: Raising Dairy Calves
3c PERIOD COVERED BY THE REPORT: January 1 to December 31, 1950
iu SUPERVISORY LFADFJIS: V-iliiam Jc Sweetman, Wallace Middleton and
Fred Swingle
5„ LOCATIONS: Matanuska and Fairbanks Experiment Stations
to COOPERAT10w: Alaska Experiment Station and Agricultural Research 
Administration
7c OBJECTIVE OF ViORKt To develop efficient rations and methods of raising 
dairy calves in Alaska; compare several rations for growing calves as 
measured by weight gains, health and efficiency of feed utilisation®
6o LINES OF v'.ORK TO RECEIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION DbRIWG THE COklNG YEAR;
Due to the fact that shipping may not be too dependable from Seattle 
to Alaska because of the shortage of shipping space it may become nec~ 
essary to depend more on Alaskan products for livestock feeuc Calf 
rations using more Alaskan products will be developed to raise calves0
9„ TELL BRIEFLY 1 OR J/ORE IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTIONS SUCH AS PUBLIC BENEFITS 
OF THE PAST 3 YEARS WHICH JUSTIFY CO.iTIrtbED SUPPORT OF THIS ViORK:
Several rations have been developed that will raise calves in Alaska, 
and at a much cheaper price than it would cost to ship in replacementsc
10c PROGRESS DURING THE IFAR: Nine calves were raised on calf mealc The
average daily gain was lu27 pounds per day and the cost to 6 months of
age was $56o95 per calfc Ten calves were raised on calf manna< The 
average daily gain was lc.39 pounds and the cost to 6 months of age was
|6l„35 per calf0 Eight calves -arere raised on skim milk powder- The
average daily gain was lc3B pounds and the cost to 6 months of age wa3
$hh-3U per calfc All the rations proved very satisfactory but the 
skim milk powder wa3 the cheapest* The main reason for skim milk 
being cheaper is because calves can be changed directly from colostrum 
milk to skim milk without feeding any saleable milko The cost of rais­
ing calves in Alaska is in direct proportion to the amount of whole milk 
that has to be fed to the young calfr.
11c PUBLICATIONS: One is being written,,
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ALASKA AGRICULTURAL EXPKtlMEKT STATION 
Tion Lo Irwin, Director 
UNITED STATES DEP/RTJ-'ENT OF AGRICULTURE 
Agricultural Research Administration
ANNUAL PROGRESS R PORT, FEDERAL AND FEDERAL-GRAMT PROJECTS, 1950
l o  PROJECT HUMBER AND FUND: A L -1-3**2(F)
2, PROJECT TITLP: The Value of Light for Increasing Milk Production
3, PERIOD COVERED EY THE R'.PORT: January 1 to December 31, 1950
ic SUPERVISORY LEADERS: William Ju Sweetman, Wallace Middleton and
Fred Swingle
5o LOCATIONS: Matanuska and Fairbanks Experiment Stations
6c COOPERATION: Alaska Experiment Station and Agricultural Research
Administration
7r OBJECTIVE OF 'i.0RK: To determine if lengthening the period of light 
to which Alaskan cows are exposed during winter favorably affect3 
milk production and increases conception rate*
8c LINES OF ..ORK TO RECEIVE SPECIAL ATTEwTIOW DURING THE COMING YEAR:
As many heifers as possible will be put on this experiment next 
winter to determine if extra light has any effect on heat periods0
9r TELL BRIEFLY 1 OR MORE IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTIONS SUCH AS PUBLIC BENEFITS 
OF THE PAST 3 YEARS WHICH JUSTIFY CONTINUED SUPPORT OF THIS WORK:
The trend seems to be for more heat periods and better conception 
with extra light but very little differences in milk production,.
10* PROGRESS DURING THE YIAR: When cows go into the winter with a gradual
shortening of days, there seems to be very little difference in prod­
uction or rate of decline0 In the middle of the winter when days are 
very short and the cows are changed abruptly, the cows going from light 
to dark seem to fall off in production much faster than the cows changed 
to extra light* Three cows changed from dark to light gave 513 pounds 
of fat corrected milk the first 10 days and 528 pounds the second 10 
days after the change o They gave i*12 pounus the last 10 days of a 60 
day period. Three similar cows changed from li.^ ht to dark for the same 
periods gave 516 pounds the first 10 days, i»82 pounds the second 10 
days and 381* pounas the last 10 days* The percent of aecline for the 
light cows for 60 days was 19®6* and the danc cows was 25<5/t»o
The totals for 6 cowa in light were 123J* pounds of fat corrected milk 
the first 10 days and 962 pounds the last 10 days of a 60 day periouc
Tha t o t a l s  f o r  6  ® o t3 i n  t h e  d a r k  w e re  1 2 3 5  p o u n d s  a n d  92 3  p o u n d so  The t o t a l  p r o d u c t i o n  w h i l e  i n  t h e  l i g h t  w as  6 5 9 0  p o u n d s  o f  f a t  c o r r e c t e d  m i\k- a n d  6 3 1 6  w h i l e  i n  t h e  d a r k .
11o PUBLICATIONS: Paper presented at the annual meeting of the American 
Dairy Science Association, Ithaca, N» June 22, 195Qo
t9
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ALASKA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
Don L, Irwin, Director 
In cooperation with 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
Agricultural Research A.dministration
ANNUAL PROGRESS RKPORT, FEDERAL AND FEDER MIGRANT PROJECTS, 1950
1„ PROJECT NUK3ER AND FUND: AL~1~3-3(R)
2e PROJECT TITLE: Dairy Cattle Breeding Investigations
3o PERIOD COVERED BY THE REPORT: January 1 to December 31, 1950
ho SUPERVISORY LEADERS: William Jo Sweetman and Wallace Middleton
5o LOCATION: Matanuska Experiment Station
6* COOPERATION: Bureau of Dairy Industry
7c OBJECTIVE OF 7.0RK: In order to improve the producing ability of
Alaskan dairy cattle a breeding research program is needed to develop
superior germ plasm and this germ plasm should be made available to 
the farmers of Alaska through artificial insemination,,
3, LINES OF WORK TO RECEIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION DURING THE COMING YEAR: 
Considerable emphasis will be placed on shipping seraen to various 
parts of Alaska,, A number of shipments were made to Fairbanks this 
past year and four cows at the Experiment Station at Fairbanks were 
successfully inseminated from the bulls at Matanuska,,
9o TELL BRIEFLY 1 OR MORE IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTIONS SUCH AS PUBLIC BENEFITS
OF THE PAST 3 YEARS WHICH JUSTIFY CONTINUED SUPPORT OF THIS »0RK:
Thrae~hundred-sixty cows were bred artificially the first year (May 
19U3 to April 19it9)„ Five-hundred-nine cows were bred the second year* 
Three-hundred-ninety~fiva cows have been bred from May to December of 
1950o The first heifers born from these bulls will 3tart calving in 
April 1951c
10n PROGRESS DURING THE YEAR: From December 19 hQ to September 1950,
885 cows were bred* During this period there were 885 first services, 
1*39 second services, 216 third services, 1(36 fourth services and 52 
fifth servicesc There were a total of 1693 services and 882 non­
returns o The percent of non-returns was 51°9% on all services„ an 
average of 1<>91 services per cow0
We now have 5 Dane-Guernsey and 2 Holstein*»Guernsey crossbred heif­
ers o The first crossbred heifer is due to calve in May 1951° There 
are 3 cows that have both crossbred and pure bred heifers„ Nine cows 
ana heifers will have crossbred calves this yeare
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At leeet 1 of the pure bred Dana heifers shipped from Beltsville 
this year is with calf to a Dan® bull in Michigan. The semen made 
very good time in coming from Michigan,, Two shipments arrived in 26 




ALASKA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
Don L. Irwin, Director 
In cooperation with 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
Agricultural Research Administration
ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT, FEDERAL AND FEDERAL-GRANT PROJECTS, 1950
I, PROJECT NUMBER AND FUND: AL-l-3-5(F)
2» PROJECT TITLE: The Effect of the Addition of Artificial Light on Egg
Production and Physical Conditions of Laying Hens
3„ PERIOD COVERED BX THE REPORT: January 1 to June 30, 1950
SUPERVISORY LEADERS: William J„ Sweetman and Fred Lc Swingle
5„ LOCATION: Fairbanks Experiment Station
60 COOPERATION: Alaska Experiment Station and Agricultural Research
Administration
7o OBJECTIVE OF WORK} To determine the number of hours of light that 
poultry flocks should have for best production in the winter under 
Alaskan conditions.
8= LINES OF WORK TO RECEIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION DURING THE COMING YEAR:
This project has been discontinued,
9„ TELL BRIEFLY 1 OR 'iSORE IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTIONS SUCH AS PUBLIC BENEFITS 
OF THE PAST 3 YEARS WHICH JUSTIFY CONTINUED SUPPORT OF THIS flORK: 
Chickens in Alaska need at least 12 hours of light per day0
10o PROGRESS DURING THE YEAR: Pullets used the first year having 12 and lU
hours of light produced significantly more eggs than those receiving 
only 10 hours of light. There were no significant differences in pro­duction between 12 and lU hours8 The hens receiving lb hours of light 
not produce as many eggs as those receiving 12 hours of lighto 
These sane hens randomized into 3 groups for the second year's produc­




ALASKA M&ICULTURAL EXPERUiEaT STATION 
Don Lo Irwin, Director 
In cooperation with UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OP AGRICULTURE 
Agricultural Research Administration
ANNUAL PRQTCRRSS REPOtfT, FEDERAL AND' FEDERAL-GRANT PROJECTS. 1 9 5 0
1 ,  PROJECT NUMBER AND FUND: A L - l - 3 - 6 ( T )
2 r  PROJECT T IT L Ei Feeding of Pur Animals
3 ,  PERIOD COVERED BY REPORT: J a n u a r y  1  t o  D ecem b er 3 1 ,  1 9 5 0
li* SUPERVISOR! LEADER; Ja m e s  R„ L e e k le y
5o LOCATION: E x p e r im e n ta l  F u r  S t a t i o n ,  P e t e r s b u r g ,  A la s k a
6* COOPERATION: F i s h e r y  P r o d u c t s  L a b o r a t o r y ,  K e t c h i k a n ,  A la s k a( c o l l e c t e d  t h e  s a l o o n  w a s te  u s e d ,  a n d  m ade c h e m ic a l  a n a l y s i s  o f  
r a t i o n s  f e d ) .
7„ ODJECTIVE OF V<0£K: To c a r r y  o n  f e e d i n g  e x p e r i m e n t s  w i t h  m in k , m a r t e n ,b l u e ,  w h i t e ,  a n d  s i l v e r  f o x e s  a n d  t h s i r  v a r i o u s  m u t a t i o n s  t o  d e t e r m in e  t h e  v a l u e  o f  r a w , f r e s h ,  an d  p r o c e s s e d  f i s h ,  f i s h  w a s t e ,  b y - p r o d u c t s  o f  f i s h  c a n n e r i e s  an d  c o l d  s t o r a g e s ,  a n d  s u c h  s e a  m am mals a n d  t h e i r  b y - p r o d u c t s  a s  a r e  a v a i l a b l e  i n  A la s k a .
8c LINES OF WORK TO RECEIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION DURING THE COWING YEAR;M ink  E x p e r im e n t  N o. 20, s t a r t i n g  J a n u a r y  30 a n d  t e r m i n a t i n g  a b o u t  J u l y  1* w i l l  f u r t h e r  s t u d y  t h e  u s e  o f  r a w  sa lm o n  w a s t e - w i t h o u t - h e a d s ,  ra w  s a lm o n  w a s t e ,  c o o k e d  s a lm o n  w a s t e ,  a n d  c o m p a re  r a t i o n s  c o n t a i n i n g  h i g h  p e r c e n t a g e s  o f  t h e s e  i n g r e d i e n t s  w i t h  a  r a t i o n  h i g h  i n  ra w  f l o u n ­d e r s ,  d u r i n g  t h e  b r e e d i n g ,  g e o t a t i o n ,  a n d  s u c k l i n g  p e r i o d s .  T he r a t i o n  f e d  h a l f  t h e  m in k  o n  e a c h  e x p e r i m e n t a l  r a t i o n  w i l l  b e  s u p p le m e n te d  w i t h  n o n - p u r i f l e d  a u re o m y c in  ( A .P c P - 5 )  t o  g a i n  p r e l i m i n a r y  i n f o r m a t i o n  o n  t h e  u s e  o f  t h i s  p r o d u c t  t o  p ro m o te  g r o w th  a n d  h e a l t h  o f  y o u n g  m ink* a n d  i t s  e f f e c t  o n  t h e  " y e l lo w  f a t ” d i s e a s e  o f  m ink* F e e d in g  e x p e r i ­m e n ts  s t a r t i n g  i n  J u l y  o r  e a r l y  A u g u s t ,  d e s i g n e d  t o  c o n t i n u e  o u r  i n v e s t i g a t i o n  o f  v a r i o u s  s a l n o n  a n d  h a l i b u t  w a s t e  p r o d u c t s ,  w i l l  b e  c a r r i e d  o n  w i t h  a d u l t  a n d  y o u n g  f o x e s  a n d  m in k  d u r i n g  t h e i r  g r o w in g  a n d  f u r r i n g  o u t  p e r io d *  I f  a n im a l s  a n d  f u n d s  a r e  a v a i l a b l e ,  t h e s e  e x p e r i m e n t s  w i l l  i n c l u d e  t h e  s u p p l e m e n t a t i o n  o f  f i s h  r a t i o n s  w i t h  1  o r  m o re  a n t i b i o t i c s ,  a n d  i n v e s t i g a t e  t h e  p o s s i b i l i t y  t h a t  t h e  " y e l l o w  f a t "  d i s e a s e  i n  m in k  n a y  b e  c a u s e d  b y  a  v i t a m i n  "E n a v i t a m i n o s i s 0 I f  o u r  1 9 5 1  m a r t e n  p r o d u c t i o n  w a r r a n t s  i t ,  a  f e e d i n g  e x p e r i m e n t  w i l l  b e  c a r r i e d  o n  w i t h  t h e s e  a n im a ls  d u r i n g  t h e  sum m er a n d  f a l l  m o n th s „ T h i s  w i l l  i n c l u d e  t h e  u s e  o f  s a lm o n  w a s t e  a n d  a n t i b i o t i c s , ,
7 k
9n TELL BRIEFLY 1 OK MOKE IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTIONS SUCH AS PUBLIC 
BENEFITS OF THE PAST 3 YEARS V.’HICH JUSTIFY CONTINUED SUPPORT OF 
THIS WORK: Rod snapper (red cod) is inferior to salmon, salmon can­
nery waste, flounders, and grey cod in the ration of ranch mink from 
a reproduction and health standpoint* Health and fur quality of 
animals receiving W #  or more of this fish was very poor0 Contrary 
to laet year’s repox*t, standard silver foxes will breed and reproduce 
on rations containing hi^h percentages of Alaska fish products^ The 
high mortality usually experienced among fox pups from 1 to 3 months 
of age, whose dams have received 5U% or more halibut heuas in their 
rations, can be averted by substituting 1U% horse meat and kO% red 
snapper for the haliout heads when the pups are from 3  to it weeks o f  
age.,. In Alaska, the latter part of June, July and forepart o f  August 
is the most critical period for young minke Losses from ''yellov* fat" 
during this period vary with the percentage of salmon products in the 
ration, and previous feed the animals have received,.
10* PROGRESS DURING THE YEAR: Four feeding experiments were carried on
this past year - 2 with mink and 2 with blue foxeso Mink Experiment 
No0 16 compared 1* rations: Lot I - 80$ canned salmon waste, Lot II «*
80J6 frozen salmon waste, Lot III - 75% frozen whole salmon, Lot IV - 70% frozen ling cod, in the diet of female mink during their breeding, 
gestation, and suckling period* The Lot II ration was the best from 
a production standpoint, with an average of 3*U kits whelped per 
female started on experiment, and Lot IV the poorest, with an average 
of 2di kits- Lot II had the lowest mortality, losing only 2 kits 
prior to weaning, and Lot III the highest, with 8 losses* The Lot II 
ration was also the most economicale Mi nit Experiment No, 19 carried h lots of 86 mink through their growing and furring out period, on 
rations containing? Lot 1-65/S flounders, Lot II - 80$ salmon wastej. 
Lot III - 8256 salmcn waste^without-teads, and Lot IV - 60% ling code 
To date, the pelts taken from animals on this experiment have not 
been graded by fur experts0 Our results indicate that Lot III was 
the best from a health standpoint, had the lowest number of poor skins, 
and made satisfactory gains in weighto Lot IV had the highest mortal­
ity, the largest number of poor skins, and had below average weight 
increases* Excellent breeding was obtained on both lots of Fox 
Experiment Mo, 17., which compared 2 lots of blue and wtiite foxes re­
ceiving: Lot I - 60% flounders,, and Lot II - 30% salmon waste and30% red snapper during their breeding, gestation and sucxling periods* 
However, production was very poor in Jot II, with an average of only 
3o0 pups weaned per female started on experiment,. Lot I production 
was satisfactory, with an average of 5„0 pups* Health was satisfac­
tory in both lots, but the Lot I pups made the best gains in weight, 
and averaged nearly £ pound heavier at weaning time0 Fox Experiment 
NOo 18 compared rations containing: Lot I - U5% halibut heads and 10$
seal meal, and Lot II - 55% salmon waste and 10$ seal meal^ , through 
the grovdng and furring out period* The cereal content of these 
rations was increased by 10$, and the fish and seal meal decreased 
by 10% and 3% respectively, on October 15, to determine if an in­
creased percentage of cereal would result in pelts of better quality*
Lot I was the best from a health standpoint, and no animals were lost 
in this lot throughout the entire experiment,, Both lots made equal 
Kains in weight, and the Lot I ration was slightly more economical 
than Lot IIo The pelts from these animals have not been graded by the 
fur experts yet, so no conclusions can be drawn as to fur quality..
PUBLICATIONS: None, Report on utilization of cannery salmon waste
for mink feed nearly completed0
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ALASKA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
Don L0 Irwin, Director 
In cooperation with 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
Agricultural Research Administration
ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT, FEDERAL AND FEDERAL-GRANT PROJECTS, 1950 
lo PROJECT NUMBER AND FUND: AL=1-3~7(T)
20 PROJECT TITLEs Cross Breeding of Various Fur Animals for Hybrid
Vigor, Mutation Fixation, and Fur Quality
3o PERIOD COVERED BY REPORT: January 1 to December 31* 1950
U* SUPERVISORY LEADER: James R» Leekley
5o LOCATION: Experimental Fur Station, Petersburg, Alaska
6. COOPERATION: Bureau of Animal Industry
7> OBJECTIVE: To cross blue foxes, Arctic white foxes, and mutation
blue foxes, in order to determine their dominance and color varia= 
tions, and possibly produce a new mutation blue fox-, To increase 
the quality of the station mink herd by the introduction of high 
quality mink purchased in the States and wild mink trapped In var­
ious localities In Alaska; to obtain consistant reproduction of 
oarteno
Oe LINES OF WORK TO RECEIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION DURING THE COMING YEAR:
The selected group of 15 blue, Arctic white, blue°whito cross, and 
mutation blue female foxes kept for breeding purposes, will be bred 
to various color phase males, in accordance with a prearranged sched= 
ule, in an attempt to determine the dominance of the mutation blue and 
Arctic white fox, and the percentage of white, blue or mutation off” 
spring resulting from such matings* The two pair of wild tundra 
mink acquired last September, will be bred to the best station 3tock, 
to improve our herd and determine the advisability of breeding this 
type of mink to mutation minko If the female marten, bred last sum= 
mer, produce satisfactorily, we will have enough animals to set up a 
controlled marten experimento
9o TELL BRIEFLY 1 OR MORE IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTIONS SUCH AS PUBLIC BENEFITS 
OF THE PAST 3 YEARS WHICH WOULD JUSTIFY CONTINUED SUPPORT OF THIS rfORK: 
The results of only 1 mating between an Arctic white and mutation blue 
fox, indicate that the offspring of such a cross can be distinguished 
by a small white blaze between their eye3, their large size, and white 
tips on their toesB There does not seem to be any definite segrega~ 
tion of color factors when Arctic white and ordinary blue foxes ara 
crossed® The percentage of white and blue offspring resulting from
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second and third generations of such matings do not follow a definite 
color pattern. The results of breeding good quality mink purchased in 
the States to our |old station stock, indicate that the so-called "Blue 
Diamond” mink breed early, and are difficult to raise on diets usually 
fed Alaska mink,
10o PROGRESS DURING THJ£ YEAR: A breeding program was started to deter-
mine the dominance and color characteristics of the Arctic white, blue, 
and mutation blue fox. Because of the small number of foxes available 
snd the fact that it is impossible to adhere to a prearranged breeding 
schedule, this program will no doubt take several years to complete,Cno pairs of wiid-caught tundra nink were obtained this past summer 
for breeding purposes. Nine female marten were bred this past summer, 




ALASKA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
Don Lo Irwin, Director 
In cooperation with 
UNITED STATES DEPAKTmiT OF AGRICULTURE 
Agricultural Research Administration
ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORTt FEDERAL AUP FEDERAL-GRANT PROJECTS, 1?50
l c  PROJECT NUMBER AND FUND: AL-1-3~8(F)
20 PROJECT TITLE: The Effect of "Free=Choice" Feeding of Chickens on
Growth and Egg Production under Alaskan Environmental Conditions
3, PERIOD COVERED BY THE REPORT: January 1 to December 31, 1950
lie SUPERVISORY LEADER: William Jc Sweet man
5c LOCATION: Matanuska Experiment Station
6, COOPERATION: Alaska Experiment Station and Agricultural Research
Administration
7e OEJECTIVE OF WORK: To study the effect of free-choice feeding of mash
and grain on growth and egg production, to determine the optinnm level
of protein in the mash to be used in a free-choice syatem of feeding, 
and the effect of confinement as compared with range on growth end 
subsequent production,,
8c LINES OF UCRK TO RECEIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION DURING THE COMING YEAR:
This experiment has teen discontinued because most of the chicken house 
is being used to determine the insulation and ventilation requirements 
for hens in Alaska,,
90 TELL ERIEFLY 1 OR KOBE IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTIONS SUCH AS PUBLIC BENEFITS 
OF THE PAST 3 YEARS ViHICH JUSTIFY CONTINUED SUPPORT OF THIS WORK:
Hens raised on range produced considerably more eggs than hens raised 
in confinementc The 18$ and 25*5$ protein ration produced more eggs 
than the 32$ protein ration*
10c PROGRESS DURING THE YEAR: There was no significant difference in rate
of growth between self fed and hand fed chicksc The egg production was 
lowest in the pens receiving the free=>choice 32% protein mash, The 18$ 
and 25o5$ protein ration were almost the same, but considerably above 
the high protein peas0 The production per hen over an 8-month period 
was 132 egga on 18$ protein, 130 eggs on 25°5$ protein and 119 eggs on 
high protein mash* Mortality was the same for all pensc The hens 
raised on range produced significantly more eggs than those raised in 




ALASKA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
Don Lo Irwin, Director 
In cooperation with 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
Agricultural Research Administration
ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT, FEDERAL AND FEDERAL-GRANT PROJECTSt 1950
lo PROJECT NUMBER AND FUi«D: AL-l-3-9(F)
2o PROJECT TITLE: The Effect of Different Levels of Manganese in the
Diet of Hens and Pulletse
3o PERIOD COVERED BY THE R_P0RT: January 1 to December 31, 1950
ho SUPERVISORY LEADERS: William JQ Sweetman and Fred Swingle
So LOCATIONS; Matanuska and Fairbanks Experiment Stations
60 COOPERATION: Alaska Experiment Station and Agricultural Research
Administration
7. OBJECTIVE OF WORK: To determine if Alaska-grown grains are inadequate
in manganese for egg production and to study the effects of low, 
medium and high levels of manganese with adequate amounts of vitamin D 
on egg production.
80 LINES OF WORK TO RECEIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION DURING THE COMING YEAR:
Only 2 pen3 of pullets were available for this experiment this past 
yearc We will have a number of pullets on this e;qperiment this 
coming yearc
9c TELL BRIEFLY 1 OR MORE IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTIONS SUCH AS PUBLIC BENEFITS 
OF THE PAST 3 YEARS WHICH JUSTIFY CONTINUED SUPPORT OF THIS WORK:
There doe3 not seem to be any shortage of manganese in Alaska grown 
grains for old hens® At least it does not show up for a 5-month 
winter laying season,
10o PROGRESS DURING THE YEAR: Only 2 pens of pullets and 2 pens of 1 year
old hens were available for this study0 There were no differences 
in production in either the hens or pullets0 Pullets with extra 
manganese produced 13 eggs per month per pullet and without 13°22 




United Statee Department of Agriculture 
V.'ORK PHOJELT ANNUAL REPORT
lo Y;0RK PROJECT NUMBER: AL-l-L
2* DIVISION: Alaska Agricultural Experiment Station
Don L» Irwin, Director
3r BUREAU OR /.GENCYt Agricultural Research Administration
hr WORK PROJECT. TITLE? Agricultural Engineering
5o PERIOD COVERED BY THE REPORT: January 1* 1950 to December 31» 1950
6. SUPERVISORY LEADER: Co Ivan Branton
7* LOCATION: Alaska Agricultural Experiment Station, Palmer, Alaska
8r> COOPERATION: Horticulture (participated in potato top killing ex­
periments) $ Animal Husbandry (participated in poultry ventilation 
studies)} Agronomy (participated in cereal drying and storage invests 
gations); Agricultural Economics (participated in planning land clear­
ing projects),,
9- OBJECTIVE OF CURRENT WORK* To develop methods of utilizing local!.
timber supplies which Trill furnish adequate protection Iron the rigors 
oub climate, and be economically sound for agricultural enterprises! 
to adapt ventilation and construction methods so that structural 
deterioration will be minimized in farm homes and in dairy and poultry 
buildings; to develop equipment for economically drying cereal grains 
and foragesj to study methods of increasing the economic return to 
potato grower® by reducing losses in handling and storage*
10. PROGRESS DURING THE YEAR:
Uses of Native Lumber* Thirteen experimental buildings Ii* by 6“ 
inside with a 6»' ceiling height were constructed to test the effic­
iency of various materials-. One structure was built with conventional 
finished materials to be used as a standard of comparison for the 1? 
structures built of native materials- Native materials used in the 
experimental wall construction were spruce and cottonwood logs sawed 
on 3 sides j and spruce and cottonwood rough lumber sawed on Ii aidesj 
units were constructed with and without vapor seals in order to observe 
the differences n performance* All units were equipped with thermo­
stats anf; electrical heat to hold the temperature at 7G°F and with 
humidity controlling equipment to maintain the humidity at any pr*= 
determined points Under test conditions 70°F and h0% relative 
humidity is being maintainedo
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Poultry House Ventilation t^udiet;; lour experimental pens were equip­
ped with ventilating flues at the Matanuska Station, Tito pens are 
unheated except for the heat of the birds and the other 2 pens axe 
held to a minimum of U0°Fo One of the unheated pens and one of the 
heated pens has natural ventilation using ventilating flues and the 
other is equipped with the ventilating flues plus a small electric 
ventilating fan„ Construction was completed and this experiment is 
being conducted during this winter season*
Drying Equipment; A combination drier was constructed at the iair-= 
banks Station which can be used to dry cereal grains- forages*, and 
small samples from plot studies,, This drier was couple ted too late in 
the s&apon for use with foragesj however, the cereal grain produced at 
Fairbanks will be dried using this equipment,, lieat is supplied from 
a steam boiler located in the basement of one of the buildings* Doth 
the drier and the steam line were installed using money from the 
Territorial Legislature-, At the < .atanuska Station the hay drier was 
remodeled by installing a large centrifugal type fan. increasing the 
size of the air distribution diucts, a:*d equipping the drier with a unit 
heater which can be used after the completion of the garage and storage 
building in the summer of 1951-
Cireular Bin Drier at Matanuska: To prevent the loss of valuable se§d
and to have a moans for drying cereals produced at the Matanuska S tac­
tion, the circular bin was installed this season., Heated air was ob= 
tained from the heating plant in the garage at Matanuskaj and although ' 
the volume of the air was small the seed grain was dried in the driers 
and it .to planned to diy the remaining cereal grains before springe
l l o  TELL BRIEFLY 1 OR MORE IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTIONS WHICH JUSTIFY CONTINUED 
SUPPORT OF THIS WORK: Projects have been set up and equipment secured);
however, there are insufficient results to date to justify a statement 
under this paragraph,,
X2o LINES OF WORK TO RECEIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION LURING 1HE COMING YEAR; 
Comparative performance studies on the 13 buildings constructed for a 
study of native materials will be continued„ Studies of poultry 
ventilation methods are to be continued at the Matanuska Station,, It 
ie planned to dry hey at both Fairbanks Station and Matanuska Station 
using supplemental heat and the centrifugal blowersc feeding trials 
by the Animal Husbandry Department have been used to evaluate the re-* 
suits obtainedo Cereal grain will be dried at both Matanuska and 
Fairbanks Stations® Storage studies will be continued to determine 
the effect of moisture content on germination and keeping quality of 
the cereal grains-
ALASKA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
Bon Ln Irwin, Director 
In cooperation with 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
Agricultural Research Adrairiistration
ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT, FEDERAL AND FEDERAL-GRANT PROJECTS, 1950
In PROJECT : .'UMBER AM) FUND: AL-l»li-l (F)
2* -pROJECT TITLE: Investigations to Develop proved Structures,
Equipment, end Methods of Handling and Storing White Potatoes*
3n PERIOD COVERED BY THE REPORT: January 1, 1950 to December 31, 1950
ho SUPERVISORY LEADERS: . M0 Fo Eabb, Horticulturist and C« Ivan Bran ton, 
Agricultural Engineer*
So LOCATION: Matanuska Experiment Station
Sr, COOPERATION* Horticulture Department
7o OBJECTIVE OF WORK: To reduce potato weight and quality lessee from
tbs field through storage0
8, LIMES OF TsORK TO RECEIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION DURING THE COMING YEAR: 
Major emphasis during the coming year will be placed upon the re­
search to study the affect of killing the vines to. indue© maturity of 
the tubers0 It is hoped that a suitable treetaant may reduce feather­
ing of the tubers and reduce damage in digging, Both mecfosaicsl 
methods and chemical methods of vine killing t/:.11 bo employed*
9* TELL BRIEFLY 1 GR MORE IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTIONS SUCH AS PlfBLIC BENEFITS 
OF THE PAST 3 YEARS WHICH JUSTIFY CONTINUED SUPPORT OF THIS WORK:
This is the first season for this cooperative work between the Agri~ 
cultural Engineering and Horticulture Departments. • There are no" 
important contributions to report at this time.
IQo PROGRESS DURING THE YEAR: A single variety of potato was chosen -and
various plots treated using 2 mechanical and 6 chemical methods for 
stopping top growth. The grading of the tubers from the plots so 
treated for growth and digger cracks did not show significant dif- • 
ferences. An examination of the cut tubers for stem end browning 
will be made* The harvest season was exceptionally long and dxy*
There is a possibility that the treatments used may show an advantage 
in a more normal year.
11* PUBLICATIONS: None
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ALASKA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIIENT S'xAlION 
Don Lo Irwin, Director 
In cooperation with 
UNITED STATES DEi ARTTffiHT uF AGalCULTUKE 
Agricultural Research Administration
ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT, FEDERAL AND FEDERAL-GEANT PROJECTS, 1950
lo PROJECT NUKBER AND FUND: AL-l~i}»3 (BJ)
20 PROJECT TITLE: Determination of the Insulation and Ventilation
Requirements of Farm structures and the Development of Improved 
Methods of their Construction Under Alaska Climatic Conditionso
3o PERIOD COVERED BY THE REPORT: January I, 1950 to December 31, 1950
lio SUPERVISORY LEADERS: Co Ivan Branton, Agricultural Engineer and 
Wo Jo Swcetman, Animal Husbandman*
5o LOCATIONS: Katanuska Experiment Station and Agricultural Research
Administration Laboratoiy*
60 COOPERATION: Animal Husbandry Department
7o OBJECTIVE OF WORK: To develop economically feasible methods of conr
struction, insulating, vapor sealing, and ventilating agricultural 
structures in Alaska, using native materials and labor supplies to 
ths maximum extent possible.
8. LUES OF WORE TO RECEIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION DURING THE COMING YEAR:
TW5 phases of work are under way under this prcjecto The first phase 
is the investigation of methods of utilising local timber in building 
farm structures suitable to Alaska* During the coming year data -fill 
be accumulated on the power consumption, tempei atura, and air resi.st­
ance on 13 structures built with experimental -calls * Twelve of the 
buildings have walls constructed of various combinations of nativa 
materialso Ihe performance of these 12 wall sections will be compared 
to one standard building having walls constructed of conventional im­
ported materials* The other phase of this project consists of a study 
of the effect of natural and forced ventilation in four experimental 
poultry peno» Data has been taken throughout the winters and it -Till 
than be analyzed to study ths effect of the moisture condition of the 
litter, the animal health, and.ths s?g production.during the laying 
season as it may be effected by ventilation of the pens.
9o TELL BRIEFLY 1 OR K RE IMPORTANT , GOTRIBUTIQNS SUCH AS PUBLIC BENEFITS 
OF THE PAST 3 YEAIiS WHICH JUSTIFY (33NTIHUEB SUPPORT OF 5HIS WORK*
Th.ise projects are in their first season and no data has yet been 
evaluated from the experiments* Proper use of native materials in
8U
agricultural building construction should result in material savings 
to the public over a period of years„
10. PROGRESS DURING THE YiiAR: The 2 phases of investigation will be
discussed separately under this heading,,
Usea of Native Material; Thirteen experimenta], structures were erects 
ecTby local contractor7 One of these structures 'was intended at a 
standard and was built with conventional ff.me construction using tne 
conventional materials available for better class house constructions 
Two inch commercial bat insulation wee installed between the studding 
with an interior finish of celotex? Twelve structures identical in 
sise to the con^ «i't.i onnl frame unit were built using various combina­
tions of rough eafrsS native matarialo Spruce and cottonwood logs were 
used, 2 structures being built from logs sored when gz*een and 2 struc­
tures being built from logs sawed when dry for each variety of materials 
All log structures consisted of rough sawed material on 3 sides with 
the thickness of approximately 6 inches after sewing* Four structures 
were built using rough sawed lumber from green material with sawdust 
and sphagnum moss as insulation material0 ill structures had identi­
cal window and door treatmento Six of the 12 structures were equipped 
with vapor seals on the interior of the structureo Each experimental 
structure is heated by a thermostatically controlled electric header 
holding the temperature at 70°F* Automatic humidity control equipment 
holds the relative humidity at 1,0%r, The performance of the various 
wall sections are being tested -under the e;rtremes of temperature find 
wind during the Alaskan wintero The performance of identical struc­
tures with and without vapor seal will be observed,,
Ventilation of Agricultair ai Structure 3; Four experimental pens were 
equipped with ventiStioiTTIues at the Matanuska Station,, Into these 
pens lots of 1«**dosized pullet© ware placed and observations were begun 
in an effort to determine whether the maintainance of © minimum o.r 
1|0CF in the pen gives better results than in peas where no heat was 
applied,, Two of the four pens are equipped with fan ventilation in 
an effort to observe whether or not the use o f the fan will inprove e ES production,, An electrical power outage of approximately 36 hours 
may have disturbed the experiment since pens normally receiving the 
heat were subjected to cold conditions.
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AIASKA AGRICULTUR&L EX. ’ERIMEOT STATION 
Don Lc Irwin, Director 
In cooperation with 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
Agricultural Research Administration
ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT,, FEDERAL AND I'EDERAL-CRANT PROJECTS, 1950
1, PROJECT "UMBER AND FUND: Au-L-h-h  (F)
2c. PROJECT TITLE: Cost of Land Clearing and Economic Utilization of
Natural Forest Products®
3o PERIOD COVERED BY THE REPORT: January 1, 1950 to December 31? 19.50
ho SUPERVISORY LEADERS: Co Ivan Branton and H« A« Johnson
So LOCATION: Matanuska Bcperiment Station,
60 COOPERATION: Agricultural, Economies
7o OBJECTIVE OF WORK: To develop land clearing methods which rasgf be
adapted to Alaskan conditions of topography^ soils, forest cover .and
agriculture use®
8o LINES OF WORK TO RECEIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION DURING THE COMING V£AR:
It is not expected that work can be started on this project during the 
year since a considerable amount of operating money would be required 
to properly set up the project*
9o TELL BRIEFLY 1 OR MORE IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTIONS SUCH AS PUBLIC BENEFITS 
OF THE PAST 3 -EARS WHICH JUSTIFY CONTINUED SUPPORT OF THIS WORK:
No TOrk has been done on the project to date*
10o PROGRESS DURING IHE YEAR: The planned work was canceled because of
priority placed on other projects.
11* PUBLICATIONS: None
%ALASKA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
Don Lo Irwin, Director 
In cooperation with 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
Agricultural Jlesearch Administration
ANNU/L PROGRESS REPORT, FEDERAL AND FEDERAL-GRANT PROJECTS, 1950
lo PROJECT NUMBER AND FUND: AL-I-Ij-5 (F)
2c PROJECT TITLE: Handling and Storing High Moisture Content Cereal
Grain„
3„ PERIOD COVERED BY THE REPORT: January 1, 1950 to December 31, 1950
bo SUPERVISORY LEADERS: Co Ivan Branton, Agricultural Engineer end
So C0 Litsenberger, Agror.ony Departaaent.
$f LOCATIONS: Matanuska Experiment Station and Fairbanks Experiment
Station.
6„ COOPERATION: Agronony Department
7s OBJECTIVE OF WORK: To determine the most practical method of drying;
cereal grains in Alaska for feed production and for seed production 
and also to determine the optemum moisture content of grains for nax= 
imam retention of viability«
8o LUES OF TrORK TO RECEIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION DURING THE COMING YEAR: 
Major enpasis during the coming year Trill be placed upon studies r©»
la ting to the determination of the optimum moisture content of the
grain to prevent spoilage In storage and to maintain optimum viabil­
ity as measured by percentage germination.
The circular drier at Matanuska Station will bo used ‘to dry all the 
grain still on hand from the 1950 season prior to the warm spring 
weathero Grain will be stored in steel oil drums at approximately 
18, 16, lli, and \2% moisture„ Observations of these lots during the 
sprint will supply data on the safe moisture level for grain storage© 
The 1951 grain crop will be dried prior to freezing weather and the 
storage experiments repeated,, The effect of freezing upon germina= 
tion of grain when stored at various noisture levels will be obtained, 
as well as data upon the moisture level for safe storage.
Storage of grain at various levels of moisture content will be re­
pented at the Fairbanks Experimantal Farm, with the drying accomplish^ 
ea prior to freezing to make possible the accumulation of data on the 
effect of moisture content of grain in storage at sub=sero temperature 
upon the germination,,
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9o TELL BRIEFLY 1 OR ID RE IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTIONS SUCN AS PUBLIC BENEFITS
OF THE PAST 3 YEARS *..HICH JUSTIFY CONTINUED SUPPORT OF THIS WORK:
Progress under this project has not been sufficient for the release of
information to the public to date,
10, PROGRESS DURING THE YEAR:
Moisture Content of Cereal Grains as Harvested; The summer of 1950 
w> 3 exceptionally fivoraEIe to the maturity of cereal  ^rains <> Spot 
checks of the following varieties of grain indicated the moisture 
content to be as follows when the grain was cut in the field for 
binding0 (Moisture percentages on a wet basis) 7/heat 31°5& Vicland 
Oats 2?o3£; Ollie Barley 26?2% and Edds I Barley 12,3/S-> F-dda I 
Bai'ley was the only variety sufficiently mature that artifical drying 
•would not hare been desirable.
Grain Drying Equipment: A column type drier was built at the
Fiorbahks~E^oerimental Farm which consisted of 6 columns 3" by 1** in 
cross sectional area and 6” in thicknessa It will diy approximately 
30 bushels of grain per loading. Heat v/gs obtained from a fin type 
steam coil capable of raising the temperature of 6,750 cubic feet of 
air per minute 30° F,
Circular Steel Grain Storage Bin: At the Latanuska Station a 1000
bushel capacity steal grain storage bin was erected, A supply of 
heated air was obtained from the oil furnace installed in the shop 
building, sheet metal connections being m&as so as to permit air to 
be forced through the slotted bin floor and through a layer of grain.
Neither of the above driers were completed in time for normal use as 
the grain v;as harvested; however, considerable data has been accu­
mulated from the operation of the Fairbanks drier and a limited 
amount has been obtained froF- the operation of the circular bin at the 
Matanuska Station
Grain Storage Experiment: At the Fairbanks Station using the column
type 'drier wPieatj’oa'cs ? and barley have been dried to four moisture 
levels; 1,8, 16, llj, and 12% a Grain at these moisture levels hae been 
stored in 50 gallon steel drums. Observations are being made of the 
tesaperature of the grain and it is anticipated that an indication 
will be obtained of the moisture level at which the grain will go out 
of condition in the spring. Drying time, drying temperature©, static 
air pressures, heat supplied, and moisture differentials have been 
taken in the experimental work at the Fairbanks Station; however, the 
data has not been correlated at this time.
In the circular bin at the Matanuska Station oats were dried from 18,7# moisture to 10# moisture in 17 hours. Oil consumption was 0c21i 
gallons per bushel..
llo PUBLICATIONS: None
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>;QRK •>R.)Ji,'CT A N ~AL REPORT 
lc siORK PHOJEOT ” i.T;.R: AL-1-5
2» DIVISION: Alaska Agricultural Experiment Station
Don L„ Irwin, Director
3o BTE;U OR AGFNCY: Agricultural Research Adniinisbration
Ito ..ORK *’ROJl',CT TITLE: Agricultural Economics
5o PERIOD GOVr.RED BY Til*; REPORT: January 1, 1950 to December 31# 1950
60 SUPERVISORY LMDER(S): IFugh A. Johnson
7o L ;C/iTIjN(S) : Alas lea Agricultural Experiment Station^ Palmer, Alaska
6o C'OPERATION: Informal cooperation with other Departments of the Station
and with other government agencies.
/
9® OBJ CTIVE OF CURRENT ..ORK: To analyze the relationships of production
practices to tne enterprise costs and returns of faming in Alaska and 
to provide information to farmers interested in improving their farming 
conditionsj also to analyze the present and potential market for pro= 
ducts of Alaska3s farms that present products may be fully utilized and 
that future production may be geared to the market needs of the periodo
10o ’ROGRESS D TtING THE YEAR: Farm management records on 19U9 farm operat­
ions taken during the y.lnter of 19i:9~50 were analyzed and a report was
written« A revised interviewing form was prepared for the record of 
1950 farm operations and farms in the Fairbanks area were visited 
{AL*»i=>5=l)o A detailed study of the production and marketing prospects 
of the Kenai Peninsula was conducted and 2 reports prepared for publicationG
11. TELL BRIEFLY 1 OR "ORK P.^ ’ORTANT CONTRIBUTIONS jHICH JUSTIFY CONTINUED 
SUPPORT OF THIS ,‘ORK: The current project in farm management accounts
is the first attempt in Alaska at acquiring accurate data on costs and 
returns for various kinds of farms in the Territory* A series of enter= 
prise analyses including metnods of doing various jobs is being conduct^ 
ed to further aid tri the study of better farm organizationo Farmers 
will be able to apply tne know ledge of less expensive farming metnods 
and tecrmiques to their own operations ana thus enjoy better conditions 
through more profitable farming,, The reprot on 19U9 farm operations is 
indicative, but the project must be continued for several ..ears before 
variations in input=outout factor relationships can be isolated from 
variations caused by weat er and climatic conditions that cannot be 
controlled by man® A preliminary report of the finnings was duplicated 
and distributed to cooperating fanners and other interested persons c.
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The marketing research has been oriented to defining and describing the 
potential market for farm products of the Central Alaska area0 The 
studies ttiis year centered on the Kenai Peninsula, its particular 
attributes and its narket problems0
Two reports were preparedo One, examining the potential market for a 
possible group settlement project was submitted to tne Department of 
Interior-Departraent of Agriculture Committee on Group Settlement in 
Alaska as an aid In its deliberations® A second report, written in 
popular style, was prepared following a study of 127 rural settler 
families during the summer of 1950c In this report are portrayed the 
socio-economic conditions of settlers on the Kenai Peninsula, and their 
present conditions are keyed to the potential market for farm products 
from the area0 This report has been submitted for publication as a 
Station bulletin because of its valuable information for families want~ 
ing to develop Homesteads0
12, Llf fS OF .ORK TO RFC:.IP? SOCIAL ATiFifTION DURING TUr COMING YRAR* Farm 
cost and return analyses will be continued with greater emphasis on iE~ 
proved farm accounts and with more detail on certain farm enterprises 
(AL=1=5~1)o Special attention will be given to the effect of variable 
quality of perishable products on their demand in local markets and to 
ways of improving the keeping qualities of perishables on display (AI/-1'--'5“2 ) o
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ALASKA AGRICULTURAL bXPtRT'ENT STATION 
Don L. Irwin, Director 
In cooperation with 
UNITED STATE'S DEfVtRT'IhINT 0* AGRICULTURE 
Agricultural Research Administration
ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT, FEDERAL AMD FEDERATEANT PROJECTS, 1950
lo ■ROJrCT NU 1BER AND FUND: AL=1~5*“1 (F)
2C PROJECT TITLE} Basic Economic Study of Farm Management and Production 
in Middle.Alaska„
3o PERIOD COVERS D BY THE REPORT: January 1, 1950 to December 31, 1950
ho SUPERVISORY LEAHKR(S)i Hugh A0 Johnson and Clarence A0 Moore
5o LOCATION(S)s Alaska Agricultural Experiment Station., Palmer, Alaska
60 COOPTRATIONj Informal cooperation frith other departments of the Station 
and with other government agencies u
7o OBJECTIVE OF .:0RK: To assemble and analyze farm management and products
ion data essential to more effective use of resources on established 
farms and to the sound guidance of settlement and development of new 
agricultural areas in Alaska*
8. LINKS 0* t.ORK TO RECEIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION FIRING THE COMING YEAR* 
Special attention in 1951 will be given to acquiring more accurate 
enterprise data, more complete and accurate cost and return data and 
greater detail on practices» Basically, the same types of information 
must be gathered for several years before factors not associated with 
weather and climate can. be isolatedo
9o TEEL BRIEFLY 1 OR ’ORE IMPORTAKT CONTRIBUTIONS SUCH AS PUBLIC BENEFITS 
OF THE PAST 3 YEARS «JHC!I JUSTIFY CONTINUED SUPPORT OF T.iIS «0RK$
This yearcs work shows that great changes apparently are occurring in 
Alaska’s agriculture<, Dairying Is increasing in the Matanuska Valley0 
Yet, dairying seems to pay less wall at present than truck farming com= 
bined with non=>farm work*, Changes in farming methods should result In 
lowered costs of farming and may be reflected, in further changes over 
the next few yearst Evidence of this is in the increased interest in 
silage and in efforts to maintain forage quality through the winter„
10= PROGRESS DURING THE YEAR: Calendar 1950 was spent in taking and an­
alyzing records of farm enterprises on 77 farms in the Matanuska 
Valley, in preparing a report of findings and in preparation for a 
similar study of farm operations during the 1950 cropping seasono A 
manuscript was submitted for publication at the end of the year0
118 PUBLICATIONS: Publication as a mimeograph report of the Experiment
Station was made early in 1951o
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ALASKA AGRICULTURAL EX'^ERIWT STATION 
Don Lo Director
3;n cooperation with 
UNITED .STATI'S DEPART TENT OF AGRICULTURE 
Agricultural Research Administration
AHKUAL PROGRESS REPORT, FEDERAL AMD FFDERAL^GRANT PROJECTS, 1950
1, PROJECT NUMBER AND FUND: AL~1~5~2(R)
2C PROJECT TITLEi Markets for Alaska's Agricultural Products
3o PERIOD COTRKD BY THT REPORT* Januaiy 1, 1950 to December 31, 1950
lo SUPERVISORY LKADER(S): Hugh A0 Johnson
5o LOCATION(S)j Alaska Agricultjral Experiment Station, Palmer, Alaska.
6. COOP:.RATION: Informal cooperation with other Departments of the
Station and with other government agencies0
7o OBJECTIVE OF wORK: To assemble and analyze information concerning the
nature and adequacy of marketing, processing, storage, transportation, 
and other services available to present and prospective farmers in 
Alaska; to indicate desirable improvements in such facilities and 
servicesj and to measure the anticipated potential market for agricultural 
produce in Alaska®
8, LINES OF ;V0RK TO RECEIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION DURING THE COMING YEAR:
Special attention in 1951 will be given to tne effect of variable quality 
of perishable products on their demand in local markets and to ways of
improving the keeping quality of perishables on display^
9o TELL BRIEFLY 1 OR MORE IMPORT ANT C™TRIRUT IONS SUCH AS PUBLIC BENI-FITS 
OF THE PiST 3 YEARS .MICH JUSTIFY CONTINUED SUP ORT OB' THIS ;.QRKt This 
project is the only current work in the Territory which provides vital 
background marketing information from tJhich new marketing alignments 
can be evolved. While nc new principles have been developed, application 
of known principles to local conditions has been valuable in orienting 
the fiiaa and characteristics of our local market to the potential supply 
of locally produced perishable products„
10o PROGRESS DURING THE YEAR: Calendar 1950 was spent on a detailed study
of the potential production prospects and the potential market prospects 
of the Kenai Peninsula area; This area was examined critically to deter* 
miii® its logical place in the agricultural economy of the Territory * All 
homesteaders and settlers on the Peninsula outside the settlements of 
HoiEer* Niniichik, Kasllof find Kenai were interviewed concerning their 
present and future plans 0
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An unpublished report, '"Marketing Problems Confronting Settlement of 
the Kenai-Kasilof Withdrawn Area" (38 pp ditto) was prepared for the 
U. S. Department of the Interior-Department of Agriculture Joint 
Committee on Group Settlement in Alaska.
A manuscript, "Agricultural Possibilities of Alaska’s Kenai Peninsula,” 
has been submitted to the Director for publication as a Station bulletin.
11. PUBLICATIONS; Publications are in final manuscript form.
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United States Department of Agriculture 
WORK PROJECT ANNUAL -REPORT
1. WORK PROJECT NUMBER: AL-1-6
2c DIVISION: Alaska Agricultural Experiment Station
Don Lo Irwin* Director
3o BUREAU OR AGENCY: Agricultural Research Administration
h* WORK PROJECT TITLE: Field Crops Investigations
5» PERIOD COVERED: January I to December 31, 1950
6n SUPERVISORY LEADERS: H. J. Hodgson and So Co Litzenbergar
7c LOCATIONS: Matanu3ka and Fairbanks Stations
8* COOPERATION: Animal Husbandry Department (participated in pasture and
feed processing studies); Agricultural Engineering Department (partici­
pated in feed processing studies); Soil Conservation Service, On=the=
Farm Training Program* and Extension Service (participated in uniform 
cereal and forage nurseries throughout agricultural areas of Alaska); 
Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils, and Agricultural Engineering; and 
various state agricultural experiment stations.,
9. OBJECTIVES OF CURRENT WORK: (l) To breed alfalfa for production of
strains more winter hardy, higher yieldingf and disease resistant and 
to establish foundation seed supplies for Alaskan growers; (2) to breed 
bromegrass for development of strains superior in forage and seed pro­
duction, disease resistance, and coerpatability with established legumes 
and to establish foundation seed supplies of superior lines; (3) to breed 
cereals for Alaska with earlier maturity, higher yields, disease resist­
ance, and stiff straw and to increase and release the varieties developed; (h) to test introduced and native grasses and legumes for adaptability 
and winter hardiness; (£) to determine optimum methods of culturing recom­
mended cereal crop varieties under Alaskan conditions Including methods 
of seeding, rate and date of seeding, fertilizing, or any other cultural 
practice that appears worthy of investigation; (6) to evaluate native and 
cultivated grasses and legumes under different grazing and management 
systems; (7) to determine the relative efficiency and feeding value of 
various native and introduced grasses and legumes in mixtures for hay, 
pasture, and silage purposes; (8) to test various mixtures of native and 
introduced grasses and legumes and to measure their comparative value 
under various types of utilization; (9) to develop a system of weed con­
trol in field crops to increase production of forage and cereal crops; 
and (10) to test United States introduced and developed strains of cereal 
crops for subarctic breeding and product!on*
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10. PROGRESS DURING THE YEAR: Forage Investigations - AL-1-6-1: Open pol­
linated seed was harvested from about 200 selected plants of Medicago
falcata and M. satlva. Some degree of resistance to shattering was .
Identified in a few plants of the former species. Intercrosses were 
made between plants of a single M. falcata x M. sativa cross and sev­
eral thousand seeds were matured? Seed of Me falcata was furnished 
several agencies for seed production studies. AL-1-&-2: Uniform brome-
grass variety trials for the North Central States were seeded at 2 
locations and satisfactory stands were secured at 1 location, A number 
of outstanding plants were vegetatively propagated from the breeding 
nursery into plots for yield comparisons and open pollinated seed was 
collected from these plants. AL-1-6-1*.: Of about 150 forage entities
tested, smooth bromegrass, meadow foxtail, red fescue, yellow-flawered 
alfalfa, and possibly timothy appeared to possess superior germ pla3m 
for use as perennial species. About 75 new entities of grasses and 
legumes were planted this year of which 26 are new alsike clover intro­
ductions. One alsike clover, 1 red clover, and 3 sweetelover strains 
satisfactorily survived the winter of 191*9-50 and the first 2 are being 
increased. A sweetelover variety trial was seeded again in 1950. Data 
were obtained on first-year performance of 8 grasses and 6 legumes seed­
ed at 12 locations in agricultural areas of Alaska. AL-1-6-6: Renova­
tion of unproductive bromegrass pastures continued to increase yields 
but net to the extent that fertilization cam A combination of these 
2 practices would probably give greatest increases in yield. AL-1-6-7: 
Second cutting bromegrass processed as silage and barn dried hay were 
33 and 13 percent more efficient per pound of dry matter when fed to 
milking Guernsey cows than similar forage processed as field cured hay. 
Average costs par ton of dry matter were $18.05, £28„ £6, ^  $28.1*3 for 
silage, barn dried hay, and field cured hay, respectively) and dry matter 
losses from cutting to storing were 21,0, 28»6, and 1*1.1 percent, respec­
tively. When oats-and-peas processed in 191*9 as field cured hay and 
silage were fed to dairy heifers,, 25»20 and 6„85 pounds of dry matter, 
respectively were required per pound of gain in weight. Feeding value 
of good oat-and-pea and bromegrass silage were about equal. AL-1=6~8;
No significant differences were found this year in yields of various 
grass-legume mixtures established in 191*9 at 2 locations-, Recovery was 
very slow as a result of dry weather and only 1 cutting was obtained. 
Differences were found in winter survival and yield differences should 
appear in 1951.
Cereal Investigations - AL-1-6-3: In rod-row trials at the Matanuska
and Fairbanks Stations, about 100 barleys, 75 oats, 30 wheats, 70 flaxes, 
7 buckwheats, and 3 millets were evaluated for adaptation and agronomic 
desirability. Head-raw plantings of wheat, oats, and barley numbered 
over 1 j,500 at the Matanuska Station and 171 were 3aved for further test­
ing and advancement. Record mean yields were obtained with oats and 
barley, All flax and buckwheat varieties matured excellent seed crops 
while millet was a complete failure. All crop varieties matured almost 
a month earlier at Fairbanks but varietal responses differed little from
9h
those at Palmer, Quality analyses show that none of our cereals have 
been found to be inferior to similar varieties grown in comparable 
environments in the States. About 6 tons of Edda barley and 12 tons 
of Golden Rain oats were increased for subsequent release to Alaska 
farmers in 1951 <* Tvrenty-six Uniform Cereal Trials including 10 of 
the most promising oats, barleys, and wheat were planted throughout 
the Territory. AL-1-6-5: Edda barley. Golden Rain oats, and Khogot
wheat were planted in replicated tests at 3 dates, 3 rates, and 17 
fertility levels. Optimum yields were obtained with the May 22 plant­
ing, at the heavier rates, and at the highest nitrogen level used. No 
differences between potash and phosphorous levels were observed.
Lindane at the 3-pound rate gave complete control of wlrewcrms in 
barley. AL-1-6-10: The World Barley Collection, numbering 5,215 vari­
eties, was planted in single 5~foot rows at the Matanuska Station for 
thorough agronomic evaluation. The 368 most promising varieties were 
harvested for further testing.
Weed Control Investigations - AL-1-6-9: One-fourth pound of ester form
of 2,U~D~ most satisfactorily controlled lambsquarters in cereals while 
early spray applications at 16-1/2 pounds per acre of Aero Cyanate gave 
best results with chickweed. Post emergence applications of Dinitro at 
1 gallon per acre appeared most promising as a general selective herbi­
cide for oats-and-peaa fcr forage as it resulted in 96 percent control 
of chickweed and lambsquarters,. Excellent kills were obtained on woody 
species with 2,U,5-T.
11. TELL BRIEFLY 1 OR MORE IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTIONS WHICH JUSTIFY CONTINUED 
SUPPORT OF THIS WORK; Since the last report this work project has 
contributed new Experiment Station Circulars - Circular 13, Fertilizers 
for Alaska, 1951, and Circular 11*, Recommended Varieties of Field Crops 
for Alaska, '195>1. Two superior cereal varieties, Edda barley and Golden 
Rain oats,1 have”been recommended and are being released in 1951 to 
Alaska farmers.
12. LINES OF WORK TO RECEIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION DURING THE COMING YEAR:
Special emphasis will be placed on progeny testing of selected alfalfa 
and bromegrass plants, further selection to be practiced within species 
and in segregating populations resulting from species hybridization, 
seed production .studies cn Medicago falcata; evaluation of introduced 
forage crop strains (AL-1-6-1, AL-*l“6-2, and AL“l-6-40; combining earli­
ness and smut resistance of Eaton and Cherokee oats with the high yield 
of Climax and Golden Rain, locating earlier gene plasm for hybridization 
with Khogot wheat, and testing Tartary buckwheat for rutin content (AL- 
1=6-3)j extending the work on seeding and fertilization practices as 
related to production of cereal crops (AL“>l«-6-»5); comparing fertilization 
and renovation as economical means of increasing pasture production (AL- 
1-6-6); use of supplemental heat and larger fans in drying hay (AL-I-6-7); 
testing various mixtures of annual and perennial grasses and legumes (AL- 
1-6=8); selective control of weeds in cereal and forage crops (AL-1=6-»9)j 
growing the World Collections of Oats and Flax Varieties at the 
Matanuska Station (AL-1-6—10).
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ALASKA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
Don L. Irwin, Director 
In cooperation with 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
Agricultural Research Administration
ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT, FEDERAL AND FEDERAL-GRANT PROJECTS, 1950
1, PROJECT NUMBER AND FUND: AL-l-6-l(A)
2, PROJECT TITLEj Alfalfa Breeding -> Foundation Seed Production
3, PERIOD COVERED BY THE REPORT: January 1 to December 31, 1950
SUPERVISORY LEADERS: H. J» Hodgson and S, C° Litzenberger
5- LOCATIONS: Matanuska and Fairbanks Stations
6- COOPERATION: Bureau of Plant Industry, Soi-la and Agricultural
Engineering (Division of Forage Crops and Diseases)
7» OBJECTIVE OF WORK: To obtain by selection, hybridization and other
breeding methods, varieties of alfalfa suitable for use under the soil 
and climatic conditions of the Matanuska and Tanana Valleys; to 
establish foundation seed blocks of superior strains for eventual 
release and distribution,
8. LINES OF WORK TO RECEIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION CURING THE COMING YEAR: This
project has been recommended for discontinuance and the work performed 
hereunder will be combined into proposed project AL~1-6~11(A), Forage 
Crop Breeding,
Major alfalfa work will consist of (1) testing open pollinated progenies 
of selected plants, (2) establishing for observation segregating popu­
lations from Medicago falcata x M. sativa hybrids, (3) testing introduced 
strains of M„ sativa. at Fairbanks, (k) continued selection of desirable 
phenotypes in M, falcata. A survey of diseases prevalent in alfalfa will 
be made in cooperation with the new department of Plant Pathology,,
TELL BRIEFLY 1 OR MORE IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTIONS SUCH AS PUBLIC BENEFITS 
OF THE PAST 3 YEARS WHICH JUSTIFY CONTINUED SUPPORT OF THIS WORK: Work 
on this project to date has not produced results which are direct contri­
butions to public welfare* Breeding projects usually require long 
periods of research before benefits are derived,
10= PROGRESS DURING THE YEAR: Of the 30 alfalfa varieties seeded at the
Matanuska Station in 19if.9, Grimm exhibited a partial winter survival, 
yellow-flowered alfalfa survived 100 percent, and all others were 
completely eliminated.
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Approximately 100 plants of yellow^flcsrcred alfalfa (M. falcata) were 
selected from breeding nurseries and old stands this year on the basis 
of vigor, growth habit, freedom from disease, seed set, and resistance 
to shattering. The fact that a number of plants appeared to possess 
at least some degree of resistance to shattering is particularly 
encouraging as the failure to hold its seed has been one of the princi­
pal deterrents t.o increase and distribution of this legume. Intercrosses 
were made between 3 Ft plants resulting from a M. falcata x M. sativa 
cross and several thousand seeds were matured. Seed was harvested from 
about 100 plants which were selected at Fairbanks from a nursery of 
open pollinated progeny from plants of M. sativa which had survived 
several winters. Open pollinated progeny tests will be begun on this 
material in 1951. A S.tation representative attended the International 
Alfalfa Improvement Conference held at Lethbridge, Alberta, Canada,
July 31 through August 2, where many valuable contacts were made. Visits 
were made tc several Canadian stations and seed of creeping rooted 
alfalfa was procured from the Station at Swift Current, Saskatchewan. 
Arrangements were nade to ship clonal material of a number of outstanding 
creeping rooted plants to Alaska in the spring of 1951*
U. PUBLICATIONS: Work done on this project contributed to Experiment
Station Circular lit, Hecoranended Varieties of Field Crops for Alaska, 1951»
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ALASKA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
Don L. Irwin, Director 
In cooperation with 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
Agricultural Research Administration
ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT, FEDERAL AND FEDERAL~GRANT PROJECTS, 19gO
1. PROJECT HUMBER AND FUND: AL-1-6~2(F)
2. PROJECT TITLE: Bro-negrass Breeding - Foundation Seed Production
3- PERIOD COHERED BY THE REPORT: January 1 to December 31, 1900
  • i
1*. SUPERVISORY LEADERS: H, J. Hodgson and So C» Litaenberger
$, LOCATIONS: Matanuska and Fairbanks Stations
6. COOPERATION: Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and Agricultural
Engineering (Division of Forage Crops and Diseases)
7- OBJECTIVE* To develop strains of bromegrass having superior forage 
and seed production qualities, resistance to disease, compatability 
Kith legumes and other desirable characters; to establish foundation 
seed blocks of superior strains for eventual distribution to farcers*
8., LINES OF WORK TO RECEIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION DURING THE COMING YEAR: This
project has been recommended for discontinuance and the work performed 
hereunder will be combined into proposed project AL=1«6»11(A), Forage 
Crop Breeding, Evaluation of the strains comprising the North Central 
States uniform bromegrass variety trial established in 1950 will be 
continued. The trial that failed at Fairbanks will be replanted- Nerr 
and larger breeding nurseries will be established including open polli­
nated progeny from Bronras inermie x B* pumpellianus hybrids, introduced 
strains, and individual plant collections froa'olT'stands,
9e TELL BRIEFLY 1 OR MORE IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTIONS SUCH AS PUBLIC BENEFITS 
OF THE PAST 3 YEARS WHICH JUSTIFY CONTINUED SUPPORT OF THIS WORK: Work 
on this project to date has not produced results which are direct contri­
butions to the public welfare. Breeding projects usually require long 
periods of research before benefits are derived*
IQ* PROGRESS DURING THE YEAR: Uniform bromegrass variety trials for the
North Central States were seeded at the Matanuska and Fairbanks Stations* 
The trial at Fairbanks failed as a result of drought, but satisfactory 
stands were obtained at Matanuska. Hay yields will be obtained in 1951,
A number of vigorous plants from the breeding nursery were vegetalively 
propagaged into plots for yield comparisons* Open pollinated seed was 
obtained from several of these plants and will be used in evaluating 
them in 195>1°
11* PUBLICATIONS i None.
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ALASKA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
Don Lo Irwin, Director 
In cooperation with 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
Agricultural Research Administration
ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT , FEDERAL AMD FEDERAL-GR&NT PROJECTS«, 1950
lo PROJECT NUMBER AND FUND: AL-i-6-3(H) (Rev. July 1, 1950)
2. PROJECT TITLE: Cereal Crop Breeding
3° PERIOD COVERED BY THE REPORT: January 1 to December 31, 1950
hn SUPERVISORY LEADER: S. C. Litzeriberger
5* LOCATIONS? Matanuska and Fairbanks Stations, Research Laboratory at
Palmer, .-Kid other locations throughout the Territory whore the Uniform 
Alaska Cereal Trials Tiers grown*
6c COOPERATION: Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and Agricultural
Engineering (Division of Cereal Crops and Diseases) and other state* 
Federal, and Territorial agencies.
7- OBJECTIVE OF WORK: To develop and release to growers in. Alaska improved
varieties of cereal crops, these crops having been improved by breeding*
8. LINES OF WORK TO RECEIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION DURING THE COMING YEARS 
Because greenhouse facilities were lacking and insufficient personnel 
were available to effect contemplated oat crosses, special attempt 
will be made again to combine earliness arid smut resistance of Eaton 
and Cherokee with later maturing, smut-susceptible, higher yielding 
varieties Climax and Golden Rain, A further attempt will be made to 
locate earlier germ plasm (by at least 10 days) for hybridization with 
Kohgot wheat. Tartary buckwheat plantings will be thoroughly analysed 
for rutin* In 1950 this variety grew to nearly 7 feet in height at 
Palmer..
% TELL BRIEFLY 1 OR MORE: IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTIONS SUCH AS PUBLIC BENEFITS 
OF THE PAST 3 YEARS WHICH JUSTIFY CONTINUED SUPPORT OF THIS WORK:
Golden Rain oats and Edda barley were Increased to about 1|0,000 pounds 
for release to Alaska farmers for planting in IS51° Both varieties 
have been placed on the 1951 Alaska cereal variety recommendation list. 
In addition to being superior in grain yielding ability,- they are stiff- 
strawed, relatively early, and laboratory analyses show them to be at 
lease equal to other varieties grown in Alaska for feed and food uses» 
Markhinetz, a new hullass barley commercially available, is also to be 
recommended to replace Trapaar in 1951- The 1951 varietal recommenda­
tions were materially supported by results obtained from the Uniform 
Alaska Cereal Trial first begun in 1950.
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10o PROGRESS DURING THE TEAR: Cereal crop investigations in 1950 under
this project included mav1or nursery trials in various stages of advancer 
ment and pure seed plantings of about equal scope at the Matanuska and 
Fairbanks Stations, In rod-row trials about 100 barleys, 75 oats, 80 
wheats, 10 flaxes, 7 buckwheats, and 3 millets were evaluated for adap­
tation and agronomic desirability. Head-row plantings of wheat, oats, 
and barley numbered over 1,500 at Palmerj however, only 171 were saved 
for further testing and advancement. Record mean yields were generally 
obtained with barley and oats at Palmer. The highest yielding oat was 
Golden Rain Sel. 5 with a yield of 139.0 bushels per acre. Golden Rain 
(Siberian 3 of former reports) averaged 105-.8 bushels per acre in this 
same test-. Edda II, Tammi, and Edda, the 3 highest yielding barleys, 
averaged 80.9, 80,li, and 80,3 bushels per acre, respectively. Markhinetz 
barley yielded 126 percent of Trapmar in the Palmer trial. Victory was 
the leading wheat variety, averaging 1+2,2 bushels per acre. All flax 
and buckwheats matured excellent seed crops. Millet was a complete 
failure
At the Fairbanks Station grain yields were nearly normal although heavy 
vreed competition*, reduced stands, and early drought were probably resoon 
sible for generally lower grain yields. All crop varieties, especially 
the early strains, ripened earlier by almost a months Under such con­
ditions, even the millets produced seed. Varietal response differed 
little from those observed at Palmero The newer releases*, Golden Rain, 
Edda, and Markhinetz, all performed better than currently available 
varieties in the Tanana Valley,
Industrial outlets for Alaska-grown cereals are being intensively 
investigated. In addition to analyzing all varieties for proteins, 
certain barleys are being evaluated for malting and pearling, wheats 
for milling and baking, flax seed and straw for oil, linen and paper, 
oats for millings and buckwheat as a source of rutin. To date, none of 
our cereals have been found to be inferior in quality to similar type 
varieties grown under the mo3t comparable environments in the States-
About 6 tons of Edda barley and nearly twice that of Golden Rain oats 
were increased at College and Palmer on the Stations and under contract 
in cooperation with the Montana Agricultural Experiment Station at 
Bozeman and Huntley and 2 seed grower3 at Aberdeen, Idaho, for subsequent 
release to Alaska farmers in 1951- Certified seed of these 2 newly 
developed cereals is to be regularly produced by the newly proposed 
Alaska Certified Seed Growers Association, the plan of which primarily 
arose through efforts of this project.
Twenty~six Uniform Alaska Cereal trials including 10 of the most promise 
ing oats, barleys, and wheat were planted in cooperation with farmers 
throughout the agricultural areas of the Territory in conjunction with 
the Agricultural Extension Service and the On-the-Fam Training Program. 
More than half of these trials were harvested. Results have been 
summarized and furnished all cooperators.
PUBLICATIONS; Hodgson* 5-L J«, S. C. Litzenberger, B» M. Bensin, and 
John E. Osguthorpe. Recommended Varieties of Field Crops for Alaska. 
1951. Manuscript is in process of being printed as Station Circular 11;.
Two manuscripts are in the process of preparation* One will give 
experimental results on Edda barley and the other on Go&en Rain oats-
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ALASKA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
Bon Lc Irwin, Director 
In cooperation w i t h  
UNITED SS'ATES DEPARTMENT O' AGRICULTURE 
Agricultural Research Administration
ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT, F EDERAL AND FEDSRAL-G RANT PR O JEC TS, 1950
1, PROJECT NUMBER AHD FUND: AL=1~6=MT)
2, PROJECT TITLEs Adaptation Studies on Native and Introduced Grasses 
find Legumes
3, PERIOD COVERED BI THE REPORT: January 1 to December 31, 1950
k* SUPERVISORY LEADERS: H. J. Hodgson and Bo M. Benain
5* LOCATIONS: Matanuska and Fairbanks Experiment Stations
6o COOPERATION: Bureau of Plant Industry', Soils ai.d Agricultural
Engineering (Division of Forage Crops and Diseases) and various 
other agendas
7- OBJECTIVE OF WORK: To determine the adaptability to Alaskan conditions
of .‘strains of grasses and legumes from various parts cf the world.,
8. LINES OF WORK TO RECEIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION DURING THE CCMING YEAR:
This project has been recommended for discontinuance and the work will 
be combined into proposed project AL-1~6~11(A), Forage Crop Breeding- 
Evaluation of introduced etraina and species of forage grasses and 
legumes will be continued at both Stations and tho more promising 
entities will be farther tested in various areas of the Territory-,
9. TELL BRIEFLY 1 OR MORE IMPORTANT CO NTRIBUTIO NS SUCH AS PUBLIC BENEFITS 
OF THE PAST 3 YEARS WHICH JUSTIFY CONTINUED SUPPORT OF THIS WCBKs The 
work during the past 3 seasons has resulted in identifying those species 
which aopear to have the greatest adaptation to Alaskan environments*
20. PROGRESS DURING THE YEAR: Of the 125 entities seeded in observational,
rows at the Matanuska Station in 19li8J smooth bromegrass, meadow foxtail; 
and yellow~flowered alfalfa continue to appear most promising.. In 1S'50,
50 additional entities were planted in observational rows0 Ttrenty^six 
alsike clover introductiors from Finland, Sweden, Germany, Russia, Turkey, 
and Australia were seeded in 5"foot observational rows end all made 
satisfactory growths this year* Of 12 sweetelover varieties planted in 
191*9, Arcticj Redfield, and Brandon Dwarf survived about 95 percent, 
while all others winterkilled completely.
Fourteen sweetelover varieties were seeded in 1950 and notes on various 
agronomic characters were recorded. Winter hardiness will be evaluated
1 0 2
in the spring of 1951® Yields ranged froia 10 to Ih tons of green weight 
per acre. Of 11 clover varieties seeded in 191*9, only 2 survived satis­
factorily «» a Finnish strain of alsike clover and a 3'train of red clover 
believed, to have come from Russia a number of years ago* Seed was har­
vested from both strains this year and the latter is under increase at 
the Fairbanks Station, approximately 100 pounds of clean seed having 
been harvested in 1950. In cooperation with farmers in conjunction with 
instructors of the Veterans On^the-Fana-Training Program, Soil. Conserva­
tion Service, and the Agricultural Extension Service preliminary forage 
trials were conducted at or near Homer, Anchor Point, Happy Valley,, 
Kenai, Ninilchik, Hope, Soldotna, Seward, Anchorage, Chugiak, Palmar,
Wasilia, Kniri, Goose Bay. Gakona, and College. Sight grasses and 6 leg­
umes were tested in these plantings with timothyj reed canarygrass, and 
alsike clover generally being outstanding in tho first season. Winter 
srevival and yields will be noted in 1951=
11. PUBLICATIONS: Work carried out under this project has contributed to 
Circular 12, Better Forage for Alaska, and Circular Hi, Recommended 




ALASKA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
Don L. Irwin., Director 
In cooperation with 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
Agricultural Research Administration
ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT, FEDERAL AND FEDMAL-GliANT PROJECTS. 1950
1. PROJECT NUMBER AND FUND: AL-l=6-5(P)(Rev0 July 1, 1950)
2o PROJECT TITL'i: Cereal Crop Culture
3-- PERIOD COVERED BY THE REPOST: January 1 to December 31, 1950
U. SUPERVISORY LEADER: S. C. Litzenberger
5= LOCATIONS: latsnuska and Fairbanks Stations
60 COOPERATION! Bureau of K,ant Industry, Soils and Agricultural
Engineering (Division of Cereal Crops and Diseases) and other state, 
Federal, End Territorial agencies
7- OBJECTIVE OF WORK: To determine the optimum method of culturing
recommended cereal croc varieties under Alaskan conditions including 
methods of seeding, rate «.nd date of seeding, fertilizing, or any other 
cultural practice that appears worthy of investigation.
8, LINES OF WORK TO RECEIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION DURING THE COMING YEAR: The
rate and date of seeding trial with Edda barley. Golden Rain oats, and 
Khogot wheat will be extended to include plantings on uplands and bottom* 
lands at the Fairbanks Station in 1951-- These and other currently recom­
mended varieties will be i;rown at k levels of nitrogen per acre (0, %S t  
30, and h5) at 2 locations to determine varietal response of cereals to 
soil nitrogen levels in Alaska.
9- TELL BRIEFLY 1 OR MORE IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTIONS SUCH AS PUELIC BENEFITS 
OF THE PAST 3 YEARS WHICH JUSTIFY CONTINUED SUPPORT OF THIS WORK: 
Resulting from these investigations have been the current fertilizer 
recommendations for cereals arid the increased benefits from early plant­
ing and sowing at abnormally heavier rates per acre. Rates of seeding 
cereals to date have not followed State-side dryland re commendations 
but more nearly those of irrigated tests,
iOo PROGRESS DURING THE YEAR: Edda barley, Goldtai Rain oats, and Khogot
wheat were planted in replicated nursery trials at 3 dates (May 9,
May 22, and -June 5) and ai 3 rates at the Matanuska Station, Optimum 
yields of gr.iin and straw were obtained with heavier rates and May 22 
plantings for all varieties. Earlier plantings probably yielded less 
because of reduced tillering and increased weed competition while
lOh
heavier rates resulted in heaviest yields because of an increased number 
of culms* /xgx-onoaic performance of the same 3 varieties was observed at 
17 different fertility levels in 3 tests at 2 locations, No differences 
between levela of potash and phosphate were obssrvedj however, optimum 
grain yields were obtained (also straw weights when taken) at the highest 
nitrogen level tested* 20 pounds per acre* Slight expected differences 
for other agronomic comparisons were observed for different nitrogen 
lev el So
In a cooperative test with the Entomology Department* 1- and 3-pound 
rates of $ potential wireworm insecticides were applied to wireworm 
infested soil in which later were planted Edda, Glli, and Trapmar barley. 
Only Lindane at the 3=pound rate resulted in coaplete wireworm control* 
The untreated checks averaged 1 plant killed per h square feet by the 
wireworms. No insecticide had any noticeable effect of any kind on the 
barleys.
11« PUBLICATIONS; Mick, A« H.} H<» J. Hodgson, and 3* C. Litzeriberger*
General Fertilizer Reccsamendations for Alaska, Circular 13. 1951®
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ALASKA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
Don L. Irwin, Director 
In cooperation with 
UNITED STATICS DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
Agricultural Research Administration
ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT, FEDERAL AND FBDERAL-GRANT PROJECTS. 19$0 
1. PROJECT NUMBER AND F'ND: AL-l-6-6(F)
2o PROJECT TITLEs Pasture and Range Improvement and Management 
3« PERIOD COVERED BY THE REPORT: January 1 to December 31, 19S0 
ho SUPERVISORY LEADERS; Ho Jo Hodgson and W. J» Sweetman
5o LOCATIONS: Matanuska end Fairbanks Stations
6o COOPERATION: Animal Husbandry Department; Bureau of Dairy Industry;
Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and Agricultural Engineering (Division 
of Forage Crops and Diseases)
7c OBJECTIVE OF WORK: To determine the yield of native range, cultivated
oastures (annual and perennial) under different grazing and management 
systems, and their effect on maintenance of stands of grasses and 
legvsmas in the Matanuska and Tanana Valleys; to determine the effects 
of different methods of grazing management on nutritive value of for­
age, milk production of dairy costs or beef production of beef cattle; 
to measure the comparative feed production in the form of hey, grains* 
and pasture; to determine the possibilities of establishing pastures 
on lands of limited crop value; to determine the value of renovation 
and reseeding permanent pasture sod to increase yields.
8. LINES OF WORK TO RECEIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION DURING THE COMING YEAR; The 
renovation experiment will be continued for at least 1 more year. Cer­
tain pastures will receive nitrogen fertilisers and comparisons will be 
made between renovation and fertilization as a means of increasing 
pasture yields.
( *
9o TELL BRIEFLY 1 OR MORS IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTIONS SUCH. AS PUBLIC BENEFITS 
OF THE PAST 3 YEARS WHICH JUSTIFY CONTINUED SUPPORT OF THIS WORK: Work
on this project to date has shown that pasture yields in the year of 
renovation exceed those of check pastures and that yields continue to 
increase during the next 2 seasons even though legume stands winterkill 
during the first winter#
10o PROGRESS DURING THE YEAR: The third in a series of h pastures was
renovated by disking and reseeding to bromegrass and white and alsike 
clover, the first and second having been renovated in 19ii8 and 191*9,
1 0 6
respectively. Yields on all h pastures were measured by production 
of milking Guernsey costs. Average yields in terms of standard cow 
days per acre were; (1) check pastures* 1*6$ (2) year of renovation,
51 $ (3) year after renovation, 63; (h) second year after renovation,
70» Relative yields -were 100, 112, 137, and 151|, respectively,,
In a second series of pastures, Kentucky bluegrass, red fescue, reno- 
vated brorcegrass, and a broraegrass check were compared® Pastures 
remained unfertilized except that 200 pounds of 7-21-15 fertilizer 
were applied per acre when the 1 pasture was renovated. Kentucky blue­
grass consistently outyieldad red fescue by about 9 standard cow days 
per acre per year and the bromagrass check by about 15 standard cow 
days per acre per year. Renovated bromegrass exceeded Kentucky blue- 
grass in the second year after renovation but previously was inferior 
on this set of oastures., Wiiile renovation will increase pasture yieldss 
all indications are that fertilization, especially with nitrogen or a 
combination of renovation and nitrogen fertilization, will produce 
greatest increases in pasture yields.
11c PUBLICATIONS; None
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ALASKA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
Don Lc Irwin, Director 
; In cooperation with
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
Agricultural Research Administration
ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT, FEDERAL AND FEDERAL-GRAM PROJECTS, 1950
1. PROJECT NUMBER AND FUND: AL-1«=6~7(P)
2., PROJECT TITLE: Feed Production, Processing, and Preservation
3- PERIOD COVERED BY THE REPORT: January 1 to December 319 1950
ko SUPERVISOR! LEADERS: fL J« Hodgson, W« Jo Srneetman, and Co Io Branton
5- LOCATION: Matanuska Station
6-> COOPERATION: Agronony, Animal Husbandry, end Agricultural Engineering
Departments; Bureau of Dairy Industry; Bureau of Plant Industry,. Soils
and Agricultural Engineering (Division of Forage Crops and Diseases)
?•> OBJECTIVE OF WORK: To determine the relative efficiency of preserva­
tion p cost oS preservation* and feeding value for forages (grasses and 
legumes) preserved as (1) field cured hay, (2) bam cured hay, and (3) 
silage*,
8„ LINES OF WORK TO RECEIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION DURING THE COMING YEAR: The
work will be expanded to include the Fairbanks Station now that driers 
are available* For the first time supplementary heat will be utilised 
in experimentally drying hay at either Station.
9o TELL BRIEFLY 1 OR MORE IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTIONS SUCH AS PUBLIC BENEFITS
OF THE PAST 3 TEARS WHICH JUSTIFY CONTINUED SUPPORT OF THIS WORK: Work
on this project to dats has shovm quite conclusively that processing 
roughages as silage is cheaper and in addition results in much smaller 
dry matter and protein losses between cutting arid feeding,, Over the 
past 3 years a comparatively large number of 3ilos have been constructed 
in the Matanuska Valley.
10- PROGRESS DURING THE YEAR: In 1950 second cutting bromegrass was proc­
essed by the 3 methods listed under ''Objectives," while oats-and-peas 
ware harvested only as bam dried hay and silage. When braaegrsss har- 
vested in 19h9 was fed to milking Guernsey cows it was found that a 
pound of dry matter in silage and bam dried hay were 33 and 13 percent 
more efficient, respectively*, than a pound of dry matter in field cured 
hay. Average costs (19ii9 and 19i0) of processing bromegrass per ton of 
dry matter wore: field, cured hay $28,1*3, barn d:ried hay $28.56, and
silage $15a 0$„ Average dr.'- matter loeses (191*9 mid 1950) from cutting
108
to storing bromegrass were Uld, 28.6, and 2ie0 percent for field cured 
hay, barn dried hay, and silage, respectively. Losses from storing to 
feeding are very small. Qats“»and«»peas processed in 19k9 as field cured 
hay and silage were fed to dairy heifers and pounds of dry matter fed 
per pound of gain in weight were 21?. 2 and 6.85, respectively. Process­
ing costs for oats-and=oeas are slightly lower than for bromegrass 
because of larger yields per acre- Average percent dry matter losses 
for I9U8, 191+9, and 195’0 were 18*1*, 12„2, and 5*1 percent for field 
cured hay* bam,dried hay, and silage, respectively9 and are smaller 
than for brbmegrass because the amounts lost in haialing represent a 
smaller percentage of the total yield as cute- Feeding value of good 
bromegrass and oats=>and~pea silage are about equal® Yields oer acre 
of oats>=and“peas about equal the total of both cuttings of bromegrass.. 
First cutting bromegrass can easily be made into field cured hay about 
July 1 when weather conditions are usually favorable. However, it 
would be used most efficiently as silage.
Ho PUBLICATIONS; Better Forage For Alaska by William <L Sweetman, H„ Jo 
Hodgson, and Ac H» Mick.
ALASKA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
Don L, Irwin, Director 
In cooperation with 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
Agricultural Research Administration
ANNUAL PR03RESS REPORT, FEDERAL AND FSDERAL-GRAHT PROJECTS., I9gQ
PROJECT NUMBER AND FUND: AL~1-=6~3(F)
PROJECT TITLE: Mixtures of Grasses and Legumes
PERIOD COVERED BY THE REPORT: January 1 to December 31, 1950
SUPERVISORY LEADERS: H. J. Eodgson and Bo M* Bensin
LOCATIONS: Matanuska and Fairbanks Experiment Stations
COOPERATION: Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and Agricultural
Engineering (Division of Forage Crops and Diseases); various state, 
Federal, and Territorial, agencies
OBJECTIVE OF WORK: To test various mixtures of native and introduced,
grasses and legumes and to measure their comparative value under 
various types of utilization
LINES OF WORK TO RECEIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION DURING THE COMING YEAR: This
project has been recommended for discontinuance and the work performed 
hereunder will be combined into an expanded project, AL=1=6=12(P), Forage 
Crop Production. A new series of plantings will be made testing several, 
grasses and legumes in all possible combinations^ (Tests already begun 
will be continued and several new experiments will be begun-)
TELL BRIEFLY I OR MORS IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTIONS SUCH AS PUBLIC BENEFITS 
OF THE PAST 3 YEARS WHICH JUSTIFY CONTINUED SUPPORT OF THIS WORK: No
direct contributions to the public welfare have been achieved by this 
work to date. Results do indicate which grasses and legumes mixtures 
should be investigated further and which should be discarded*
PROGRESS DURING THE YEAR: Matanuska Station: Alsike and white clover
stands survived the winter on practically all plots in this test and 
this was attributed to a'high stubble left when the nurse crop was 
clipped in July 19l*9. The first harvest in 1950 revealed no differences 
between mixtures as the uniform stand of alsike clover contributed the 
major part of the yield which averaged 9o25 tons of green matter per 
acre. Recovery was very poor because of extremely dry weather^ Mountain 
brcsaegrass, alta fescue, Kentucky 31 fescue, and intermediate wheatgraas 
winterkilled completely and smooth bromegrass, meadow fescue, meadow 
foxtailt and timothy made the best showing in combination with the
no
legumes. , Fairbanks Station: Clover stands were poorer in this tust
probably due to more vigorous grass competition* No significant ;leld 
differences were found and the outstanding grass species were the same 
as for the test at the Matanuska Station.
11. PUBLICATIONS; None
ALASKA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
Don Lo Irwin* Director 
In cooperation with 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
Agricultural Research Administration
ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT, FEDERAL AND FEDERAL-GRANT PROJECTS 3 19g0
PROJECT NUMBER AND FUND: AL-1~6=9(F) (Rev, January 30, 1950)
PROJECT TITLE: ?feed Control
PERIOD COVERED BY THE REPORT: January 1 to December 31. 1950
SUPERVISORY LEADERS: S. C. L-itsenberger, Ho Jo Hodgson, and C. I<= Branton
LOCATIONS: Matanuska and Fairbanks Stations
COOPERATION: Agricultural Engineering Department, Bureau of Plant
Industry, Soils and Agricultural Engineering (Division of Weed Control)
OBJECTIVE OF WORK: To develoo a system of controlling annual and
perennial noxious weeds on Alaska farms. m
LINES Of WORK TO RECEIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION DURING THE COMING YEAR: In
addition, to continuing the evaluation program with 2,ii™D} Aero Cyanats, 
and DinLtro for the selective control of chickweed m d  lambsquarters 
in cereal crops on an expanded scale, it is planned to do equally as 
much with selectively controlling thsse 2 prevalent weeds in newly sown 
grass aid small-seeded legume crops., TCA and IPC are also to be 
evaluated in controlling wild barley in established pastures.
TELL BRIEFLY 1 OR MORE IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTIONS SUCH AS PUBLIC BENEFITS 
OF THE PAST 3 YEARS WHICH JUSTIFY CONTINUED SUPPORT OF THIS WORK: 
Experimental investigations have shown that commercially available 
herbicides can be satisfactorily used to control chickweed and lan&s- 
quarter.'!, in cereal grain crops under Alaska conditionso Although quack- 
grass was completely eliminated with as little as 50 pounds of TCA per 
acre, the residual effect on succeeding rye and wheat plantings has 
been unexpectedly high* Woody species have been effectively controlled 
by 2>th. 5~T, -Hons and in combination with 2?L=D3 as suggested by other 
investigators*
PROGRESS DURING THE YEAR; Amine and ester formulations of 2s>ij“Dil Aero 
Cyanate, and Dinitro were aoolied at 3 dates and at several rates to 
determine the optimum application for selectively controlling prevalerf; 
annuel weeds in Edda barley* Golden Rain oats, and Khogot wheato Pre- 
emergence and post^emergence applications with these same herbicides 
were also applied as selective weed killers or. oats-and^peas. Rates
112
ranging fro® 50 to 125 pounds per acre of TCA were applied on quackgrass 
at varying stages of development to determine the optimum for applying 
this chemical, A number of trees and young regrowth of wild roses, 
cottonwoods, birches, willows, alders, and spruce were sprayed with 2#kl 5~ls alone and in combination with 2,iH3 in water and in oil, to 
determine the effectiveness of eliminating this type of vegetation from 
range or pasture lands, fence rows, right-of-ways, and similar locations.
One^fourth pound of ester form of 2,lH) most satisfactorily controlled 
lambs.quarters in cereals while ea.rly spray applications at 16-1/2 pounds 
per acre of Aero Qyanate gave best kills with chlckweed, Post-emergence 
applications of Dinitr© at 1 gallon per acre appeared most promising as 
a general selective herbicide for oats=and-peas for forage as it resulted 
in 96 percent control of chickweed and lambsquarters. Excellent kills 
were obtained on woody species with 2sli,5-T=
llo PUBLICATIONS; None
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Don L» Irwin* Director 
In cooperation with 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
Agricultural Research Administration
ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT, FEDERAL AND FEDERAL-GRANT PROJECTS, I9g0
1. PROJECT NUMBER AND FUND: AL=1=6~1Q(R,H)
2. PROJECT TITLE: Evaluate United States Introduced and Developed Strains
of Cereal Crops for Adaptation to Subarctic Conditions
3o PERIOD COVERED BY THE REPORT: January 1 to December 31, 1950
ho SUPERVISORY LEADERS: S. C. Litsenberger and Assistant Cereal Crops
Specialist yet to be appointed
5c LOCATION: Matanuska Experiment Station
6c COOPERATION: Bureau of Plant Industry. Soils and Agricultural Engineering
(Division of Cereal Crops and Diseases and Division of Plant Exploration 
and Introduction) and other state, Federal, and Territorial agencieso
7° OBJECTIVE OF WORE: To evaluate thoroughly all available strains of cereal
crop varieties when grown under subarctic conditions for agronomic char­
acteristics which may have an influence on adaptation or U3e of these 
varieties for experimental or commerical purposes.
8» LINES OF WORK TO RECEIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION DURING THE COMING TEAR: The
World Collections of oats and flax varieties will be green in single 
5==foot rows at the Matanuska Experiment Station near Palmer for agronomic 
evaluation.
9c TELL BRIEFLY 1 OR-MORE IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTIONS SUCH AS PUBLIC BENEFITS 
OF THE PAST 3 YEARS WHICH JUSTIFY CONTINUED SUPPORT OF THIS WORK: Since
this project was activated late in 19h9, it is premature to list at this 
time any major contributions*
10, PROGRESS DURING THE YEAR: The World Barley Collection, numbering 5*215
varieties* made available through the Division of Cereal Crops and 
Diseases and the Division of Plant Exploration and Introduction^ wa3 
planted at the Matanuska Station near Palmer in single 5=foot rows. All 
entries were evaluated for date first headed, date fully headed, date 
rlpe}) plant height,, lodging, floret sterility*, and the prevalence of 
leaf spot (Helminthosporium and physiologic causes)* The 368 promising 
varieties harvested for fiarfcher consideration will be sown in 1951 in 
3ingle“ra5? plots at 3 selected locations - Matanuska Valley (Palmer),
Tanana Valley (College), and Kenai Peninsula (Soldotna)*
11. PUBLICATIONS: None
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2<> DIVISION*. Alaska Agricultural Experiment Station
Don L0 Irwin, Director
3o BUREAU OR AGENCY; Agricultural Research Administration
i*. .VORK PROJECT TITLL: Entomological Investigations
5. PERIOD COVERED BY THE REPORT: May 26 to December 31, 19.50
6o SIPERVISOtiY LEADER: Richard II. nashburn
70 LOCATIONS: Palmer and Fairbanks, Alaska
3„ COOPERATION: Soil Science Department (fertiliser), Agronomy Depart­
ment (labor and land preparation), Horticulture Department (plant 
materials and labor), Bureau of Entomology and Plant Quarantine 
(insect identification).
9e OBJECTIVE OF CURRENT ..ORK: To develop insect control measures that
will be effective in facilitating crop, livestock and poultry produc­
tion under Alaskan conditionsj work out the biology of Alaskan insect 
species, continue list of Alaskan insectsj conduct investigations in 
insect pollination of crop plants and biological control measures of 
injurious insects.
10. PROGRESS DURING THE YEAR: Root maggots (AL-l-7-l(A): studies on
biology, control experiments, resistance variety studies in turnips, 
wild host plant studies and extent of maggot activity throughout the 
Territory,," Cutworm Investigations (AL-l-?-2(F): studies on biologys
control and parasite collections. Effect of Soil Treatments on Soil 
Biota and Future Plant Growth (AL-l-7-3(F): effect of insecticides
on several crop plants grown in Alaska and effect on soil inhabiting 
insects and microorganisms,
11. TELL BRIEFLY 1 OR MORE IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTIONS ?»HICH JUSTIFY CONTINUED 
SUPPORT OF THIS .»0RK: Materials have been found which offer control of 
cutworms and probably of root maggots under correct timing of applica­
tions o
120 LINES OF ..ORK TO RECEIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION DURING THE COMING YEAR:
Root maggot biology and control will be investigated in the Matanuska 
and Tanana Valleys (AL-l-7-l(A). Cutworm biology will be further exam­
ined, parasites collected and control experiments carried out in the 
Matanuska Valley (AL-l-?-2(F). Effect of soil treatments on plant 
growth and soil biota In Matanuska Valley will be further examined 
(AL“1-7-3(F).
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Don L* Irwin, Director 
In cooperation with 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
Agricultural Research Administration
ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT, FEDERAL AND FEDERAL-GRANT PROJECTS. 1950
1. PROJECT NUMBER AMD FUND: AL-l-7-l(A)
2c PROJECT TITLE: Root Maggots
3o PERIOD COVERED BY THE REPORT: May 26 to December 31, 1950
ho SUPERVISOR! LEADER: Richard Ho Washburn
5° LOCATION: Matanuska Experiment Station
60 COOPERATION: Soil Science Department (fertiliser., Agronomy Department
(land preparation and labor), Horticulture Department (plant material 
and labor), Bureau of Entomology and Plant Quarantine (insect identi­
fication) 0
7* OBJECTIVE OF WORK: To investigate the root maggot incidence, wild
host plants, dissemination and crop plant damage under various environ­
mental conditions in field and controlled conditions to determine an 
effective means of control for turnip, seed-corn and onion maggotsn
8o LINES OF WORK TO RECEIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION DURING THE COMING YEAR:
Major emphasis during the coming year will be placed on continuing 
biological studies of the root maggots, development of control 
procedures, continuing search for wild host plants, and environmental 
relationships to reaggot incidence in cultivated plants
9. TELL BRIEFLY 1 OR MORS IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTIONS SUCH AS PUBLIC BENEFITS 
OF THE PAST 3 YEARS WHICH JUSTIFY CONTINUED SUPPORT,OF THIS WORK: 
Several insecticides have been tested which offer possibilities of 
root maggot control in an easier manner than current methods,.,
10. PROGRESS DURING THE YEAR: Eleven insecticides have been tested
against root maggots and of these chlordan, parathionp lindar.e, aldrin 
and dieldrin look most promisingo Maggots have bean reared under 
laboratory conditions from larva to adult= A high moisture content 
medium is most desirableo Onion maggots were found in widely scattered 
localities including Circle Hot Springs and Anchorage,-, Turnip and/or 
8eed=’C0J.*n maggot complex was found in all area3 visited from Anchorage 
to Cirelec Three species of -sold host plants were found in preliminary 
collections of maggot infested Brassicacsae„ Petrowski turnips were 
found to be slightlyf but not signj.ficantly, more resistant to root 
maggots injuiT’ than white-fleshsd varieties<,
11. PUBLICATIONS: None,.
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In cooperation with 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
Agricultural Research Administration
ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT, FEDERAL AND FEDERAL-GRANT PROJECTS, 1950
lo PROJECT NUMBER AND FUND; AL-1-7-2(F)
2, PROJECT TITLE: Cutworm Investigations
3o PERIOD COVERED BX THE REPORT: May 26 to December 31, 1950
he SUPERVISOR! LEADER: Richard Ho Washburn
5» LOCATION: Matanuska Experiment Station
6. COOPERATION: Animal Husbandry Department (oat*=pea field), Agronomy
Department (bromegrass plots), Bureau of Entomology and Plant Quar­
antine (insect identification)«
In OBJECTIVE OF WORK: To find an efficient means of control for the
several species of cutworms important in the Matanuska Valley <,
8o LINES OF WORK TO RECEIVE SPECIAL ATTENTION DURING THE COMING IEAR:
Collection and rearing of larvae9 collection of parasites, comparison 
of insecticide soil treatments, comparison of baits and 3prays or dusts 
as control measuresn Isolation of disease organisms from diseased cut« 
wo 11713, and investigation of this possibility as a control measure,,
9, TELL BRIEFLY 1 OR MORE IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTIONS SUCH AS PUBLIC BENEFITS 
OF THE PAST 3 YEARS WHICH JUSTIFY CONTINUED SUPPORT OF THIS «T0RK: 
Several insecticides have been tested which offer good control 
possibilities-,
10. PROGRESS DURING THE YEAR: In the Palmer area cutworm infestation was
light this year* Earliest damage was noted May 25, 1950o Value of 
soil treatments and baits was uncertain as no cutworm appeared in 
areas treatedo C'nlordan emulsion was very effective as a control 
measure in infestations in onions, peas, bromegrass plots- In tests 
in oatS“bromegrass field in order of decreasing effectiveness ware 
chlordan emulsion, parathion, aldrin, dieldrin, and chlordan wettable 
powder^ Baits were net tried, due to low cutworm population* Lack 
of greenhouse facilities made life history studies difficult to carry 
outc Only a small percentage of those collected as larvae emerged as 
adultso Determinations have not been completed so the possibility of 
additional species is not known at this time0
11 PUBLICATIONS: None,
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